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Fred A. Sanborn died at 3 p. m., June 17th,
home, No. 5 Bell street, from self-indieted bullet wounds in the head and left arm.
He had been at home for several days with his
mother and off duty as one of the city's night
watch on account of trouble with his feet,
fearing broken arches. Thursday evening, he
spent with the H. H. Carter family, who live
on the drst door.
Nothing unusual was noted
in his appearance during the evening or when
he left them to go to his room. Mr. Carter
and Mrs. Nettie M. MerritheW, who was stopping with the family, heard the report of a revolver at 6.30 a. m., Friday, but did not think
it signided anything and paid no attention to
it. It was not unusual for Mr. Sanborn to remain in his room and ne waa not disturbed
until his mother went to call him to dinner
about 1.30 p. m. She found him very weak
from the loss of blood but apparently conscious. He had used an automatic 32-calibre
revolver, which he had in bis possession to
shoot unlicensed dogs. The bullet entered the
right temple, passed through the head and
came out a little lower on the 'left
temple,
passed through the left arm and did not pene-

during the day Tuesday,

this writing the returns are not complete for some of the candidates.
Although the Progressives had been released
from obligation to.vote for the party candidates

uf Belfast

by

the

Maine

member of the
and

Progressive

na-

of the candidates

tional committee,
had withdrawn, a number of Progressives cast
their ballots. This will entitle the candidates

nnd Fairbanks. .The Probate
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.aT.
Meet as Foe to Foe.”

some

receiving votes to a place on the ballot at the
[ September election,but it is expected that most
of them will decline the nomination,
Carl E. Milliken of Island Falls was nomirt
.Stockton Springs.. .The i
.-I
I nated for Governor by the Republicans with
Price Current... .Born.
Frederic
H. Parkhurst, second, Edward W.
-Died
-ti- d.
Wheeler of Brunswick, third and T. F. Callahan of Lewiston, fourth.
Col. Frederick Hale of Portland got the
nomination for U. S. Senator over Bert M.
Fernald of Poland and Ira G. Hersey of Houl..
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ton. The vote, with a score of small towns
and unorganized townships missing, which
could not affect the result, was:
no-l S’

J

99 97fi- frorl.

eric H. Parkhurst, 13,810; Edward W. Wheeler, 8,105; Timothy F, Callahan, 3,985
For senator, Frederick Hale, 16,623; Bert M
Fernald, 15,097; Ira G. Hersey, 13,140.
The vote of Waldo county for Governor was
as follows:
Callahan, 63; Milliken, 342; Park
hurst, 753, Wheeler, 93, For United States
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Governor.
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Milliken, Col. F. H. Parkhurst

following

colnville.

statement:

■f the returns now avaliable it
Mr. Milliken had received a
votes cast and would be the
•-ndidate for Governor in Septem-

1

a

my loyal supporters throughand particularly my neighbors
Fangor, wno by their vote gave
.endid endorsement, my heartfelt
nave many times said during the
a;t:n the fortunes of the Repubare above private and personal
us and I earnestly urge all of my
-upporters to ,‘oin with me in an
rnest effort to win a decisive vie
:nber for the influence it is bound
N ovember election, in the interrate and in the cause of Republics I pledge my every effort and
lr Milliken as the nominee of our
gratulatione upon the great honor
his selection accords him.”
i.

Cowan for county attorney, Cushman for
sheriff. Small for county commis?ioner and
Pattee for county
treasurer, Republicans,
There
were nominated without opposition.
were three candidates for judge of probate,
and the returns received irive the vote as follows; Harry E. Bangs, 620; Arthur Ritchie,
210; Fred W. Brown, 100. There were also
three candidates for register of probate and
returns from all the towns but Belmont,
which cannot affect the result, give Charles E.
Johnson 498; Charles P. Haaeltine, 360 and
Russell Carter, 329; a plurality nf 48 for Johnson.
The town of Montville did not cast a
Democratic vote for sheriff according to the
returns given by the Associated Press.
There was but one contest in the Democratic primary. The votes for the three candidates for nomination of sheriff, as far as received,were ae follows- Charles O. Dickey, 212;
Percy S. Edgecomb, 98; Hamilton E. Jenkins,
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A very quiet wedding was
Saturday, June 17th, at 11 o’clock
when Carolyn G. Hatch and Melvin 0. Dickey
were united in marriage by Rev. Arthur E.

I)ickey-Hatch.

church
wor-

at

i solemnized

noon.

Martin from the Bangor Theonary will be the preacher.
Praytnis. Thursday, evening at tbe
H C. Pitcher, 29 Church street,

home of the fcride’s parents,
Mr. and Mis. Walter G. Hatch, North Belfast.
Wilbon

the

at

unattended except by the
sister-in-law, Mrs. George U. Hatch of
lay will be observed as Children’6
Poston, who was matron of honor. The cerei.itarian church. Tha children
| mony was witnessed by the immediate fami- j
>• Bchool and parish will be presThe bride was becomingly attired
lies only.
igular morning service and the
in a traveling suit of champagne color with
aithfulness specially for them.
hat and waist to match. The rooms were
mo Sunday school session,
tastefully decorated with ferns, cut dowers
ing of the North Congregational and potted plants. A wedding breakfast, conSunday it was voted to extend a sisting of salads, olives, cake, ice cream and
Walter Thomas Hawthorne.
He coffee, was daintily served immediately folhere twice as a candidate since
lowing the ceremony, after which the happy
■•Iof Rev, Haraden S. Pearl and
couple departed on the noon train for Boston,
•d by all whc heard him. The eall where
they will spend their honeymoon.
Mr. Hawthorne was formerly
was felt because
Much
The

couple

were

bride’s

a>

upland.

He

disappointment

graduated this year

U. Hatch of Boston, the o idest brother of the
bride, was not present. He was unavoidedly
detained by the pressure of business. The
disappointment was somewfiat mitigated by
the arrival of v. letter from him in the noon

■*igor Theological Seminary and
ent there held a pastorate in Orabout 35 years of age, is married

4

mile

George

daughter, the older 5 years

sending congratulations and a substantial
check as a wedding gift. The couple received
many valuable g’fts, consisting of silverware,
set of Haviland china, linen, household furmishinge and money.They will reside in theE P*
Frost hc-use on High street, Belfast.
The
bride has made her home for twelve years
mail

hodisr church next
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morn-

B. Sellers will speak on
ine Cross,” and the Knights of
attend in a body.
At 2 30 p.n;.
ill spetk in the Wood's school-

urace

■

30 p.
with
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the children’s program
special music by the orches- I with her aunt, Mne. Charles E. Gwen, while atschool and later during the sir. yearw
Thursday, evening a trustee's tending
wed by the regular prayer meet- she clerked in the Pitcher Music store. For
probationers’ class meeting. At the past year she has been employed in the
office of the SSwan-Whitten-Bickford Co. For
of the official
m.

Monday, meeting
reports of the canvassing commitimportant business.

u
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list

church, Rev. J.Wilbor RichardResidence, No. 1, Northport
>.
phone 212-3. Next Sunday morning
‘‘imual Children’s Day celebration will be
>:

nm.ister.

rstrv*beginning

*

fje

at 10.45.

There

are

to be

choruses, class-exercises, and the
the beautiful allegory “The crownBible School Angel.” The following
opjustice. Miss Trask; The Guard,
t Webber;
Angel of Order, Miss
'i
ter; Angel of Literature, Mica Doris
tgel of Music, Mi&s Edna Curtis;

■

Miss Ruth

Curtis; Angel of
o
Emma Slipp; Angel of 'God’s
Ethola Frost. These young people
'Bed by Mr. Richardson and will
fully impressive rendition. On
exercises there will be no ses•Sunday school this day. Young
ing at 6.30. Evening Preaching
r« topic. “What Thomas Jones
he stays away from church”—
in series.
Prayer meeting on
i-ht at 7.30 in vestry.
ve,

■
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Augusta, June IB, Hon. EJvin Chick Burleigh, United mutes senator tr »m Maine. died
very suddenly at 10 30 tumgh' at the rtsi-ouce
of his s. n, Lewis A Burleigh, on Western
avenue.
The immediate cause of his ealh

indigestion

He was striven in tne
afternoon and luoa tu his ned and receiv. d toe
attention of several of the city's best physicians. Towards evening he seemed to be recovering, but about 8 o'cio-k he grew rapidly
worse and died at 10.30, startouudcd by a.I tne
members of his family.
Senator Burleigh returned to Augusta from
Washington about a month ago with tne body
of his wife, who had aied in Washington after
a long illness.
The death of Mrs. Burleigh affected donator Burleigh greatly and it hair been
remarked by those who have been lutimace
with him that he had aged very rapitky since
Mrs. Burleigh’s funeral, A few yeais ago
denator Burleigh was operated upon at d,ne
John rlopkins nospita! in Baltimore anu com
pletely recovered from the operation and regained his heakn and ms death today was not
due in any way to his previous sickness. Soon
after the funeral of his wife Senator Burleigh
returned to Washington, where he was je esent
in the Senate to vote upon several important
matters but soon after returned to this
city-,
where he had since remained, being paired wi
the vote on the confirmation ot associate
Justice Brandies and other important Senate
votes.

j

u

Shoe

ACGUSTA, June 19. Tne funeral of Hon.
Ed in Chick Burleigh, the junior United States
senator from Maine, was held at the residence
of his eon, Lewis A. Burleigh, on Western
avenue, this city, Monday afternoon and was
attended by a large concourse of the late senator’s business and political f^ssociates.
The
services at the house as well as the burial ceremony at the grave were simple but impressive.
Rev. Clay to*. 1 D. Boothby, pastor of the South
Parish Congregational church of Augusta,
officiated. The interment was in the family
lot nt Forest Grove cemetery beside the body
of his wife, who di-ad a month ago at Washington. All the dep*r<ments at the State house
were closed during the hours of the
funeral
out of respect to the former gbvernor.

1

SOCIETIES.

Whitman, past conim&ader; Gemge

A.

Low

E. Valentine, lieutenan
Cv»mnr.ander;
commander; Henry T. Gould, record keeper
Bruce Grey, chaplain; D. Whitney, sergeani
W. F. Rowell, first M. of Guards; Lester Curtis, second M. of Guards: R. W. Whitney.s*8en
tinej; F. H Cole, picket.
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Mr.

Charles White, carrier on Route 2,
makes his trips with a dainty little

car.

Millard
lima

Nickerson, Leona Woodbury and
Thomas, students at Bucksport, arrived

home last week.
Miss

Orrie Pearson of Boston

last week
Mrs. T.

of her uncle and his

the guest
wife, Dr. and

was

N. Pearson.

Helen Merriam goes to Providence, R.
I., this week to be present at the graduation
Miss

Main

Street, Belfast.

m.

Autos

will be served

The annual encampment of the Uniform
Rank, Knights of Pythias, v/ill be held in
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 28lh to Sept. 1st, and
under the plans made the Maine contingent
will assemble in Portland on Aug. 2€th, leave
that city at 6.05 P. M., and arrive in Nashville
at 6.30 A. M„ Monday.
In that city they will
be encamped on the famous battlefield. Every
attention has been

given

to

making

the

en-

are

at The

Homestead, Primrose Hill.

yards

Belfast, a teacher in
Westboro, Mass., High school, will attend

the

summer session

at the

University

of Chi-

cago.

Hon.

Mabel F.
Webber returned Friday
Auburn,where she was the guest for several days of Mrs. Sarah Richardson Hunne-

Mrs.

well, formerly of Belfast.
Miss Myrtle E. Frost, a student at Wheaton
! College, Norton, Mass., arrived last Thursday

spend

to

Arthur I. Brown of Augusta was at
to cast his vote in the primary

the

vacation with her par-

summer

Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost.

ents,

Monday

home

Mrs. Harry W.

from

Miss Edith C. W'ilson of
the

rounury

ana

the Institute

season.

C. Stephenson arrived Wednesday
from Colby College to spend the summer with
his parents, Mr. and Airs. D. t. Stejkei.scn.

black-

parents, Mr.

at

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Johnson of Washington, D, C., arrived yesterday and are at their
summer residence on Primiose Hill for. the

father, Mr-

Milton

Republican City

the

a

for the rash act and those most intimate with

Passed to

leave

Lake

J

citizen

j
j

be lovingly redeeds. He was
ever ready to do his part in whatever was for
the good of his neighborhood, especially anything that was for the entertainment of the
kind-hearted

known

children.
side

He

many

band is

very generous,

Grange, Thorndike,

a
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all

with

>
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were

j
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members
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B.

Miss Marian

Brewer
cises of

visit

at

the Brown

cottage

Mrs.

while attending the graduating
the Brewer High school.

exer-

Frank R. Woodcock returned Friday
Angeles, California, where she had

from Los

been the guest for several months of her
mother, Mrs. H. H. Johnson. She reported her
mother improving and out of the hospital.
Frank Pierce, purser of the sieapier Belfast
of the Eastern S. S. Co., and Mrs. Pierce have
gone to Bucksport for the summer, after residing during the winter and spring at The
Lowder in this city.—Bangor News.
Mrs. Laura Richards, the authoress, and
daughter, Miss Madeline, have been guests at
the
Mrs. Richards is
“The Homestead.”
daughter of Julia Ward Howe. She plans to
return to Camden later in the season.—Camden Herald.

Kittridee returned last Sundays visit in Beverly, Mass.
She was accompanied by her niece, Miss Helen
H. Kittridge, a student at the Salem, Mass..
Normal school, who will spend the sumniti
vacation with her parents, Mr. ana Mrs, Geo.
Miss Anne M.
from

Southamp- day

ton, Mass,, last Thursday to attend the commencement of Smith college, of which she is

graduate, and will spend several weeks with
college friends before returning home,
a

1

a

Allyn shore.

the

Mrs. J. P. Stowers of Sandy point and Miss
Ruth Barbour of Searsport were guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert N. Bunker in

son

Hazeltine went to

July.

will remain for

Karl, with her
mother, Mrs. Fred G. Carter of Savannah, Ga.,
are visiting Mr, and Mrs. Karl MacDonald in
Hartford, Conn., Mrs. Carter « xpects later in
tbe summer to visit Belfast.
bmith and

the 4th of

Mrs. Frederick W. Brown and her sister,
Mrs. Dora Engle of Holyoke, Mass., arrived
by b( at last Saturday morning. Mrs. Engle

brief

a

Mrs.

Mr. ami Mrs. James E. Logan, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Oliver Lawrence, (Phyllis Logan) and Miss
1 Estelle
Burton, all of Bangor, spent Sunday at
i Sunnyside cottage with Mr. and Mrs. James

E.

a

few

Kittridge.

Mary E. Chase of tiuzeman, Mont.,
spent Friday in Ellsworth witn her brother,
Register of Probate E. n. Cht.se, on her way
her
to Biuehill to spend the summer with
Miss Chase is
Edith M. Chase.
L. James and John Sanborn. They came by j mother, Mrs.
n: writing a sequel to
summer
this
engaged
auto.
her latest book, “The Girl from the Big Horn
Miss Sarah Ruse, a daughter of Robert F. Country,” which has been so well received.city, a teacher in the public
Bedford, Mass., will leave
there July 2nd for Chicago, to take a special

Puss

of

this

scnools of

course

at

New

the

University

of

Chicago

summer

school.
Mrs. Charles Walker and son,William Walker,who spent the winter in Rockland with the
Termer's daughter, Mrs. Edward Berry, returned lest week to their home on Spring
Mrs Berry accompanied
day£ stay,

street.

£*. Marshall

jArey

over

on

few

Them for

a

Adelia Cook went to Gorham last Satguest of Miss Mary Hayes at
Rohie hall, Gorham .Normal school, and was
joined there Monday by Miss Marguerite
Coombs. They all returned yesterday. Miss
Miss

urday

L.

days.

returned Sunday morning
business trip to Boston and was
accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Frank Seldon
of Haverhill, who will visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. E. McMahan.

Ruse, and.LeonardO. White.
F.

few

Almon McMahan

3

lot in Grov
c

a

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter C

her

from

Fost, G. A. E Messrs.
Clark, Henry M. Benaett, R >bert 5

Thomas
Oscar

in the

w&s

The

in

eral street.

1

Hu, until it was oeceesary to take her to Bar
for hospital treatment. For years sh e
was anaemberof Thomas H
Marshall Relic f
Corps, now the Circle. She is survived b V
two daughters, Mrs. Mabel Staples and Mr: i.
Rose Bucklin, both cf Belfast. The funerj 1
took place Friday at 2 p. m. at the Buckli a
home, No. 118 High street, Rev. Horace 1
Sellers of the Methodist church o£ ciating.an *
Cemetery.

expected

Clarence Richards of Lynn, MaBS., is in Belfast, called here by the serious illness of hi
mother, Mrs. Wiletta Read, at the home of
her dau ghter, Mrs. Ada Russell, No. 12 Fed-

ger

MEXICO?

Johnson.

summer.

Claude B. Roberts arrived last Friday from
Houston, Texas. He is having a three months’
leave from his duties with Stone & Webster
while recuperating from an attack of typhoid
fever.

the

Fcr years she was cared for at th
fast.
home of her daughter, Mrs. Herbert L. Buck

student in the Domes-

a

department at the University of
Maine, is spending the vacation with her sisters, Mrs. Maude E. tfusse and Mrs. Fred A,

Shaw.

offices in the subordinate Grange, and was an
officer in Waldo Pemona and a member of the

>

Alfreda Eliis,

Miss

tic Science

Marjorie Shaw, teacher of domestit
science in the Claremont, N. H., High school
will arrive Saturday to spend the summei

member of Hill-

filled

afternoon.

a
at

Miss

kind

for years

was

a

to spend
bungalow

Saturday by

Mrs. Sidney P. Young and sons, Tom, Sidney
George U. Hptch of Allston, Mass., is a and John, arrived Friday from Greenville and
guest of her .father-in-law, Walter G. Hatch, are at their bungalow on Patterson's Point,
Mr. Young will join theni for
for the remainder of the month. Her hus- ! East Belfast.

He will

man.

membered for his

as

H. Sanborn of Bangor
the critical illness of their brother, Fred A. Sanborn
and remained until after the funeral Tuesday
called to Belfast

Mrs.

large family of children. In 1872 he
Mary A. Brown of Knox, who died
j Sept. 9, 1900. Mr, Little£eld was a respected
married

was

Liberty

Rhodes-Brown wed-

and Mrs. Roscoe

Mr.

St. George.

this week for the

a

1

and

for

to attend the

came

were

Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley, who is visiting in
Dorchester, Mass., on her return home from
from St. Paul, Minn., will arrive in Belfast

a

years, 6 months and 4 days. He was a son of
Isaac and Meriba Littlefield of Thorndike and
of

Monday

next

number of weeks in the Sherman

higher life June 12, 191<?, in
Prospect, Mr. Noah A. Littlefield, aged 68

! one

He

Rev. and Mrs, J. Wilbor RichardsoD will

him attribute it to temporary insanity due to
despondency. The funeral took place at his
late home Tuesday at 2 30 p. m., Rev. Arthur
A. Blair, Universalist, officiating.

There will be

will leave the

Supper

tion with his

student,

a

Clark.

---

and

and are housekeeping
Bay View Btreet.

ding.- Rockland Courier-Gazette.

a

lodge room at 6.30 p.
during tne evening.

Donald S. Clark,

XTV_i,_rr>

was

on

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ames of Groton,
Mass., will arrive June 18th to spend the summer at their cottage at Lake Quantabacook.

Miss Lytle C. Morrill of Belmont spent last
week in Orono, the guest of friends, and attended Commencement at the U. of M.
and her

wedding trip

the Stearns house

in

E. A. Sherman and R T. Rankin returned
yesterday from a trip to New York. Mr. Rankin also visited in Mansfield, Mass.

native cf

to be the

Miss

Ellsworth American.

M. Brackett, the veteran fisherman
was given a birthday party by the
Boston Art Club Wednesday night, June i4th.
in honor of his ninety-third birthday anniversary. On .Saturday, with his rod, fishing
and painting outfits he left for his annual salin Canada. Each summer
mon fishing trip
season for many years Mr. Brackett has gone
Walter

and

artist,

fishing camp, ar.d advancing years have
his enjoyment of his favorite
recreation. Mr. Brackett is a native of Unity.
to his
not

prevented

Prof.

Roscoe

J.

who has received

Ham of
an

Bowdoin College,
as a special

appointment

Vinaftcrcen, son 5 ^
assistant to the American ambassador at PetLouisa Arey, died at hi ^
rograd, is a cousin of Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens
home in Mcetvilie June 11th, aged 61 year
of this city, and about a year ago was her
has completed tbe first year’s course.
Hayes
The remains were taken ti Augusta for bur:
guest and addressed the W oman's Alliance of
Mies Anna May Pitman of Bucksport was
al. MiZ. Arey was a stone cutter <£or man y
Parish Unitarian church. Prof.
the
First
years, lout about 10 years ago sold hie home i a JiBuuanu
nU|(iaiHJ V/OlIlKjrVaa commission
I Ham will serve as a member of
; Vinalhswen and moved to JKontville oa a fan a Aory of Music, Boston, at the largely attended I organized by the American Red Cross and
i with hit wife’s parents, Mr. and Mrs CharU B commencement exercises June 20th. Miss
working under the American consui-genera/
Talbot. Mr. Arey was a member of Most s Pitman has completed the pianoforte course, 1
at Moscow' to investigate conditions in Russian
been
a
F.
&
A.
and
J
of
a
Kurt
Fischer
of
meanber c f having
the
Webster, Lodge..
M„
pupil
pr ison camps.
She has made several appearances
the G. C. ,N. U.
He is survired by hio wifi i. ! faculty.
Helen (Taibot);b{7 one daughter, and by thre e at concerts and recitals during her course at
Carranza’s decision as to the course he wil 1 sisters, Mrs. Mahala Vinal and Mrs. Jenni e i the Conservatory.
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
Among the important
1
pursue.
Hamiltoa of Vinalfcaven, and Mts. Julia Lyon a works in which she has been heard have'been:
A. R. McNabb of Ellsworth has leased the
The 2nd Maine regiment has been ordered ti *
Jao. 16, 1916, Chopin, Polonaise in C minor;
| Augusta.
Lancey House and has taken possession.
the frontier, and every company wil! be re
24, 1915, Debussy, Nocturne in D flat;
April
!
Tho funeral nf fho Into Willard R Trwro*>an *
Mrs. Horace btaples of Stockton Springs is
cruited to its maximum war strength of 14:
Jan. 8, 1916, Chopin, Nocturne in B.
visiting in the home of her son, G. b. staples.
men in a few days.
All the States are re j took place at his late home, No, 48 Coda r
Mrs. Wallace Eeed Tarbox of Fryeburg, naMr. and Mrs. Fred Seward of Belfast, whose
street, June 15th, Miss Anr.ie Carter, Spiril
| sponding promptly to the call.
tional senior vice president Ladies G. A. R.,
marriage took place June 5th in Merrimac,
ualist, officiating. The deceased was at on a
!are in town fora visit with M. Reas usual, equal to the occasion
Mass.,
herself,
proved
CENTER MUNTVILLE.
time president of the Seaside Spiritualist So j
ward s mother, Mrs.
at the convention in Portland last week, She
George \\. be ward.—
Pittblield Advertiser.
ciety of Belfast and was a firm adherent o
was called upon to respond to the address of
Mrs. Lois Bartlett of West Appleton spenl
The burial service of Tarratin
faith.
that
j
a week with Mrs. O. L. Bartlett.
I Tribe of Red Men was aleo conducted, with ; Mayor C hapman and did so in a most coroplibobbins bankruptcy case on Trial.
mentary and pleasing manner, and at the
Mrs. Lydia b erry, one of our oldest ladies
of that order present. Thi j
i large delegation
I has been quite ill, but has improved so thai I sons of the deceased acted as bearers and th< campfire in the evening her brilliant remarks _h olio wing the noon recess, Friday, of the
elicited great applause and delighted all in
United {states District in Bangor it was anshe is now able to be about. Mrs. C. M. Berrj J remains were taken by auto to Brooks for m
j the large audience. Again she was selected nounced that the government had decided to
had been with her for about two weeks, but : terment.
as the installing < fticer and in a most
impres- proceed in its case against Altxis O. Robbins
has returned home and Mrs. Charles Berry,hei
sive manner per lot me d that ceremony in a
Mrs. Harriet Morrell, widow of the late AI
of Fort Kent, and L. H. Robbins of
son’s wife, is with her for the present.
manner long to be remembered by ail who
Prospect,
bert Morrell, formerly of Belmont, died Jun<
who were charged with a conspiracy to conceal
it.
Mrs. Taxbox is certainly one of
Llewellyn F. Arey, one of our prosperous 8th, in Center Lincolnville, at the home of hei heard
assets
in
bankruptcy. Attorneys lor tbe dej Maine's talented ladies.
farmers, died June 11th of consumption. He
tense had abked lor a continuation of the case
daughter Clara, with whom she had lived foi 1
Misses MaDei A. and Mar garet R. Craig ar- that the
leaves a wife, one daughter and two grandoi certain ptomissury notes
possession
90
monthi
Her
was
10
three years.
years,
age
rived home from Mount Holyoke College last named in the indictment might be
children. The funeral services were held a(
legally deand 13 days. The funeral service was helc
termined in the lower courts, where actions
Friday morning by boat, accompanied by their were
his home June 13th and the interment was in
still penning.
Sunday in Belmont, Rev. J. N. Palmer oi college friends, Misses Helen
Bruce, Margaret i
Augusta. Rev. T. R. Pentecost officiated and Searsmont officiating.
Smith and Elizabeth Campbell of Pittsbuigh,
L. C. Morse had charge of the arrangements.
Summer School for Teachers.
Pa., Dorothy Brooks of Menasha, Wis., DoroMr. Arey and family came here from VinalhaMaine Troops Leave for Texas,
thy Dennison of Mexico City, Dorothy Donven several years ago.
He had managed his
Announcement was made June ltith at, the
of Tenafly, N. J., Laura Hull of Olego,
farm successfully and will be greatly missed
Portland, Me., June 16. The 1st and 154th nelly
State educational department that a summer
New
of
the
Coast
at
Fori
Geraldine
Brown
of
his
and
Frank
Sanford
N.
friends.
Companies
Artillery
Corps
Jersey,
and
Matawam,
by
family
left this morning on a special traic
J., Ruth Wills of Cleveland, Ohio, Katherine school course for teachers of elementary
wife are assisting Mrs. Arey on the farm. Her McKinley
for San Antonio, Tex. They are commanded
schools will be held at Castine, Gorham and
Jones
ol
ana
is
a
Newtonville, Mass.,
mother, Mrs. Charles Talbot, who
Mary treese Machias, for the three-weea
very by Capts J. C. GoodfeJlow and Edward B. Powperiod beginning
aged lady, is confined to her bed. Mr. Talbot ers. lhe train consisted of five day coaches, a of Framingham, Mass. The visitors remained Monday, July 17 and ending Friday, Aug. 4.
is able to be around. Much sympathy is felt parlor car and three baggage cars, one fitted as until Wednesda> and were enthusiastic over Monday, July 17, will be devoted to registra•a kitchen, in charge of the company cooks.
AI
for Mrs. Arey, who is passing through trying
cottage life and the beauties of the bay and tion anu selection of courses and the classes
designated points a supply ol fresh meat and
will begin at 9 o’clock Tuesday
morning, July
shore.
times.
18th.
vegetables will be secured._ :
a

the -late Rufus and

»V1U

7

Morrill,

from their

Inez E. Crawford and Mrs. Margaret
Martin will leave today, Thursday, to spend
the summer in Allston, Mass.

Ralph M. Johnson

A. Seward and bride arrived Friday

Fred

Miss

Mr.

her way to her Belfast home.

on

Mrs. Helen A. Sanborn will leave today
Thursday, for Bangor with her son, Roscoe
H., and wife, to remain with them for an indefinite visit.

Trank

Palestine Comaiandery, Knights Templar
wl’I spend St. John’s day in a very quiet way
thie year. They will go to the train at noon
tomorrow, Friday, to meet De Molay Com*
mandery of Skow began, who will be their

Mary A. Bickford of Brooklyn, tf. Y., is
visiting her brother Walter in Brighton, Mass.,

Twombly will

*

for several weeks.

Miss

delegate to the county and State conDrs. Ji. L Kilgore and E. A, Wilson, who were called, did all they could to alleviate his suffering. He gave tbem no reason

I

SECRET

pond,

leave to-day,
Thursday, to visit his son, Frank W. Twombly,
and wife, in Buffalo, N. Y.

ventions.

da
expressed great grief upon learning the
sudden death of United States Senator Edwin
C. Burleign of
Maine.
Many declared his
de. h to be a serious loss to Congress as wc’l
rs 10 the State of Maine.
Senator Burleigh
h ol made it a point to become personally acwith
and
every member of
quainted
friendly
Congress and he was deeply lcved by men of
all
parties.
Speaker Champ Clark of the
House. “Uncle Joe” Cannon, through whose
speakership Senator Burleigh was a member
of the lower House of Congress, and Republican Leader Mann were among those to express
great grief, and they were joined therein by
many other congressmen and senators.

Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Foster and Herbert Foster of Portland are at the Alhambra, Pitcher’s

Prof. Charles E. Paul of Armour Institute,
a visit with his

Charles H,

Kent's Hill.

nary at

Chicago, arrived Saturday for
mother, Mrs. J. G. Paul.

The delegation from Washington arrived j State Grange. He is survived by five chilSenator Burleigh was born Nov. .27, 1843. at ! Monday forenoon, consisting of Sens. Charles dren— Jesse F. of Jackson, Howard J., Henry
Linneus, Maice, son of Hon. Parker Prescott F. Johnson of
Maine, Jacob H. Gallinger of E., Manson u. and Mrs. He’on Dunaver, all ol
Burleigh and Caroline Peabody (Chick) Fur- New
|
Hampshire, William P. Dillingham of Stockton
leigh- He was educated in the common bchuols 'Vermont. William E. Borah of Idaho,
Springs; and by an aged brother ir
Henry R j
j
and Huulton acaaeuiy and later taught schools
AshureC
of Arizona,
Wesley L. Jones of j Thorndike. Three children have passed to anand -was a land surveyor. He was married
Washington, James E. Martine of New Jersey, other life—Fred P. in 1898, Herbert L. in 190(
June 28, 1863, to Mary J. Bither whom he had
Charles S.
Thomas of Colorado, George W,
! and Mrs. Martha Dunaver in 1913.
The fusurvived by a little over a month. He enlisted
Norris of Nebraska, John K. Shields of Tennesin the cavalry, but illness pievented his passing
neral was held at the home of Mr. A. C Clark
see. J. C. W, Bsckman of Kentucky and Charles
the medical examination.
He served in tne
E. Curtis of Kansas and Congressmen Asher C.
whore Mr. L. had had a home for a number o:
office of State adjutant general, --clerk >\a the
Hinde, Daniel J. McGiiflicuddy, John A Peters ! years. Rev. James Ains'.ee of
State land office,1870'6,State laud agent .1876 8.
Searspert spok<
and Frank E. Guernsey of Maine, Joseph G.
]
From 1876 to 1878 lie was assistant clerk in the
Cannon of.Illkiois, Lewis C. Crampton of Mich- : words of comfort and F. W. Haley of Winter
Maine House ot Representatives and was clerk j
William A. Oldfeld of Arkaraa^, Lin- ! pert conducted the services. The many beau
in the office of the State treasurer, 1880 4, and ! igart,
j coin Dixon of Indiana, J, B. Thompson of Ok la- tiiei flowers were suenc tokens of the loving
State .treasurer, 1885-8.
He was governor of
homa, Clement C. Dickinson of Michigan, WilMaine two terms, 1889-92; member of the j
thoughts of relatives and friends. The re
liam A. Cullop of Indiana ana Richard W
House in the 55th. 66tn, 57th, -58th, -59-h and |
mains were taken to Thorndike June 15th fo
i Austin of Tennessee.
60th Congresses, 1897 1911, and elected United
j The honorary bearers wereer-Gov. Frederic! interment n the family lot, accompanied b;
States senator by the Legislature of J.913. He
W. Plaisted, ex-Chief Justice William Fenr
two of hie children, EJanson and Helen, wh<
was chairman ot the Maine delegation to the 1
Whitehouse, Hen Charles S. Hichbcrn, Samue
Republican convention in 1896
helped to tenderly care for their father in hi
Dr. A. G. Young and Hon. Free
Manley,
Coney
Senator Bur.’eigh is survived by one son, j
G Kinsman of Augusta, Col. Fred N. Dew o'
tesit sickness.
Lewis A. Burl-igh, and four cLmghlers, Mrs.
Portland
Justice
Warren
C.
Phil
andAssociate
Robert J. Martin, Airs Joseph Williamson. Mrs. j
; brooi: of Waterville
Mrs. Ar.ne C. Know 1 ton died thine 14th i1
Byron Boyd and llrt. R. 11. Stiibi s, all of Auj The active bearers were United States Sen tfee Eastern Maine Insane
gusta, and by uae brother, Hon. Albert A. Burhospital, Bangoi
F. Johnson of Waterville, Sen
; ator (. Maries
'eign a member of the Maine senate from
She was born in Swanville, Doc. 30, 1834,
Burleigh’s colleague. Associate Justice Leslii
Aroostook County
and
C.
Macomber
Chariei
Cornish, George E.
j
daughter of the late Harry and Sarah Doi /
I F. Fiynt of Augusta, ex-Gov. William T. Gobi
Gartis. She married Andrew Knowlton an 3
Washington, X). C.,.June IS. Members of ; of Rockland and Hon. F. Marion Simpson o
all parties in both nouses of Gcrngrese Satur- Bangor.
nearly all of her Icn^; life wae spent in Bel

campment enjoyable.
Returning the party
Situation.
will leave Nashville at 10 A. M., September
Mrs. Elwyn Sawyer and daughter of Au
ftain other lines, business in foot- gusta, who had spent two weeks with her 1st, and will visit the Mammoth cave, Cincint fallen off
perceptibly. The de- mother, Mrs. Lottie Murch, returned home nati, Buffalo and Niagara Falls, arriving in
:
t, continues active and, with many last week.
Portland at noon, Monday. Sept. 4th. Commaining unfilled, some producers
Rev. and Mrs. Fred H. Morgan of Wollaston, plete details of transportation plans are availlr;K orderB for later delivery.
Diffi‘‘till experienced in
securing stock, Mass., arrived June 16th at their summer able from Col. Warren E. Riker of the first,
N "f cal#
leather, and shipments are home, having motored
through. Mr. Morgan's regiment, Lewiston.
tn,,y slow, especially on low-cuts for
II :s now between-seasons in the parents and daughter Elizabeth came with
Hampden Tent, of the Maccabees celebrated
'rade and, as shoe manufacturers are them.
,v,
the completion of its new lodge home with pf:
"Ughly covered on supplies, not
Mrs. Estella Hatch, widow of the late ternoon and
night sessions June 15th. All the
4a,!:vity is expected until well into next
George Hatch, met with a bad accident last surrounding tents of the order sent delegaJun's Review, June 17th.
|
week while on her way to Knox. She jumped
tions, and visitors were present from Augusta,
or was thrown from her carriage and her
State of Trade.
hip Waterville and Skowhegan, and the dedication
bone was fractured. She was attended by was carried out in full form in an
impressive
7'lhr hut active. Between-seasons quiel Dr's Pearson and Tapley.
The new lodge home is 36 by 60 feet,
manner.
% *|’i‘jualy absent, Trade contraction vis“The Good Time Club" met recently with with a
',ne iiHes.
v
large room on the top floor, running
Expansion in others,
r,
‘-,f>nditions retard crops and retail Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Field and properly ob- the entire
hy
length of the building. The ground
U ed
>ie,ds ev>dent, though wheat served the
f'U m 7
birthdays of three of the mem- floor is occupied with well arranged antebetter. Reaction visible in lumber
^rice8* Lower ocean freights help bars. Coffee, cake and two kinds of ice cream rooms and a good sized main hall, and stage.
ttport’ ir*!?
a,,e Stock market
professional. Gold were served. The next meeting will be with The first floor is used for the kitchen. The
Vfery large.—Bradstreet's, June 17th. 1 Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Bowen the last of
July.
j
I officers of .the tent, for 1916 are; Russell H
fie

Chellis H. Michaels of Springfield, Mass., is
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram
Michaels.

visiting his parents,

Capt. Albert Harriman of New York is the
guest of Mrs. Mary Perry, South Main street.

and

BURLEIGH.

C.

Mrs. June Howes Taylor of Boston has been
critically ill with typhoid fever, but is now out
of danger.
Miss Maud Bryant left Saturday to attend
the graduation at the Maine Wesleyan Semi-

Monday.

For six years

moicier in tne rseirast

Belfast.

Paul R. Smith has arrived from Harvard
and will spend the summer in
Belfast.
Dental school

election. Mrs. Brown accompanied him fora
short visit.

short parade and a buffet lunch at Masonic
The National Gua&d Called Out
I
Temple. Soon after their .guests leave the !
Virtually the entire mobile strength of -th '■
Sir Keights of Palestrae will ieave by auto for
I National Guard of all the States in the U.nioi
Pitcher’s Pond, where they will be the guests
1 and the
District of Columbia were orderei I
of Messrs, James H. and Raiph H. Howes at
mustered into the Federal service last Sunda;
been a member of their cottage*
a number of years she has
Fish chowder.- etc., will he
night by President Wilson. About oce hun
the Unitarian choir and was a favorite soloist served.
dred ihoustnd men are expected to respond t >
in social functions. Mr. Dickey has been emSears Lodge, I. O. Q. F., of .Searsport, wit!
the.call and will be mobilized immediately fa
ployed for several yeers as a cutter for Leon- eetertain
the district meeting of the Odd Felsuch service on the Mexican border as the;
ard & Barrows and is a member of the Belfast
lows of th:B district, tomorrow, Friday, even- I
may later be .assigned to assume. Simultanus
Band. Both are popular young people and
ing. The degree staff of In v ictus Lodge oj ly, Secretary Daniels of the Navy Depart
have the congratulations of many,
;
Unity will work £he second degree. Grand ment ordered additional warships to Mexicai 1
Master John E. Bunker of .Bar Harbor is ex- | waters to
MORRILL.
j
safeguard properly American live
pected to te present to address the meeting. ihere.
j
The Ladies Aid will meet today, Thursday, The members of .Waldo Lodge will make the
j A forcible reply to tfce recent note of th *
with Mrs. Gssie Dutton.
trip in autos. Those who desire to have trans- Mexican government has been transmits l
Miss Esther Hunt from Higgins Classical portation provided are requested to leave th*»ii
and the issue of war or peace with Alexin >
names on Friday forecoon with Samuel
Adams, aow hangs m the balance, awaiting Genera l
Institute is at home for the summer vacation.

exercises of her sister Frances.

I

the various

yard.

Bangor

in

in

Committee

member of

was acute

Searsport, Waldo, Brooks District—Rep
Edwin C. Holbrook, Brooks.
Dem.; George B.
Roberts, Brooks. Prg.: Prince E. Luce, Brooks
The County Officers.

ship

a

to

are

Boston

Mr. and Mrs, L. E. Sprowl and daughter
Louise of Appleton visited-relatives in Belfast

recently worked for A. C. Hopkins
who bought the plant.
He was serving on
the second year as night watch.
He was of a
pleasant disposition and kind hearted. He
never married and had made his home with
his mother.
He was for a number of years a

Unity.

when the returns

Rev. Ashley A. Smith returned
Tuesday morning from a short visit

and had

port
Dem.: Joseph S. Mullen, Lincolnville.
Soc.: A. L. Yonng, Lincolnville.
House. Rep. Hodgdon C. Buzzell; Dem
Adelbert Millett, Soc.: Fred E. Trull.
Tr oy, Montville, Unity District—Rep : James
J Ciement, Montville.
Dem,: ReuelS. Ward,

that time indicated the nominajfd the

ne wornea as a

was

Thomas B and Irving T. Dinsmore
on business.

Ola Goodrich of Waterville is the guest
Mr, and Mrs. Wayland L. Hall.

Mrs. S. W. Johnson has returned home from
visit in Gorham with Mrs. Rollin T, Hack.

a

a

and Helen Aldus Sanborn and all his life

Frank Allen of Quincy, Mass., is the guest of
Harry E. Bowker,

Miss
of

great shock to the mother,
brother and his many friends, who have the
sympathy ot all. He was born in Belfast
It

»

Islesboro, Stockton Springs, Winterport District—Dem.: E, L. Sprague Islesboro; Rep.
Not reported.
Palermo, Liberty.Lincolnville District—Rep.:
Dem.: Preston E.
Henry W. Abbott, Palermo
Soc : Donald R. Heal, LinBoynton, Liberty.

!

spoke

his broth-

gor.

The Republican nominations for Congress
1st district, L. B. Goodall;
were as follows:
2nd, W allace H. White; 3d, John A. Peters;
E.
F.
4th,
Guernsey.
Curtis for Governor and Johnson for U. S.
Senator had no opposition in the Democratic'
primary, and the Democratic nominations for
Congress were as tollows: 1st district, Lbinont A. Stevens; 2no, D. J. McGillicudy; 3d
John E. Bunker; 4th, Leonard A. Pierce
Following are the legislative nominations in
W?aldo county:
SENATE. Rep.: Charles M. Conant, Winter- ;

MILLIKEN,

He

apparently knew
he arrived Saturday

PERSONAL.

Mrs, Sarah Sherwood is visiting relatives in
St. George.

j

outside, but fell

moved.

was

several times and
er

Senator, Fernald, 365; Hale, 409; Hersey, 329

CARL E.

1

at his

~

|

PERSONAL.

OBITUARY.

and at

P ickard. Farmers’ U-ion
Uncle Abner.. Christian
Recent Deaths. .The Biddenal Says..Forest Notes.

}

DEATH OF SENATOR BURLEIGH.

primary election Monday, June 19th,
passed off quietly and with some surprises.
As the polls did not close until 9 p. m. the resuit of the vote for the leading candidates
The

v

.,

NUMBER 25

__

>

|

■
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The Banquet, the Play and the Ball.
banquet in Memorial hall Wednesday evening, June 14th, was under the
The

juniors,

direction of the

who decorated

with the class colors—red and white—using long loops of bunting from the center
chandelier to the corners of the hall and
along the sides, meeting in butterfly
corners.
The doors were
in white with touches of red, and

bows at the

draped

the class pennants were attractively arAt the rear of the stage was a

ranged.
white

curtain

“Knowledge

is

with

the

Power,”

class motto,
and the class

numerals, “16, ”in red. There were large
bouquets of Solomon’s seal,red tulips and
the red peony. The table
bud vases with single red tulips and the table reserved
for the class had basket centerpieces of
tulips and narcissus. After the guests
the class

flower,

decorations

were

were seated the class came in in a body
to occupy the table in front of the stage
and were followed by Supt. W. B. Woodbury and their teachers. Mrs. John O.

Black catered and the young ladies of
junior class served. The menu was

the

chicken salad, rolls, olives, coffee, ice
cream and cake. The officers of the class
are Byron M.
Salter, president; Miss
n.

marguerite

Miss

and

»iv.c

vhch,

jnccmcui,

Marguerite D. Coombs, secretary

treasurer.

At the close of the ban-

quet the tables were cleared for the
reading of the class parts.
Immediately following the banquet,
Principal Clarence W. Proctor, who conducted the exercises, announced the honor
students of the class, Miss Marian Waterrpan and Miss Doris Shorey. While he
did not give the exact rank of either, he
stated that both were above 90 per cent.
The announcement was greeted with
cheers.
Archie Robinson of the Junior class, in
behalf of the undergraduates of the B.
H. S., presented Mr. Proctor with a

carving

set

and Miss Hazeltine with

a

cheese Unite. Their acknowledgments
brief, but their surprise and pleasMr. Proctor
tre were very apparent.

were

said: "You don't expect

acknowledgment; you
preciate the gifts.
The evening was one
ure

as

the class

were

me to make any
know I will ap-

of unusual

at

pleas-

their ease in the

attractive hall and surrounded

by

rela-

tives and close friends.
The class prophecy, class will and presentation of gifts were then given, and
are

printed

in full,

as

follows:

PROPHECY.

throng, exclaiming in ponderous
tones, “Why let the men run this government? The women are their superior morally, mentally and spiritually.”
Could this be the champion speaker of

vast

B. H. S. Graduation.

When the speech was
the class of ’16.
finished I rushed up to the speaker, exclaiming. "Are you not my friend and
classmate Marian Waterman?” “Surely,” she said, “it is I.” She was the
leading speaker in the suffrage world
and was arousing the women of America
to put a woman in the president’s chair
and was herself the candidate for this
I should like to have talked
office.
more but the fates intervened and I was
once again transported, this time to an
enormous grand stand watching a game
of base ball. The score was a tie at the
eighth inning and as the pitcher for the
Red Sox’s goes out for the ninth, the
lady next me rises to her feet and cries,
“Roy, Oh Roy Green, Get the game,” I
looked at her curiously for a minute and
then exclaimed, “Why Lillian Knowlwhat
are
ton,
you
doing here?”
“Watching the game,” said Lily. “If
the Red Sox win I have promised to
marry Roy Green, but I think I shall do
so any way.”
Lillian had always been
attracted to base ball players in the
good old high school days, and especially
if they could Shute well.
The next scene was a lovely boulevard
and I could just discern a car coming
down the farther end of it; by the sound
I knew it to be a little Joe Ford. When
it was within a yard of me it stopped
and I saw that the occupants of the car
were
Richard Stephenson and Vera
Greenlaw. Richard got out of the car
and began to tinker with the engine.
Finally he said, “Well it can’t be did, I
guess we will have to walk.” Just then
along came another car driven by a girl.
She stopped to see what the trouble was.
It was Vera’s sister Una.
Una asked
Richard to get in and go with her, which
he did, and left poor Vera alone. This
was no unusual thing for Dick, for he
was alwavs verv fickle and would leave
one girl tor another.
While watching Richrrd a fine house
caught my eye. It was a beautiful place,
the grounds were kept up finely and every
thing looked neat and tidy. A large automobile was standing at the end of the
walk.
I was wondering who could live
in this beautiful house when a man came
out cf the door; he looked very natural
and I worked my thinking capacity to
its greatest extent to remember him,
and it was only after he had driven off
that it dawned on me that it was Howard

Tibbetts.

The

talk about,
ZIRA smokers
and

Well, thought I, Marguerite

As I was medout and sure
it was Marguerite, just as handsome as ever.
1 went up and made myself known; we had a lovely talk and she
showed me the dearest little boy and
told me it was Howard, Jr.
Once again I was transported and once
again I was in the business section of
New York.
A Ford stops at the curb
and a woman gets out and starts to go
in at the door of a business college.
’’
“What’s your hurry,
cried 1, “Arn’tyou
Gladys Michaels.’’ The woman claims
that name, for it was Gladys; she was
chief instructor in the business college.
She showed me through the school and
told me tnat if I ever had need of a stenographer to call upon her. She also
took me for a ride in her car and told me
that she drove it herself to divert her
mind.
My next stopping place was quite a
jump from New Y’ork, for 1 am now in
Paris in front of the shop of the fashionable modiste Mile. Henri, in the Rue de
Paris. Recalling that I would need an
evening gown very soon I went into the
shop. She told me that sne would show
me her most fashionable gowns. A mod
el with a superb form almost equal to
that of Venus herself, comes forward
and I recognize my classmate, Margaret
Innes. She told me that the call of the
stage had been so strong (for she was a
toe dancer in the evening) that she had
given up all thoughts of being a nurse.
Her form was so perfect that Mile Henri
had begged her to become her star model, and for the fun of it she had done so.
Once again I saw the green fields and
gtoves of Ireland. I waB back in the
stone chair and a wee. small voice was
saying: “You have seen half of your
classmates as they will be in the future;
now you must surrender your Beat to
Miss Knowlton.”
Doris Anita Clifford.
a

woman

are

askUigs over

over:

“How is it possible to put such
tobacco in a 5 Cent cigarette?**

Owen cannot be far off.

itating
enough

Cigarette

came

One day as my friend Lillian Knowlton and I were traveling in Ireland, the
land of fairytales and superstitions, in a
grove not tar from Lake Killarney, we
came across a quaint stone in the form
of a chair. Hailing a brawny son of the
3oil who chanced to De passing, we asked him what it was for.
‘‘Sure begorry,” he said, “it’s after being a
wishing seat.” “Ah,” said my friend,
"we will each have a wish: first vou will
wish to see half of our classmates as
they shall be ten years hence, and I will
have the other half.” I took my seat,
heard a whirring in the air, and knew no
more until I found myself in a bustling,
busy office. A girl with auburn hair enters, and immediately goes into a room
whose door is marked “Private.” Following her I find a man seated at a desk
who, as he swings his chair around, I
know to be my classmate Harold Coombs.
The girl was seated on the arm of his
chair petting him as women always do
when they want money from their husbands; finally she said, “Doddy dear,
please give me some money, I want a
new hat.”
While reaching for his pocketbook Harold said, “All right Ruth,
here it is, now run away, I have a president’s meeting in fifteen minutes and I
have a lot of things to attend to.” I
was not surprised to find Harold prosSECOND PROPHECY.
perous and happy, for he had always declared that he would rise to a high posiDoris was taken to wishland and
t-ion in the commercial world and that he brought safely back again.
Now it
always liked Ruth.
was my turn.
As I took my place, a
On an instant the scene is changed voice said, “eleven of the class of 1910
and a little red schoolhouse meets my have been revealed to Miss Clifford.”
eyes. 1 go in, on hearing the door open, She saw them in their homes, offices and
the teacher, a short, little woman, turns occupations, and
you shall see the future
and I find myself face to face with Doris of the
remaining eleven schoolmates.
Doris
had
been
at the Something like an electric shock went
Shorey.
always
head of our class at B. H. S. She told over me and I heard the voice no more.
me that she had graduated from Normal
A darkness, and then light! Where am I?
school and had taken this school. She j At a summer resort or a beach7 “Oh
was so charmed with her work (and in- I this is the
grand nautical Bali Room
deed this was the best behaved school yonder,” says a young
lady to her friend.
that I ever saw’) that she had refused to
“Let’s go up.” So they started off in
it
ana
to
live
on
the farm { the direction from which the
give
up
go
quick and
with “Crackey.” As I was about to go
snappy music was wafted to my ear. 1
a stout, red faced man passed in a carthought I would go up, too, so I started
riage. Dot ran to the window and by close behind them. On going in I disthe expression on her lace I saw that if covered
only two people on the large
“Crackey” persisted that eventually the ball room floor, and oh so many onlookers.
little red schoolhouse would be wdthouta The
couple must be exhibition dancers.
teacher.
Perhaps it is Mr. and Mrs. Vernon CasNext I was in iront of a large movie tle.
Their bodies were bending .and
theater, on the immense poster before swaying to the rythm of the music.
the door I ,read: “Tonight the world’s How natural they look, both of them.
greatest motion picture actor, Byron The pretty, sweet face of the lady was
Salter.” 1 went in to the show. Byron flushed with pleasure, and the man she
discharged his part splendidly. The was dancing with could but look admirscene was laid in the
south, under the ingly at her, as every one did. At the
palms and the rays of Ihe hot southern end of the dance, they stopped directly
sun, and Byron as usual was playing the in front of me. How she resembled
part of a fickle young man, a very fitting Hazel Fowles! but this couldn’t be Hazel,
setting and theme for Salter 1 thought, for she always detested dancing. Just
for as you all know Byron had a decided then she looked at me and said, “Lillian!”
preference for Palms, especially Clara, We were so pleased to see each other and
and also for Rays, although while in B. of course we chatted about school
days.
H. S a great many of the fair sex had She said, “let me introduce you to
my
.ittraprprl him
most apt pupil-Mr. Carter, he dances
with me all the time.” “We have five
Like a f^ash I found myself in the conclasses, beside the exhibition work we
cert hall in
Boston listening to the do.” I was
dazed to learn that Hazel
Symphony orchestra. In one part of the was a dancer. What
strange things fate
selection they were playing the first
will do! In a flash this scene changed
violins had the solo. One of the violinand I found myself in Waldo. 1 knew
ists looked very familiar.
Focusing my my classmate Ada Webster lived here,
opera glasses, I found that my suspicion so I went in to
one o" the stores and inwas true, and that he was “jumbo,” or
quired for her. “The Webster girl?”
to speak more politely,
Wesley Woods, Why, she is Mrs. Merle Smith
now, and
as usual
marveiouBly hairy about the she lives right around the corner
in the
face. Surely this was quite an hor.or for
the clasB of 191G to have one of its members in the Symphony orchestra.
Immediately, I was on 5th Ave. N. Y.,
at midnight. I was about to start for a
hotel when a man came out of a fashionable club and started down the street,
for
swaggering from one side to the other
and singing, “We won’t get home ’til
Rheumatism and lumbago are awful
morning.” He approached me and to
things and cause great pain and mismy surprise and sorrow I knew him to
ery, but Foley Kidney Pills can rout
be Arlo Redman. Goodness, thought 1,
them.
Redman drunk, why he was always on
Mrs. G. H. Eveland, Duncan Mills,
the water wagon when he went to B. H.
111., writes the following letter:
“I
was stricken down with lumbago and
S.
After he passed me he went up the
was unable to turn myself in bed. A.
steps of a fashionable residence and
neighbor brought me a half bottle of
started to go in, but wifie was too quick
Foley Kidney Pills, and said she had
for him; she came out, and who was it
been similarly afflicted and that they
but Hazel Gray. She spoke to Redman
had helped her.
So I tried them and
•:m threatening tones, telling him that
was completely relieved by the use of
two or three bottles.
I have had
inasmuch as this was the thinl time that
splendid success with them and have
1 be had come home in
such a condition
never known them to fail.
I most
during the week that he could find a
heartily recommend Foley Kidney
night’s lodging in a hotel, and slammed
Pills.”
the door in his face.
This was the
Foley Kidney Pills tone up weak,
Inactive, sluggish kidneys^ rid the
greatest surprise of all and I felt very
body of poisons, give appetite, energy
sorry for poor “Bijah.”
and refreshing sleep after pain. Don’t
1 Now what do I see, “Wemen”, weneglect kidney trouble. Remove tbe
men, I never thought to see so many
cause wltb Foley. Kidney Pills,
■women together in my life.
A abort
•
SOLD EVERYWHER
woman with glasses is addressing this

Neighbor Told Her
Cure
Lumbago

New Z?RA smokers

are cas-

ing:
“We'd been told ZIRA was good,
but now we know ‘better tobacco is
what made them famous.'”

You CAN buy a high-grade cigarette for 5 Cents—ZIRA.
The Mildest cigarette.

white house.
Ada. She told

So I
me a

went over to see
lot of news, and final-

ly said. “Oh, I suppose you have heard
that Katherine is a traveling saleslady?”
“What, Katherine Gurney.” Yes, she
is traveling for “Blood” tonic. Oh! I

said,

I began to feel that awful sensation of

seasickness,

I left them and went below to my berth. A crowded street,
throngs of people are hurrying to and
fro. There are the usual street sellers
on the corners selling notions, neckties,
etc., and on one corner a crowd was
thronged about a stout man. As I drew
nearer, a pleasing tenor voice drifted to
me. Why! this is my old classmate William Norris. I never knew Billie could
sing, but sing he certainly could now.
And he wasn’t singing from shorthand
notes either. He was singing something
about “Nita.” I could not catch all his
words. The air certainly was not Juanita, so it must have been Anita, for I
remember Billie used to be fond of a girl
in his school days named Anita.
I was
just ready to go up and talk to Billie
when the street, Billie and all disappeared. A swift series of thoughts,
dull aches and pains ran through my

and smiled.
So one of our class
saleslady. Well, could it be for
Donald Blood Katherine was saleslady?
Next I found myself before a large brick
school house. On the common children
were playing.
A lady came out of the
building,evidently a teacher. At the first
glance I knew that before me was Geneva Perkins.
She told me that she had
been teaching for two year3, and that
she was so deliehted with her success
with the children that she would never
give up teaching. She invited me in to
visit, and more orderly children I never
saw.
Not one thing went amiss, nor did
she have to speak once to any of her
pupils. They were like loyal little soldiers, and their teacher was the captain, body, as though someone was
who was their idol.
In an instant the me. I knew I was nearing Bob pinching
Keating.
scene changed. I was in a large business I found
myself in the "Office of the
block; the whole length of the immense geological survey.” At a desk was seatOne ed Bob. He was a
building were business offices.
very distinguished
door wore the inscription ArthurSpenser,
looking man, and he looked as though
“Attorney at Law.” The name was business was his only thought. But this
familiar to me. Where had I heard it? I was
wrong, for business was not Bob’B
remembernow.lt was MargueriteCoombs
only thought. He was
for a
who used to talk about Arthur, but he was wife! He told me that he looking
had been the
a cashier then on the “Camden,” Could
proud possessor of four raving beauties
this be the same Arthur? I thought I for wives. Three of them
had died unwould go in, perhaps he might know der Bob’s tender and
loving care and the
something of Marg. I walked in, and at fourth —wife—for Bob had been in the
a “L. C. Smith” typewriting with great
divorce court—was in the insane asylum.
speed, who should I see but Marguerite I knew Bob would drive some poor morCoombs herself, the girl of mv thoughts. tal to
lunacy before he died. I am in
r\f ttno r»f tVio
Marguerite was a stenographer. 1 always thp Wlrip pnrilpaa
thought she would be a bookkeeper. If largest hospitals in new York. An opyou could have seen her do bookkeeping eration was being performed in a room
at school you would have thought so, too.
nearby, for I could smell the hateful
I now passed on to a small city, ot per- odor of ether. I
did not know why I
haps 7,000 population. I walked around should be here, so I hurried down
the
and came to a moving picture house. I corridor to make
my departure, when I
thought I would go in,as I had nothing in saw a white capped and uniformed
•particular to do. A picture was thrown on nurse coming toward me. So
pretty and
the screen, “TheBrunetteVampire.’’Cast demure did
this sweet blonde look to me
“The Vampire” —Laura Mank. I read that I
thought “I bet she was breaking a
no farther but watched eagerly for the
good many sick men’s hearts,not because
appearance of the lady. I could not be- she wasn’t
them very good care,
lieve that it was our Laura Mank, but just bur becausegiving
she wouldn’t give up her
a stage name of a movie actress, and it
nursing and be just his nurse.” As I
happened to be like the name of one of drew nearer I knew on sight that it was
my clasmates. Laura was always so Maude Field.
Well this didn’t surprise
precise, to go into the pictures as a mov- me,for I always knew Maude intended to
ie actress would be the thing farthest , become a
nurse.
from her mind. But Laura Mank it was; Goodbye, dear old
High school.
she had not changed much since her Friends, pupils and teachers so true.
We
leave
fate
old
had been kind to her,
walls and thy haunts so
thy
schooldays;
dear
and I recognized her at once. How my
And everything that pertains to Belfast High
classmate’s sentiments had
changed
school,
since their youth.
And Laura Mank an
Give three cheers.
actress! Now I am in Philadelphia. A Our aim for
knowledge has been a slow struglady in widow’s garment attracted my
gle.
all. ition.
As she drew nearer I recog- And, dear teachers, it is you,who have helped
us through our troubles.
•zsd Nettie Nickerson. She told me
that her husband had just died and that We do not regret one day that we have been
under your care.
she was thrown upon her own resources.
But shall cherish it as a memory Bacred and
At that very minute she was hunting for
rare.
a position.
We talked for a long time For many
a day, oh comrades dear.
and were exceedingly glad to see each We have looked for this farewell with
hope
other.
Next I was on board a big
and fear.
ocean
liner.
I strolled about the
Lillian H. Knowlton.
decks and thought I would go onto the
hurricane deck. I was walking along
THU CLASS WILL.
and a sign attracted my notice.
“WireMaude Lillian Field.
By
less office,” it read. 1 went down to
the second deck. A man and woman
Be it Remembered, That we, the
were leaning over the railing watch- class of 1916 of the
High School of BelThe lady fast, in the County of Waldo and State
ing the choppy waves.
said, “Oh dear, Just think, a week of Maine, being of lawful age and of
from today we will start for home and I sound and disposing mind ana
luemorv,
am so glad.
I have been looking for- but mindful of tbe uncertainty of life,
ward to your vacation and our going do make, publish and declare this our
home for so long.” The lady was clad last will and testament, hereby
revoking
in a blue middy dress, she looked like a all former wills by us made.
sailor.
The
man
was
in
uniAfter payment of our just debts,
regular
form, and as he turned around, on the graduation expenses, we dispose of our
band of his cap was “wireless opera- estate, as follows:
tor.” I walked up to them and said,
First—To our beloved undergraduates
“Pardon me, but is not this my old friend our patience, perserverence and faculty
Doris Clifford?” “Clifford once,” she for always looking on the bright side of
anwered, “but now my name is like everything and hoping for the best,
yours Lillian.” She knew me at once. which has enabled us to pass through
was a

—

the last four years of school life, realiz- cessor.
Eleventh—To Bernice Holt, treasurer
that they will need to make even
better use of all these virtues than we of the Junior class, we leave the wonderful
talent and ability for frenzied finance
have done, as they are to be deprived of
the kind and efficient help and inspiration displayed by our treasurer, Marguerite
of our beloved teacher, Mr. Proctor, Coombs, whose fine understanding of
without whom we should have had many monetary affairs has saved our class
discouragements and probably been more from going into the hands of a receiver
hopeless failures in many things than we many times during our extravagances of
the past year.
are at present; and although we do not
In Testimony Whereof, we hereunto set
consider ourselves shining lights, we do |
hand at said Belfast, in the County of
hope that the use of all the virtues we our
and declare this to be our last will and
Waldo,
leave them may help them in a measure
; testament, this fourteenth day of June, in the
to close their High school career as suc| year of our Loid one thousand nine hundred
cessfully as we are closing ours.
CLASS OF 1916
| and sixteen.
Second—To the Juniors we leave our
Signed, published and declared by the abovedesks, books and chattels, calling speci 1 named class of 1916 High School of Belfast, as
attention to our most generous gift, the and for cur last will and testament in the
note books containing our Civil Govern- presence of us who, at their request, in their
and in the presence of one another,
ment tabulations, which during our senior presence,
hereto subscribe our names as witnesses thereyear have caused us more trouble than all to, on this fourteenth day of June, A. D., 1916.
other Btudies combined.
We also leave

May the image of
from

ing

so

|

■

them the patience we have had to make
use of at times when they have refused
to help us in our efforts toward giving
successful entertainments, and may they
receive more help and encouragement
from their undergraduates than we ever
have from them.
Third—To the Sophomores we leave
the sewing room in the old lahratory
which we have made such go id use of
for some days past and we recommend
that they study the art of dressmaking
for the next two years, so that if they are
called upon in their senior year to display
the talent in that line that we have shown
they may be better prepared for the

j

HISTORY.
Listen, my friends, and you shall hear
Of the class which graduates this year.
We entered the high school with a cheer.
But twemy-two of us survive and are here.
The task to decide what lessons to take
Soon brought us all to a lively debate.
We suid to each other, if we intend to stay
here
We must master our lessons or be boxed on
the ear.

I

So we went to work with courage and will
And soon found ourselves at tiie top of the
hill.

future work.

Eighth To Theodore Bramhall we
leave the title of the Mellins’ food baby
of U. H. S., which place William Norris
has successfully filled for four years, believing that Teddy is very well equipped
to fill the position.
Ninth—To Edna Curtis we leave the
dramatic ability, stage presence and fine
talent of Byron Salter, who has shown
himself such a capable entertainer in our
ClaBB.
Tenth—To Lillian Dexter and Una
Greenlaw we leave the mantle which
falls from the shoulders of our talented
—

Alma

Mater

n*

Roberta \S a

nave unyimng to
flay,
will not give you your way.
Carter’s ink to write down
of what you would like to do,
way petition your class so
know your deBires and you w;
so much noise, and it will he
around.

juu

...I..

So we held a classmeeting right after school.
; Motions were in order, names we present
And Claude Jipson was elected as our president.
Secretary and treasurer was next to declare
And Marguerite Coombs was voted to chair.
I The next year, in the fall, when we came back.
Some of our members we did lack.
; Among the missing was a girl named Mink
And many others of whom 1 cannot think.
| Wo Sophomores bad no recreation to bring us
any cheer.
And it was dig, dig, dig, throughout the whole
year.
!
If you've ever been a Junior you know how it
feels
To have those pesky Seniors tagging at your

eyes.
Marion

FIRST PART OF UF IF
Ladies and Gentlemen: You h
tilling your stomachs with unsu v
food, but now 1 will try to fiil >
with a more substantial diet. N
am wound up I
will begin wii
Anita Clifford.
Doris, you have in the past
luck with all of your fellows
too numerous to count. For
son which I know not you hav
all, yes, lost them all exce
Now from what you have said
you have Dean for sure, but
thought such things about otl
though mosquito netting is u
to keep the skeeters out, this
to use when you think best t.
skeeter in so he will not get
you.
Marguerite Doris Cootnhs.
ite you have always,ever sine
ed If. H. S.,liked to run class
you have always had your \v
not because of your ability u.but because things ran sin.
for this reason 1 present yn
of cars, and when you have t
goodbye, run the carline fro"
to Dorchester and be man
private cars, as well as man
Mr. Spencer. P.e careful n<
in the way.
Hazel Marian Fowles.—H

William Shakespeare,
Annie Viola Proctor,
Kaiser William.

..1,f

|

Fourth—To the Freshmen girls and
boys we leave the very dim and distant
prospects of the new school building, of
which we have had so many promises,
and of which we have been deprived,
and should they succeed in obtaining it,
their good fortune may not
j we hope
: cause' their badly swollen heads to bej come any larger than they are at the
present time.
Filth—To the School Board we leave
our good will and appreciation of the
extra half hour per day which they so
kindly arranged for us to spend in the
; schoolroom, and they have no idea how
much extra knowledge we have been
able to obtain, and we also greatly appreciate the day off which they gave us
in one slight storm, although after wallowing through several feet of snow on
other occasions, the shock of receiving
that one still remains with us and we
hope the next class to graduate may have
as pleasant memories of the Board as
we are sure will linger in our minds for
years to come.
Sixth—To Mr. Proctor, our beloved
principal, we leave our very best wishes
for his future welfare and success.
We
realize that he has had much to contend
with during our four years with him and
we are glad for this opportunity to thank
him for bearing so patiently with our
faults and follies.
We are also pleased
to have been allowed his wise guidance
and assistance to the end of our High
school course.
Seventh. To MiBg Hazeltine we leave
our thanks for her kindness to us during
the three years she has been with us and
we wish her the best of success in her

our

our

1

I

Katherine Olive Gurney,
believe you

want

o;

some

tonic, Dr, Donald's Imperial i!
tine for pompadours.
It wii.
tne hair, if red. If it is appin
other
any
hue, it will turn it I
of your Blood.
fCONTINUED

ON rAGE

Tllltl

heels,

Asking ‘•Will you please do
you’ll do that,”
’Till there's nothing left of you,

this?
not

I

know

one ounce

of fat.
But at last we

became Seniors, much to our
delight
And like our predecessors we’ve tried with

!

main and might
To keep the Juniors working in the day and in
the night.
Our treasurer reminded us that funds were
getting low
So we gave our class play about six months
ago
“Farm Folks” was the title, long and hard did

rehearse,
But well were we rewarded, for
we

we

received

a

full purse.

Our class

is a

Jonah, without the least doubt,

For whenever we’ve raised money the storm
signals were out.
night of our class supper was no exception to this rule,
But in spite of all the weather people patronized the school.
When the supper was over, we waiters sat
down to eat
And with us was Arlo, who thought he’d have
The

a treat.
Dot handed him bread, and Maud passed him

cake

And whatever Marguerite gave him, he sat
and ate.
But when Bobby brought him a whole mince
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We sent for “Dr. Britton” for we thought he’d
die.
But he is still living and with us to-night
So you can see for yourselves just what he is
like.
The rest of our history is better unsaid
How commencement’s been observed, ’till
we’re almost dead.
But the future is before us, we cannot die yet.
Let ua onward and upward to the uppermost
step.
pianist, Marguerite Owen, believing they But whatever
our success and however high
will be fully capable of being her sue- I
we rite

BV Wi

DIRECT

BETWEEN BOSTON AND N*

w

—13 1-2 HOURS.

ROUTE VIA CAPE COD CANAL
EXPRESS STEEL STEAMSH
MASSACHUSETTS AND BUNKI
1

Leave North
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returning from Pier 18, North Riv.r
Murray St., New York City,
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S. Graduation.
p H.
situ

1

reception was given up. The dainty
evening costumes of the graduates were
seen to good
advantage under the re 1
McKeen’s orchestra of 5
shaded lights.
pieces furnished music and Jersey ice
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Woods—Wesley,

your
iways grown so fast that
be girls may feel, as
id shaved tor a day or
instrument of war with
time and when playing
il to your face just behe girls so they will not
why don’t you shave!”
ve run down and someone
continue the task I have
r
Coombs is a worthy
lass and she can furnish
er class of goods than I
r continue the work.
Arlo L. Redman.
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-tuple Coombs.—Harold,

as

fond of music 1 h ave selectravorite piece, “Sweet and
I think it wili be real
approve
all know that Hazel Low
I yuur attention for some

leanor

Perkins.—Geneva,

been the quietest girl in
if it hadn’t been for the
ng upon you to recite your
would have forgotten that
v of the class, so take this
nd make a noise to let the
that you are still living.
Kedman. —/trio, you were
amateur for in both of our
Folks and the Country
made a decided hit. Now
nay lose your high standing
i resent you with a book of
nets.
ays

v

|
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v

rur lour

you nave
uigly with us and for us.
rred.but your patience has
Many and deep are the
>ve learned from
your couryears

n-arance.

what

loss your going
the school; but
that we could finish our
r your guidance.
In your
oibor may success and hapnrs.
As a reminder of all
wishes of tne class of 1916 I
you this chair.
H
years we have had with us
worked earnestly and faith'■ne who is soon to sever her
with B. H. S.
Mies Hazel's a
class, present to you these
a slight token of our
appre1 your efforts in our behalf.
M AKGUERITE D, COOMBS.
means
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was

crowded to

iast Friday evening to witness
R,‘'•rotation of the Senior play, the
a ll,[,luding the 22
members o| the
ira number of undergraduates.
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One of the new features of the box is
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the interest in

result of
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building among school boys of the
country aroused through bird house contests and the worK of the Audubon Societies, the national capital may soon

refuge for the eight hundred different species ot American birds.
, Thousands of bird boxes may be shipped
into Washington for the adornment of
become the
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tiie

of

Dream.”

The cast

was

Night’s
published last

The lines had been committed as
part of the English lessons under MisLeonia J. Achorn, and the cast was
week.

instructors.

Following
half of the

coached by Mrs. S. A. Barker. About
■40 of the costumes were made by the
class in dressmaking under the direction
of

The

Parker.

Melvina V.

Miss

avoiding
tween

be-

In the play the Duke of
of the Amazons

the acts.

Athens and the

waits

Queen

fine bust of

the

gifts said that

very gratifying to him that all
the sections of the basreliet had been
was

presented during
He also

took

his

term

occasion

as

to

principal.

extend

his

thanks and those of Mrs, Proctor for the
beautiful gifts presented at the banquet
the evening before, which his surprise

received and

tedious

bas-

Triumphant Entry
Shakespeare. Mr.

Proctor in accepting
it

by the High school orchestra, and the
choruses, “Who is Sylvia?” “Dance of
the Fairies,” “It was a Lover and his
Lass,” by the chorus, were under the
direction of Mr. E. S. Pitcher, the music
teacher, and all were enthusiastically

often

a

of the

section

relief of Alexander’s
and

strumental selections, Nocturne, Intermezzo and Mendelssohn's wedding march

the

play Byron Salter, in beclass, presented as gifts to
the

the school the last

in-

highly complimented. The
stage was attractively set with a garden
thus
not changed,
was
scene, which

were

and every one
present felt that the play was a decided
success
and creditable alike to those
who had taken part in it and to their

“A Midsummer

play,

elves

j

and emotion had prevented his doing at
the time.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, chairman of the
school committee, after a brief and en-

! couraging speech, presented the diploi mas. The class ode by Miss Marguer-

ite Doris Coombs was then sung under
are about
t the direction of Mr. Pitcher.
spirit and the human world are ready to j
1 o-night, dear classmates.
We have come to say goodbye,
For their enterwish them prosperity.
be

to

tainment

on

married and both the

wedding night

their

Past are our schooldays
Life’s tasks soon we'll try.
In the hidden future
W'ho can tell what waits us
But we’ll meet life bravely
Be skies dark or fair.

some

laboring men of Athens prepare a play,
during the rehearsal of which Puck puts
Bottom, which scares
of the players away, leaving him

ass’s head

an

the rest

on

by

when she awakes.

Oberon and Titania

the

Chorus.
Belfast, dear old Belfast.
Of’t we think of days gone by
Gladly, sometimes sadly

Fairy Queen

alone to be found

for revenge he
charms her while asleep to fall in love
have

quarreled,

and

Puck

removes

the head, Oberon takes
they make up,

These four lor g yeara side by
Now we’ll leave each other
Through life’s storm to ride,

The parts were well committed and admirably rendered and it was a surprising

j
j
1

Led

by

ed, the beautiful queen of the Amazons
(Miss Marguerite Owen) came upon the
stage the play held the close attention of
large audience, which frequently
manifested to its approval by hearty applause. Mr. Halter was dignity personithe

fied and
and

was

letter

Miss Owen

perfect

in his part,
her regal robes

wore

gracefully.

Misses lnnis, Gurney, Clifford, Waterman and Shorey acquitted
themselves finely in their masculine

parts, and the latter
as

a

picture

in her

as

Puck

was

becoming

pretty

costume

was

pronounced by

Rev. Horace B. Sellers.
At the
Junior

close

boys

in

of

the

exercises

the

body waited on Mr.
Proctor and expressed their regret at
his leaving as they were about to enter
a

upon their senior work.
With the reception and ball in Odd
Fellows hall Friday evening from 9.30 to
1 p. m. the exercises and festivities of
the week came to a ciose. The main hall
made most attractive with the liberal use of red and white bunting feswas

Misses tooned on the walls and hung at the
part.
Michaels, Nickerson and Perkins as doors, and the class motto, numeral and
Peaseblossom, Cobweb and Mustardseed, pennants were placed with good effect.
and Misses Mank and Webster as ladies The small ante room was converted into

in

the

waiting acquitted themselves well,
laboring men of Athens, MeBsrB.

and the

a

reception hall with mats, chairs, tables
pillows, but the idea of a formal

and sofa

public parks

in Wash-

and the city viewed from the
top of the Washington monument looks
like a large forest, but there is not a
bird house anywhere in this vast domain.

ington,

More national notables attend base
ball games in Washington than in any
Not a game
other city in the country.
is

played

without the presence of the

president, vice president, cabinet officers, diplomats or prominent CongressThe

men.

tives

RepresentaDuring the last

and

Senators

the real fans.

are

world series important matters before
the House prevented the attendance of

Congressmen. Interest in the game,
however, raised such an uproar from
time to time that Speaker Clark was
able to restore order only by interrupting a Bpeaker on the floor and after
banging his gavel, announcing the score.

July

6th to

both in
some

a

military

of the

most

August

supervision,

and medical way, of

competent regular

army officers detailed from

LARD AND ONLY

Washington.

Washington monument, the fivefifty-five foot column visible from practically all parts of the
national capital, attracts unusual attention at night.
The Raleigh Hotel, a
half mile distant, maintains a powerful
searchlight on its roof garden, towering
above the surrounding buildings, and
spots the top fifty feet of the monument, bringing it out clearly against the
the dark sky.
hundred and

!

On and after Sept. 26. 1915. trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterviile with through train.,
for and from Bangor, Waterviile, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature of

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

^>
5

JACKSON

&

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AGENTS.

HALL

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

\
?

\

\

Notice of foreclosure,

|

j

j

The

Wgquoit

Terrill of Troy, in the 1
and State of Maine, j
I by her mortgage deed dated November 6, 1902,
AM
PM
Book
PM | recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
12 20
Belfast depart. 7 05
2 20 1 268, Page 10, conveyed to John H. Smith of said
+12 25
~r2 25
Troy real estate described therein in the fulCitypoint. {7 10
f 12 35
*7 20
Waldo.
12 35 I lowing terms: an undivided three-fourths part
now
7 32
12 47
Brooks
2 47 | of a certain piece or parcel of land situated in
12 59
Knox. »7 44
t2 59 j said Troy, known as the Elijah Estes farm, said
1 05
Thorndike. 7 50
3 05 I farm being bounded and described as follows: i
1 13
3 13
being on the mile square according to the surUnity. 7 58
Winnecook. t8 08
il 23
t3 23 i vey of Ballard Buller made in the year 1797,
8
20
1
AT SHORT NOTICE.
35
3 35
Burnham, arrive.
beginning at the northwest corner of said mile
3 00
5 05
square and running east on the north line of !
Bangor. 11 45
said mile square 160 rods; thence south 50 rods; i
5 11
Clinton. 8 39
8 48
thence west >80 rods; thence north fifty rods
Benton.
5 20
to the first mentioned bounds; containing fifty
3 29
Waterville. 8 54
6 25
Order in advance to avoid disappointment.
5 50
Portland. 1L 50
8 25
acres, and no more, being the same conveyed
Phone 72-4
23
to one Elijah Estes by Richard Estes, by his
Boston, p m. 3 20
deed dated May 17, 1813, recorded in Kennebec
JO BKI.FAST
MRS. L. C. ROSS.
Registry of Deeds, Book 35, Page 135 to which
PM
AM
AM
same deed and record reference may be had
3 00
Boston. 10 00
8 50 for a more particular description. Also one
PM
other piece or parcel of land situated on the
7 00
Portland. 12 00
12 25
road leading from Willard Carter’s place to
AM
Detroit within said Troy, and bounded as folwomen and girls wanted for Leer sum10 02
Waterville. 7 16
3 15
lows: on the north by the north line of said
mer hotels and camps in
Maine, for al.
1 60
town of Troy; on the east by the range line kinds of hotel work.
Bangor. 7 00
Openings|dady for best
10 08
Benton.
3 24
between ranges 5 and 6; southerly and wester- year around hotels.
Chefs, pastry, all around
10 17
Clinton
3 34
ly by Carleton’s bog; said parcel of land being and 2d cooks.
for reliable hotel
positions
10 30
3 50
known as the Richard Estes’ place, meaning
Burnham, leave. 8 35
apply always to The Maine Hotel
9<*
Winnecook. i8 45
tlO 40
4 00 hereby to convey an undivided half part of Main street, Bangor. Maine. Tel. Agency,
connected.
8 54
10 55
4 09
said parcel.
Which mortgage and the note, Established over 30
Unity
Al! waitresses
years.
11 05
Thorndike. 9 02
4 17 debt and claim thereby secured was assigned should
apply here. Large list to select from
Knox. t9 10
til 15
*4 25
by said Smith to the undersigned, Alfred W.
22tf
9 25
Brooks.
1135
4 40 Morse, by deed of assignment -dated March 3,
Waldo. t9 35
til 45
+4 59
1916, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
til 55
+5 00
Book 321, Page 412; and whereas the condition
Citypoint. »9 45
9 50
12 01
Belfast, arrive.
;.5 06 of said mortgage has been and now is broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
Warren Gordon of Knox, in the
$5.25 from Belfast.
County ot Waldo and State of Maine,
mortgige.
H. D. WALDRON,
Dated this thirty-first dav of May, 1916.
by nis mortgage deed dated the thirtv-first
General Passenger Agent.
3w23
day of August, 1415, and recorded m the
ALFRED W. MORSE.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
Ay his Attorneys, M ANSON & COOLIUGE. Waldo Registry of Heeds, Book 31b, 1’age 137
General Manager. Portland Maine.
conveyed to the t'uy National Bunk of Belfast, a corporation duly organized and existing
by law and having its principal place of business at Belfast, in the
County of U aldo and
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Knox, ami hounded as follows
viz: Bounded on the north by lot numbered
101; on the east by lot No. 121; on the soutii by
ManicurGuaranteed work in
lot No. 103; on the west by lot No. 07, contain,
log one hundred and five acres, more or lens
Also Facial Work
ng and
Reserving the burying ground that is no\y
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at m>
fenced and the right to pass and
TELEPHONE 214
repass to and
from said hurvims trrnmiH •.nri
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phtenix Row.
for all land that is taken for public
highway.
Also reserving from this conveyance a
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
small
32tt
lot deeded by said Warren Gordon to the Belfast & Moosehead Lake Railroad
Company
rogether with the buildings thereon.
And whereas, the condition of said
mortgage
las been broken, now therefore,
by reason of
die breach of the condition thereof, the said
-ity National Bank of Belfast claims a foredosure of said mortgage.
3w34
MAINE.
Dated this thirteenth day of June, A D. 1916
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
OF THF
Practice in all
Probate practici
OF BELFAST,

Myra J,
WHEREAS,
County of Waldo

j

j
j

I

j

AT NORTH PORT,

Is

Open

for Business

SHORE AND LOESTER DINNERS

j

AUTO PARTIES A SPECIALTY

j

WANTED

foreclosure of

Mortgage.

WHEREAS,

NOTICE.

I4

Chiropody,

Shampooing.

Main

Mreet,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

,....

Li,

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

BOYINGTON

Eye-Sight Specialist

at Law

Attorney

BELFAST,

|Courts.

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,

CASTOR IA

DECIDEf~n

LET YOUR CROPS
They

...

The

lose.

to

benediction

of

will be under the immediate

then gave three hearty cheers, repeated
three times, for Mr. Proctor, and three
cheers for Miss Hazeitine, the teachers
The

acres

and will be open to all boys over
fifteen years of age. Ii will be along
the lines of the Plattsburg camps and

Howard E. Wilson the school

presentation by amateurs of so difficult
a play.
From the moment the Duke of
Athens (Byron Salter) and his betroth- they regretted

3,574

are

will be held from

side.

I

own

10th

Memories of thee.
We have worked together

the charm off Titania,
and all ends well.

hands sent to the President to
adorn the White House grounds. There

their

on Washington street just off J’ain street.
I have single and
double hitches, buckboaids, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

Is situated

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

throughout the country would be glad of !
the honor of having a bird box made by

The latest development of the training

High.
Schooldays, dear schooldays
W'hich have passed so happily
Fondly we’ll cherish always

with the first live creature she looks upwhich happens to be Bottom. Final-

the absence of bird houses in the
trees and said thousands of school boys

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

mAineceniral raIroad

friend of
Daniels,
years standing, Mr. Pearson commented
on

SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION

MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.
Phone 316-3. Belfast. Maine.
J, DICKEY, Manager.

PRESTON’S

10c. per doz.

Secretary

camp idea is the camp for boys at Fort
Terry, Plum Island, N. Y. This camp

Ihink of Belfast

on,

ly

there;

his way to see
his close personal

on

ORRiN

Whole Wheat Brest!
FRIED IN

the National Association of Audubon Societies. is put into effect.
Walking through the White House

grounds

Round Trip, $2.00.

EXTRA CARS FOR CHARTER.

DOUGHNUTS

ux

and

|

Fare, $1.00.

TRY THEIK

The overture was a nocturne from *'A Coombs, Wood, Norris, Redman, Ste- the White House grounds and miles of
| Midsummer Night’s Dream” by the or- phenson and Keating, with their dog, re- public grounds and parks, if the suggeschestra, followed by prayer by Rev. peatedly brought down the house. The lion ox x. unueri reaisuu, Btaeiaiy

! Arthur A. Blair and a chorus, “Who is dances of the fairies
I Sylvia?” Then came the presentation graceful and pleasing

|

bird

house

j

Leave Belfast, Windsor Hotel,
Arrive in Camden.
j
8.00 a. m.; 12.15 p. m.; 3.00 p. m.
9-30 a. m.; 1.30 p. m.; 4 30 p.m.
Leave Camden, Bay View House,
I
Arrive in Belfast.
9.30 a. m.; 1.30 p. m„ 4.30 p. m.
11.00a. m; 3.00p. m.; 6.00 p.m.

Hogan
Bakery

VV.

Edwardy, the inventor, at the Oxford
Hotel, here, attaches considerable importance to the tag which he says thus
insures the return of the box to the orig-

|

AUTO SERVICE.
Beginning May 29, 1916.

con-

sumer.

and

CAMDEN-BELFAST

Fresh Food

thus

the middle man whose
divided between the tarmer and the

and well sustained
''dal Theater

egg.
The vaiue of the

mediate use

Keating. —Robert, when
High as as Freshman you

ashful and awkward little
voll have trai/„ll*,r1 uml
the world things have
understand that you are
man hater.
Although your
■■'I biighted and tne curtain
vi
about your ideal 1 will
nh this perfect figure with
e your room.
Field.— Maud,we have al■ry dear friends and 1 know
ambition is to become a
when you start to do a
: start it
right, so take this
and mend the heart that
...for you know your mot’’
‘peace at any price.
■
Nickerson:—Netlie, alive a mile or so from the
en you
frequently at many
i-ement, especially at the
Now it must be dreadfully
uu to go home all alone,so
you with this Harry Brown
protect you front all danvl stormy nights.
.1
Michaels.—Gladys, it is
fellow to spend his money
ns girl at the
movies, so I
>u with this little
machine,
n run in your own
parlor,
will prove of great benefit
and Kenneth.
ell Salter.—Byron, this
u'h I have for you is supresent a theater, as we all
u are ail amateur,and when
the mood to rehearse your
■tep inside and rave to your
lent and don’t disturb" the
singer.

Fringe Albert

putting ihis new invention into service.
The container will thus be put into im-

tin

A

process that cuts out
bite and parch!
Prince Albert has always
been sold without coupons or premiums.
We prefer to give quality!

an

cities act

wonderfully Btudious

salesman, Tibbetts.

uiaiautc

plan

PRESENTA-

M ank.—Laura, we all know
very fond of flowers and it
Pvst delight to have them
far hack as I can rememer seen you in school when
Ve some flower
pinned up's so I will
present you with
several varieties which 1
r fade from your
memory
scenes of pleasant days

a

uroppeu

marble floor without

a

1

-oi the things which I think
st service to you is this
book, which I hope you
ihe dictations that vou
B 11. S.
Hatch Owen. —Marguerite, j
-r had to do very much hard
ey say you can never tell
ppen, so 1 will present you
dr of overalls which were
on The Thompson
Manu- I
and recommended by their

t

At

postmasters is not alone in the increased
cancellation of stamps through the additional parcels post business but in the

years of High school you

i;

man,

--*

wombly Norris. —William

l

ueen

feet to

r^°s«

a

same

superior in every way to any containers
for this purpose that have been submitted
to this committee foe examination.” The
container when filled with eggs is said to

104 4

3*

«• >•

appetite ever hankered
for. That’s because
it’s made by a patented

is

.coM^vor^o*
stcsDA*non-c

I

(

fo\d

<CVetS1

same

peculiar inner arrangement of thin fiber
partitions absorbs all shocks.
Post office department experts, after
making a test of the container, reported
on it favorably, adding “In our opinion it

h's\esse^en^e-nAlt-srort-oSt

^

^
^
^ J* ol kerosene
cooking

m

Belter,
*** SU

of

gives

you every tobacco satisfaction your smoke-

cles remain cold and hot articles remain
hot when shipped in this container. A

Wft8°

n

I

weight

bear the

to

thought

Prince Albert

time, it is said to be a non-conductor of heat or cold, so that cold arti-

the

never

cigarette!

used in the manufacture of car
is very light and yet strong

as

you

could be is yours to
command quick as
you buy some Prince
Albert and fire-up a
pipe or a home-made

the post office authorities.
container for parcel post shipments

a

parcels post system.
The new container is made of the

:ght always.

PAR 1

as

specially adapted to the shipment of eggs
and is said to supply the missing link in
the “farm to table service,” originally
contemplated in the inauguration of the

'cc.“'--,:,r«.-r*-» 1

I

ami when Myrle is in
ver his head and shouton it and tie the other
waist.
I think that it
ngth and size to keep a

f

Sold

proved by

I

-mzzzs

iVebster—Ada, it is hard
t get the boy you want,

I

Children love it.

heals.

Washington Gossip.

■

i.

enjoyment

speedy recovery," Foley’s always

credit for my
soothes and

Washington, June 19, 1916. An invention said to mean miPiona to farmers,
postmasters and others has just been ap-

shown that you are green ]
vpig beyond the speed lim■.iteri the beautiful girls.
the best kind of them
little dear, keep her beall of the time, kiss her,
m.
tier, dance with her, and 1
m your car.
,t
mrta Waterman —Marian,
■ iids get cold very often,
o, for you to warm them
Son to hold them. You
inner will soon leave
eu will have no one to
:s, but 1 hope these mit-

1

|

everywhere.

Woodbury Stephenson—Richhave bought your little
o

:

Read how C. E Summers, Holdredge, Neb.,
"I contracted a severe
got rid of his cold:
cough and cold and could hardly sleep. By
as directed my
using Foley's Honey and Tar
was entirely cured and I give it full

U

3

ktSSOM

,;n

!■*'

b

PACt

Knowlton—Lillian, you

..

large attendance.

was a

HOW TO GET RIO OF A COLD.

I
1

Such
tobacco

Arey's.

served from Roscoe

cream was

There

44 South

a

specialty

Main! Street, Winternort, Maine.

OFFICE DAYS,

MONDAYS AND

D-

offTce

TUESDAYS

MEN WANTED—TOIBRING OR MAIL
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharpened better than new. Single edge, such asGtne, 25c. Gillettes, B5c; Durham Duplex
50c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

ly C. W. WE8COTT,

%}z

To let

in

Odd

Fellows block.

Inquire ot
RALPH H. HOWES.

Us

Cashier dulyfcauthorized,

WANTED
The people of Belfast to know that the
> HENIX HOUSE has been put in good order
■om top to bottom.
Good clean, quiet rooms
« in be bad at a moderate
price. Fifty cents
er day and $1.50 to $2 00
per week.
4

Theatrical people a specialty.
C. D. OSBORN, Proprietor.

*23p

Without orphaning a single American was to have rendered a tenor solo, did not ap- 1
without widowing a single Ameri- pear. Reginald Boardmr.n, the boy pianist of I
can mother, without firing a single gun
Islesboro, gave two selections which pleased
or shedding a drop of blood, he wrung
the audience. The short comings in the profrom the moBt militant spirit that ever
brooded above a battlefield the conces- gram were not due to any fault of the Boy
sion of American demands and American Scouts, and Scoutmaster Dickey, who acted as
drum major for the Boys’ Band in the parade,
rights.
This passage from the speech of Sena- so explained to the audience. The winners
of the prizes in the sale of tickets for the Boy
tor James in the Democratic convention
Scout benefit were as follows: Tolford Duris said to have “swept the delegates off
ham, first; Frank Downes, second; Walter
their feet” and the Brooklyn Eagle says
Omar, third, and Harry Rumney, fourth. Tne
it “is an achievement of Woodrow Wil- first two received scout
supplies to the amount
son which will be appreciated in millions
of one dollar each, and the third and fourth,
of American homes from which husbands scout supplies to the amount of 75 cents each

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY. JUNE 22,1916
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

1

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

he

P1LSBURyT[Bait's/Manager

CHARLES A.

Terms.

advertising

For

one

square,

one

inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a
f esr; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.

The

and sons would be called to arms in case

this week may be very
The Russians have captur-

war news

briefly

fleeing

Carpathi-

in disorder to the

Other fronts in statu quo.

ans.

ico,

who were refused the

our

flag by

protection

special work.

of

special primary

the

flag was never given, and today,
Carranza, recognized by Wilson as president of Mexico, has threatened to attack
our troops sent in pursuit of Villa—Wil
son’s first choice for president—if they

election

The Census Bureau’s report
Maine
shows substantial inon

manufactures

in

move

any direction but back to the
and two artillery companies from

departments. Compar- border,
products has Maine are

in most

creases

ed with 1909 the value of

In fact

increased 13.8 per cent and salaries and
wages 16 3 per cent. The capital invested is $233,744,000. No boom, but a
substantial and healthful increase.

one-man

a

President Wilson dominated.

fair.

their way

now on

we are

today,

to

Texas.

and have been for

time past, practically at war with
Mexico, due to the unwarranted inter-

some

ference of President Wilson with the internal affairs of that country. Monday’s
papers brought news of the calling out of
the militia in all the States and the send-

The National Democratic convention
in St. Louis last week was

Buszell,when many things were discussed and
planned. They expect at least two battleships
in the harbor and that the marines will take
part in the festivities. Instead of a fantastic
parade there will be one on preparedness,
which will leave school common at 10 a. m. led
by the Belfast and the Boys bands and will in.
dude the secret orders, the marines, Boy
scouts, citizens, and autos from all over the
county. It is requested that stores and dwellings be decorated and that all autos taking
part in the parade be trimmed with flowers,
flags or bunting as most convenient. There
will be a request for the stores to be kept open
except from 1 to 5 p. m. some time during
the day
there
will
be
an
oration,
on
school
common
by some prominent
person. At 1 p. m. there will be races on the
track at the fair grounds. The Belfast band
will be present and there will be vocal selecSome fine horses
tions, potato races, etc.

afHe

ing

of additional

war

ships

platform, and though many of and western coasts of Mexico, and later
delegates wanted a stronger man
reports are that Carranza is raising an
thafi Marshall for vice president, Wilson
of
men.
wrote

the

1

demanded his retention and the conven-

ripple was over
the woman suffrage plank, and the one
adopted is considered by the suffragists
less liberal than that of the Republican

tion

obeyed.

The onlv

convention.

caused

thought

considerable discussion.
Some
it to be the headlierht of the big

German airship

scouting expedition;

on a

others contended that Green mountain
in

was

thought

still others

eruption;

it

the moon which had been thrown

was

The

out of gear by the excessive cannonading in Europe. But finally the oldest in-

haoitants, who had

the orb in their

seen

youth, recognized it as
the light >s sweet, and

“Truly
pleasant thing

the
a

sun.

it is for the eye to behold the sun.”

Everybody rejoices

the appearance
of the robins in the spring and loves to
see them hopping about the lawn and paat

2.30

and ice

cream

coming

City Drug

fountain in the

Free for all 1-2
of oats.
3.00 class, trot

room

during

the

a

social

afternoon,

mile, trot
or

pace; 100

pace, best 3 in

1

City Marshal George W. Frisbee has selected
Nickerson to act as night watch to
fill the vacancy caused by the death of officer

trolling the garden. But this season
Fred A. Sanborn. The position will be tilled
they have lost friends by their persistent
and incessant “calling for rain.”
Of permanently at the July meeting of the city
course you know that the heavy rains
bring to the surface of the ground the
big fat angle worms which have a promi-

A COMBINATION

would

one

obj'ect

to occasional labor-

saving showers— for the robins
have certainly overdone the thing

—

they

in the
past few weeks, and even the other
birds have begun to scold. Last Thursday morning a number of the birds held

an

indignation meeting

and while

we

port their

apple trees,

in the

not undertake to

can

language,

exact

it

was

indig-

dent that they were excited and
nant.
All

re-

evi-

Maine the news of the

over

June 17th,

his home in

at

death,
AugUBta, of

Hon. Edwm C. Burleigh came as a severe shock, and by many in this State
elsewhere it

and

loss,

as

well

was

felt

as a

personal

great loss to the State

as a

Born upon a farm in the
Garden ot Maine be developed into the

and nation.

best type of Maine manhood, physically
well as in all the attributes of true

as

positions

In the

citizenship.

of honor

and trust which came to him in his busy
and useful life he was ever mindful of

public official is the serpeople; and as has
been well said by the Portland Express
“as Governor, as representative to Conthe f: ct that

a

of the whole

vant

gress and as United States senator, his
thought has always been for the good of
the

of

people

Maine.”

And further:

“The generation which has known him
will ever cherish his memory, and his
will go down in
honest and devoted

name

history
public servant.”
as

that of

Doing Great Good This Spring.

A superlative blood-purifying medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, coma supply of ladder straps and spanners and a
bined with a superlative iron tonic
new BoBton pipe.
They now have 6,000 feet like Peptiron Pills, makes the ideal
of serviceable hose.
Spring Medicine.
No other medicine possesses such
Friends of Alfred A. Knowlton of this city
curative properties as these two reand Swanviile, who left here about four years
ag8, will be interested in learning that he is storatives working together.
They reach the impure, impovernow in the United States Navy and a member
ished blood, and the run-down, exof the crew of the U. S. S.
I
with
Amphitrite,
hausted system.
They awaken the
headquarters at New Haven, Conn.
aid digestion, purify and
appetite,
Dr. Edith Kidder, who has been located in i
vitalize the blood, give renewed
Belfast in the practice of osteopathy for the
strength to the whole body, produce
past year, is obliged to leave here for a dryer
sound, natural sleep, and a complete
climate on account of catarrhal deafness and
restoration to good health,—the greatthroat trouble. She will leave about July 1st,
est of all earthly blessings.
Two
but has not yet decided where she will locate.
dollars invested in these two mediThe U. S. 3d class cruiser Birmingham, Capt.
cines will bring better results than
D. Sellers, came into this port Monday. She
four dollars spent in any other course
is on a recruiting trip in New England waters.
of treatment or attendance.
A few officers and many of the marines were
It is wise to get Hood’s Sarsapaabout town afternoon and evening. The Birrilla and Peptiron Pills today.
mingham left Bath Sunday and was ordered to
leave here at 5 a. m. Tuesday for Boston to
coal up, and is

from

Europe

The weather

was
was

week,

are

delayed

on

the
Moore of

account of

sister, Mrs. A. P.
Swanville, who will be operated

illness

of

his

on

at

more

immediate

and vital importance than the
politicians or the bloody

the

doings of
struggle

the water. The dollar to buy bread
ar.d batter, shoes and clothing, depends
upon weather conditions, and the weather

across

conditions have been decidedly adverse.
The oily crop oi> promise is the grass
In many cases the seeds for other
crops are not yet in the ground. It has
been too wet to plow, too wet to plant.
crop.

piece

of ground, plowed
early, on which the grass had grown so
that it was necessary to mow it before

We heard of

it could

be

one

plowed

the

second

time.

Hope

(a) Haydn
(b) Beethoven
(c) Lange

rent in the Carleton house

during the
Dr.

on

Katherine Brown

Verdi
Miserere
Katherine Brown and Grace Hazeltine

William McKinley Damrn arrived home from
Dartmouth College Friday.
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips went to MassachuJune 13th for a short visit.

setts

David Moody observed their
golden wedding June 16th. Only the immediate families were present.
Mrs. Eben Miller, son Carroll and daughter
Mr. and Mrs.

Eleanor, of Brooks, have been guests
father, Charles Small, and family.

in

the house

regain her own health,as she had
been ill the past winter. Thursday
evening
she went to the moving pictures with Mrs

for

a

time to

wearing the clothing in which she was dressed
when she left Mrs. Mosher. Death was found
to be due to natural causes,

last

Belfast.

Mrs

Frank

vv^ct

Mrs. Flora Holt of Princeton,Mass.,and Mrs.
Bradford are guests of the.r
sister, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson. They will return home June 20th.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel P. Strickland of Bangor and Elmer Cunningham of Caribou were
in town the firBt of the week, called here
by

death of Mrs. Emery Cunningham,

Mias Doris Nickerson arrived home from
North Haven last Friday and left Monday for
Kent’s Hill to attend the graduating exercises.
Her sister Annie is one of the graduates.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S, Nickerson, Mrs. W. E.
Damm and son McKinley will attend the graduating exercises at Kent's Hill this week. Mr.
and Mrs. Nickerson wiii visit in Portland and
Scarboro before returning home.
June 16th with Mrs. Alberelected the following officers:
President, Mrs. Alice Nickerson; vice president, Mrs. Jennie Webb; secretary, Mrs, Grace
Damm; treasurer, Mrs. Luella Nickerson. The
next meeting will be June 29th with Mrs.
The L. A. S. met

ta Nickerson and

Grace Damm.

!

Mrs.

Emery Cunningham passed

vi

ces

were

held

Tuesaay
Cunningham,
afternoon

home of her son, Albert
she died.

growing

ing

rains are due to the heavy cannonadin Europe, and if that theory is cor-

rect there is no relief in sight. LaBt
year was cold and wet, as this season
has been, and there were few places
where the

ground was

in fit condition tc

cultivate during the summer,

A Belfast

recalls the fact that the season following the close of the Civil War weTiad
a severe
drouth, and thinks that the

man

European war may be markexperience. But let us hope
luck, and that the weathei
man at Washington will soon change hie
formula of "Showers tonight and to-

close of the
ed by a like
for better

morrow.”

at

the

where

W aterville, June 16. News was received
here today that Murray A. Morgan, former
member of the class of 1915, Colby College had
been killed in action in France. Morgan enlisted a year ago in one of the Canadian regiments.
His parents live in Millinocket.J

us

and examine this

car.

big, bright, illumination
prices which offer you the

But it is
and the

the place
best
Clothvery
ing-values TODAY and EVERY DAY.

M

H

If

one

Our suits range in

-«

The

price

tire mileage is unusually high.
of (he Touring Car or Rosdster
is $785 (f. o. b. Detroit)

complete

Curtis were passengers on the Boston boat
June 14th to attend the graduating exercises
of the E. M. C. S... Rev. and Mrs. H, B. Sellers
w ere guests at Sunny Brook farm June 7th.
The schools in Northport closed June 16th
wi th the usual last day exercises,
....

C. B. NORTON & CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

as to

price from $5.00

to

$22.00.

We absolutely guarantee the color of every suit from

|

$10.OC

up.

H|

especially invite you to examine our line of Blue Serges at $10, $15, $18
$20 and $22.50, in the different models. Remember our guarantee.

§§

We also have to show you the latest styles of Straws, hotf imported
domestic makes, the famous C. & K. Soft Hats, and a very nice line of Caps.

We

§

In

an;

Furnishings Department

you will find Bates Street, Belgrade an;
in
all
the
latest
Shirts
from
styles
$1.00 up. Arrow Collars, Fow,-,hS
Metropolitan
Bros, and Cross Dress Gloves, Cooper’s Underwear, Faultless Night Shirts, Pajama;
in fact, we carry all Standard Made Goods.

jjf

|f

p(lift

our

Special attention given

I|

to mail orders.

We pay all mail charges.

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH
Telephone 67-2

12 Main

AT Till-:

Richard Stephenson and his classmate Wes- j
Wood went to Orland Monday for a week’s

fishing.
Mrs. W. B. Warrington of Cincinnati, Ohio,
arrived yesterday to visit her daughter, Mrs.
T. P, Beaman.
Miss Edith Strout will arrive from Portland

Saturday to spend the
er, Mrs. Wilda Strout.

summer

with her moth-

and Mrs. William Centner and guests,
Mr. and Mrs. John Mays, left yesterday in the
Gentner car for Hartford, Ct.
Mr.

and son Stanley
Mrs. Melvin
her parspent the week-end in Islesboro with
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Pendleton.
Knowlton

Portland arrived Saturday
for the week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Innis, Searsport avenue.
Miss Isabel Towle will arrive this week from
Robert Innis of

Bridgeport, Conn.,
parents,

Mr.

to

spend

the

summer

with

and Mrs. Frank Towle.

Wilson Staples was called here from
Rockland June 16th to attend the funeral of
Mrs.

her mother Mrs. Annie Knowlton. She was the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. J. C. Bennett.

Savery and Mrs. Horace Nickerreturned home Friday night from Portland,
where they attended the conventions of the
G. A R. bodies.
Mrs. Etta P.

Mrs. A. N. Snow has gone to

Maine.

-i

ley

C.

Street, Belfast,

BELFAST.

EAST

Addison to at-

the graduating exercises of the High
school, of which her daughter, Miss Edith
Skelton, has been principal for two years.
They will return Saturday and Miss Skelton
will spend the summer here.

tent

Miss Mary Woodbury had the regular exercises at the White School last Friday, and a
treat of candy and peanuts for the children.
She was presented with a handsome handker-

I
I

Woman’s Club, 66 Church St
WILL BE FOUND

New

Rugs,Braided and Hand Woven, Linen Kun
ners, Basnets, Trays, Knit Porch jackets

f

and Shawls.

|

1

Lessons in Reed and Raffia Basketn

Home Cooked Food

on

Sale

Every 1 )a

AND LUNCHES AT REASONABLE PRICES

Try Mrs. Black’s Delicious Specials for Lun

including Meats. Chicken ;Pie, Fish, Clam Boullion, Salads, Strawberi
Cake, all kinds Sandwiches, Cake, Doughnuts.
Ice cream in cones, etc., for serving in the room, also
packing bo
kinds for home delivery.
EVERY SATURDAY at 5 p. nr. Baked Beans and Hot
Rolls,
Coffee—Hot or Iced. Special orders taken at any time for parties.

SANDYPOIl\T.

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and San Francisco.

A song

was

,sung in

New York

to a

piano accompaniment played in*San Franciaco.

Jewett Ginn is quite ill at th

shown in

Mrs. Annie

Moving pictures of San Francisco Bay were
New \rork, Phi'adelphia and Baltimore, simultaneously, while the roar of the
waves pictured was heard by the diners in the
three cities. ‘Ihis feature was produced by

Thompson is visit
Mrs. J. P. Stowers is in Brew

|

B. M. Eames
recently bougl
of a telephone transmitter placed on
car.
1
Seal Rocks near the Cliff House overlooking
Sadie
Nickerson,
Nicherson,
Dorothy
Eleanor
Miss Nellie Shute is spend;
San Francisco Bay and connected with the j
Ellis, Watson Nickerson, Clyde Howard. Ethel i transcontinental line.
Rockland.
Mr.
and
of
Mrs.
Walter
M. Bowen daughter
Mr. Skelton was at this banquet, at which 1
Mr. and Mrs. John
Graphan
Bowen, a young Miss of the lower grades, was only Telephone and Telegraph men were presfor the summer.
Northport
not tardy or absent for the whole year, and
ent.
The schools in this district c
Beulah Ellis and Helen Bowen were absent only
Good-<ich-Larrabee. Mr. Clarence Good- for the summer vacation.
one day during the year.
rich, formerly of Burnham, and Miss Myrtle
Owing to the wet weather tl
A team owned by Ambroie Ellis caused no Larrabee were married June 17th, at 4 p. m., not done as
much planting as
The
horse
last
little excitement
Friday night.
at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Miss Agnes Harnman arri\•
and
the
holda
truck
to
was hitched
wagon,
Mrs. V. D. Larrabee, in East Belfast, Rev.
night from the M. C. I. for the
back becoming unhitched ran down the Page William
Vaughan officiating, using the single
Ivan Grant, who has been
hill. Two young daughters of Warren Pierce
two
the
of
members
the
ring service. Only
Meteor for several trips, is atI
were sitting on the back of the cart and the
at
the
were
friends
few
and
a
present
families
Mrs. Carrie Healey and son
older one jumped, but the younger one was so
on
ceremony. To the wedding march played
frightened that she clung to the wagon, which the Victrola the couple descended the stairs to turned from a three weeks' visetts.
struck a telegraph post, the horse clearing
the parlor, where thev stood under an arch
himself and turning the wagon bottom up and
Mrs. Clara Erskine and Mi
trimmed with green and white crepe paper, :
arrived last night from Oroi.
throwing Mr. Ellis from the seat. The little and a white wedding bell. The background
home here.
girl fortunately escaped injury but was great- was evergreens,ferns and ladies slippers. They
ly frightened and was not long in returning were attended by Mr. and Mrs. John Wright.
Mrs. Clara Littleliald from
home. The horse very calmly went to feedwas the guest for several da) s
The bride was gowned in white embroidered
ing on clover beside the r jad until his owner
with
and Mrs. F. F. Perkins.
and wore a veil of white net trimmed
case

from

eighth

the

grade

pupils:

means

j

J

net,

Ethel Savery closed a very successful
year's school at Union school with the following exercises: Two pupils, Trueman Nickerson
Miss

9th
The

DOLLAR goes up in Smoke.

son

—

__

a

.........

and Freeman Walker

White-Mrs.

A Benefit for the Boy Scouts. The
Boy
Scouts entertainment and benefit Wednesday
e vening, June 14th, was a great
success, for
the Colonial Theater was filled to its
capacity
and the financial returns were very good.
The street parade giyen by the Belfast BoyB*
Band and the Belfast Boy Scouts attracted a
great deal of favorable attention. The boys
carried their troop flags, which were seen in
parade for the first time. The war picture
which was to have been presented did not arr ive in season, and Arthur N.
Johnson, who

early

Colby Student Killed in France.

Gardens generally have been planted, her daughter, Miss Eulalia, who was a member
of the graduating class, having completed a
but farming has been at a standstill, and
four years’course in ten terms_B. F. Colunless there is a speedy and favorable
cord of East Belfast has bought the Frank Stachange in the weather it will Boon be
farm and will move his family there tha
The be- ples
too late to put tn some crops.
latter part of July_Mr. and Mrs. George
that the almost continulief is
ous

away

June 17th of neuralgia of the heart after but a
few hours sickness. Much sympathy is extended the aged husband. The funeral ser-

owner

It will pay yiu to visit

Not

fg

rift

her

Thursday

at the home of Mrs. Harriet
Abbie Greenlaw, and two children, Verna and Harold, spent several days
1 ast week in Bucasport, where they attended
the Commencement exercises of the E M. C.
S.
They were aecomnanied home Thursday by

H

Olive Strout of

This is not an accidental nor an occasional
result. It is the general experience due to
the design of the car. Its light, strong
construction was carefully calculated to
promote economy as well as capable performance.

Mosher, and when she left her to retire
remarked that she did not feel well and was
thirsty. Her light was burning and she was

South

of her

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Porter and her mother,
Mrs. Elvira Cunningham, of Medford, Mass
are guests ol Mr. and Mrs. A. T, Nickerson,

is assured that no
matter what the current price
of gasoline may be, his fuel
cost will be unusually low,

was

Nothing Noisy in this Display.
Nothing Flashy—No “Rah-Rah” Garments.

fliil

SWANVUXE.

Orris S.

The

For its Customers to Celebrate in.

PJ

Elbe
Flower Song (by request)
Grace Hazeltine
Life of Haydn, read by
Margaret Rogers
Hnydn
Sonata in D

motor CAR

Congress street

summer.

room

Care

Fur

called to

where she

Friendly

Gipsy Rondo

Dodge Brothers

the

Tapley hospital. If the condition of the sister permits they plan to go to Millinocket next
Saturday for a visit. They will retain their

-^BARGAINS—

|
§
jj|

chief

boarding about 10 a. m. on
that day. She hadwccompanied her mother to
practically ignored. Augusta and was planning to remain in Unity

of

Romance
Under
Dorman

Mr. Z. D. Hartshorn and family, who had
planned to go to their summer home in Swan-

was

The national conventions had some attention for a while, but the war news

Agnes

Eastport.

ville this

|

Hill

expected to go from there to

Vickery, Medical Examiner,
Unity June 16th to investigate
the cause of the death of Gertrude, wife of
The chief topic of conversation for
Fred T. Rice of Salem, Mass., who was found
some weeks past has been the weather.
dead on the floor of her
an

Hide and S.ek

Remecke

(b) May Morning

fire department have received 500 feet
of
inch double jacket woven bose from the
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co.; two gates,

major

A

Ruth Dinsmore

5; purse,

The

Study in
Margaret Rogers

Porter

bushels

THAT WORKS WELL

evening at 7.30 o’clock to hear the report of
place in the robin’s menu, and this the committee on the Fourth of
July and consaves the birds much labor, and that is
sider other matters that may be brought bewhy they call for rain. But while no fore that body.

nent

The Chase
Etude

Rogers

the Fourt!

This Store will Celebrate the Fourth
right now with some brilliant Clothes

SteP6
^ith Li<*ht
Morn
(b) Happy
(?}»
Elizabeth Hanshue

Schytle

the

The Belfast Board of Trade will hold a meeting at the Court House tomorrow. Friday,

H

<?>

Duvernoy

Donald Knowlton

government*

Faustina Condon

Idres

Frost and Elizabeth Hanshue
(a) Sunrise

wter

Along the Way
Etude

(a) Ehmant
(b) Porter

ciety, Friday evening, June 23rd. at 7.30
•’clock. The public is cordially invited to atend. Following is the program:
venney,
hairy Fingers Waltz
Katherine

James A.

Chapel

(b) At the
Katherine Frost

Two Waltzes

Pianoforte Recital. The pupils of Miss
ildith M. Davidson will give a pianoforte rental at the rooms of the Belfast Musical So<

Geraldine Casaens
(a) The Cloud
(h) Under the Treet
Coombs
Lavaughn
(a) In Thoughtful Mood

(a) D’Arnal
(b) Ehmant

best 3 in 5; purse,
or

Porter

p__.
rorter

sell. Mr. Dickey has declined to serve cn any
Df these committees, as he is very busy with
:he Maine Transportation cars and with his
■eal estate work.

squalls, etc.

snow

pace,

Merrily We Dance
In Thoughtful Mood

Ehmant

Porter
rorter

Dickey, Mayor William K Keene and Maine
Hills; general program, Mr. Buzzell and M. R.
Knowlton; societies, band and parade, Mr,
Dickey, A. C. Tuttle and Arthur Ritchie; sports,
W. J. Clifford, A. P. Pierce, Maine Hills and A.
K. Braley; funds, Elon B. Gilchrest and Mr.
Ititchie; advertising, Messrs. Dickey and Buz-

withpicinic lunch, tomorrow, Friday.with their
president, Mrs. Annie M. Frost; weather permitting.
Ralph A. Bramhall, submaster and teacher
of science in the Lawrence High school. Fairfield, will be employed in the City National of
Belfast during the summer vacation.
John R. Waterman, one of Belfast’s enterprising market gardeners, has potatoes ready
to blossom the first sunshiny day and
expects
to have potatoes for the market
July 4th, barring

(b)

War ships, Messrs. Dickey and Buzzell; city
government, officers of ship and parade, Mr,

summer.

W. C. T. U. will have

| (a)

race of horse which
have not been driven before and must be
driven by their owners; 50 bushels of oats.
The following committees have been elected:

sttfre

season.

Miss Geneva F. Stephenson is at home from
Classical Institute, Waterville, and
will assist Mrs. John O. Black at the Woman’s
The

or

$100.
One-half mile carriage

Coburn
Club

class, trot

$100.

News of Belfast.

Miss Lillian Dexter will attend at the soda
the

Last Monday morning a luminous body
appeared on the eastern horizon and

500,000

army

a

Only 12 Days Before

I
SB

to any minister, upon request.
But m 35c bottle at your nearest store,
j
or write to-day for free sample.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

good and exciting contests promised. All correspondence in regard
to entries should be addressed to H, C. Buzzell
Entries close July 1st. The races will be as
follows:

the

1 The Home of Good Value

kindness in
free sample

a

so

have been entered and

to the eastern

Monday

on

they are passing along
doing. We will send

Celebration on the Fourth. The Fourth
of July committee of the Board of Trade met
Monday morning with their chairman, H. C.

the Wilson administration.

The loss of American lives when ships
Gov. Curtis has referred the matter of and troops were sent to Vera Cruz to de
mand a salute to our flag, and incidentally
choosing a successor in the U. S. Senate
to aid the cutthroats and bandits who
to the late Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh to
were seeking to overthrow the defacto
the attorney general's office for a decisMexican government? The Balute to
as
the
ion
to the law covering
subject,
but believeB there will be a special election to fill the vacency, and of course a

Well

With many ministers, Monday is an
"off day.” Not in the way of doing
nothing, but in the sense of not feeling well. After the hard work of Saturday and Sunday, comes the nervous
and physical reaction of Monday, with
that “all-in” feeling. This is a condition many ministers would be glad
to be freed from. They can avoid it
by giving proper attention to diet, and
taking “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine to
keep the bowels in order, the stomach
toned, the liver regulated, and the
head clear. This old home remedy
is so good that many ministers* are
glad to recommend it, feeling that

Durham was awarded the sum of $1 on the
part of the Colonial Theater on account of

of war,” But what of the orphans and
widows of Americans murdered in Mex-

told.
ed three more cities and the Austrians
are

The Minister who Feels' §1

child,

grade; tribute

to

were

the

promoted to the

flag, Freeman Walk-

er; recitations by Leora J&mery, Reuben Herrick and Wilbur Whitney; “The Flag,” Da-

of
orange blossoms. She carried a bouquet
white carnations and maiden hair fern tied
with maline, the gift of Master Claude Wright.

Wright the bridesmaid, was gowned in
white embroidered chiffon trimmedwith shadow
lace. A wedding lunch was served atter the
Mrs.

ceremony, and in the evening
held, when the guests were

a

reception

was

Mrs. John
1

|

pairs

on

Littlefield has
here ami

her house

--

Mrs.

Agnes

tuijnn

Merrill and lit.

Mrs. Albion Merrill of Augu
Merrill from Piitefield are ai li.
their vacation.

received at the
Mr. and Mrs. George Dari/
phone Smart; song, school; recitation,
door by Mrs. Charles Larrabee and introduced
Hamilton; Lincoln’s Gettysburg address, Tru- to the bride and groom. The wedding pres- ; Friday tor their home in iSe*
been here for a short visit. I;
man Nickerson; recitations, Norman Herrick,
ents included silver, cut glass, china, pictures j
Hazel Hamilton and Arthur Ford; recitation, and linen. The groom is employed in Leonard their cottage with a real estai
‘•When Birds Come North Again,” Alice Small; & Barrows shoe
A number from here attend'
factory. Mr. and Mrs. Goodrecitation, Merle Nickerson; singing, “Ameri- rich will make their borne in East Belfast and tion exercises at the village
ca, the Beautiful,” school. Candy and pea- will begin housekeeping at once.
evening. Miss Ellie Styles a:
nuts were given the children and a happy afBlanchard were members ot t
ternoon was passed. Eleanor Hamilton was
class.
How’s This?
not tardy or absent during the term. Leora
Dollars Reward for
One
Hundred
We
offer
half
and
Arthur
one
ENCAMPMENT OF SONS'
day
Emery was absent
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
ERANS.
Ford one day,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Edward Skelton will arrive Saturday from
The 32nd annual encampment
Hall’s Catarrh Cure has been taken by catarrh
division. Sons of Veterans, and
New York for a visit with his mother and
sufferers for the past thirty-five years, and
of the Ladies’ Aux
campment
N.
avenue.
Snow, Searsport
family, Mrs. A.
has become known as the most reliable remedy were opened in Auburn June 14th
Mr. Skelion is employed by the Telephone
of
division
commander sh iVV'
the
for Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts thru the
Co. in New .York under Mr. Norman, head of
Blood on the Mucous surfaces, expelling the bershiD to be approximately
in its history. Guy Richardson
the accounting department, and has 148 men
Poison from the Blood and healing the diseased division commander ol Massa 'hu
under his jurisdiction. The N. Y. Tribune
an
address. In the evening
portions.
bn
gave the following interesting account of a
After you have taken Hall’s Catarrh Cure division officers and a grand
•*
Auburn Hall. Thursday officer*
banquet given by the company:
for a short time you will see a great improvefor ensuing year, as follows:
On May 19th last, 6,200 Tel. men from
^
New York to San Francisco, dined and listen- ment in your general health. Start taking Howes, Augusta; Senior V.
!
*
ed to each others speeches simultaneously. Hall’s Catarrh Cure at once and get rid of Bangor; Jr. V. C., Allan B. Cur?
b
sec-treas,, Edward K. Gould,
Each of the 6,200 was provided with a hand catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
hers of the division council as
telephone receiver connected with the transF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Dyer, Auburn; Dr. W. O. Cobb. <>“
continental telephone line, permitting him to
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
O. Pierce, Lewiston.
hear the program in the four cities of New
Anna

1

-j

»

j

Miss Grace Mitchell is assisting in the
Tuttle studio during the summer vacation.
J. E. Hayes and the linemen of the N. E.

Angry Feet«

Tel.'Co., who are employed at Dark Harbor on
the company’s lines, spent Sunday at their
homes in

Feet in

of

that “let the feet grow as
they should.” Not only do
Ground Grippers relieve,
but they correct.
If you
have tried everything and
still suffer, come in and let
us fit you to a pair of Ground
Grippers, For Men and

Cousens—the last mentioned has not been absent or tardy during the year; Grade
III, Helene Coombs, Thomas
O’Connor, Clyde Page,

Chamberlain; Grade IV, Paul Davis
Mervin
Grotton, Stanley Eaton, Francis
Strout, Marie Smith, Herbert Smith—Henry
Chaples of this grade has net been absent or
tardy for the year; Grade V, Dorothy Clark,
Mildred Heald, Ralph Hubbard, lone
Judkins,
ua
meeting last week of the Bel- Ernest O'Connor, Frances
Pearson, Russell
the
following
association,
iJuiiding
Peavey, Ralph Philbrick, Lewis Piper, Jane
W illiam B. Swan, Ben.
directors:
Terranain, Dorothy Thayer; Grade VI, Leo
A.
V.
Simmons,
;a yn Thompson,
O'Connor, Velma Heald, Wesley Patterson,
rman, Ralph H. Howes, John R.
Gertrude Staples, Isabel Thomas.
Kathleen

and Ralph D. South-

!
}

lar

meeting

of the Sons of Vet-

Monday evening a report
Encampment at Auburn was
delegate, Mrs. Rose York. Plans
work, which
: or the summer’s

}

uiry last

?

|

ball the

night

before the Fourth

of Providence, R. I.,
weeks’ guest at the W’ayside.
Mrs. H. B. Woodard of
were

Kennedy

[

:v>
.;5

Flag Day parade was a great
Belfast Military band headed
division of Waterville, No. 905, B.
rying a monster flag and represented

lie’s
i he

coffee

members

who make

...htroying bird’s

nests were

in the Uni-

Sunday afternoon.
-iroyed at least one nest there last
-..though several times warned off and

ber of the

I'hey should be looked after.
a

series of eight public band
on the band stand on
last Friday evening, with a

given

was
jrnmon

appreciative

i

There

night.

cold

:ne

audience

present in

were a

number

arties up from Northport.
The band
the popular “Little Gray
.«r chorus of
which

I

|

was

encored.

meeting of the Democratic city comast week Peter Harmon of Thorndike
d the members and outlined the sumrnpaign. Among other things it is
hold a field day late in July or the
August. It will probably take place
ity Park in Belfast, when a clambake
served on the shore, with music and

people

of

a

letter last

her home

city

as

a

Guild,

for future

a

beautifully

framed

and also returned
success

Battery.

They plan
tomorrow, Friday

in

to

leave for Windham,

Board of Tradk. A special
meeting of the
Belfast Board of Trade was held at the
court_
house Friday evening, June 16th.
Harry W.
Clark, who was originally appointed on the
Fourth of July committee, withdrew
and the

good
all

ad the esteem and respect of

committee

her.

*

with

served from a daintily
appointed dining
table. Wednesday evening Miss Melviia V.
Parker entertained a few frienda at a lunch at
6 30, followed by a social
evening for Mrs.
Proctor. Today, Thursday, Mr. and Mrs.
Proctor and little daughter Annie will be
gueata of Mr. and MrB. John R. Ponton at the

Thursm
his cousin. Miss Martha Shute of
tah, announcing the dtath of her
rs. Fvelena Shute, formerly of Belparticulars were given. Mrs. Shute
time s member of the North Const Church and will be remembered
C Hill received

and

was

aking
;e

tea

a

their good
their separated
Last
ways.
Friday evening Primrose Chapter
Order of the Eastern Star, served Russian
tea and cookies in her honor. Miss Bertha
A. Wiley, Worthy Matron,
expressed the Stars
regret in losing this faithful member and presented her with the jewel-pointed
pin of
the Order. Mrs. Proctor was
greatly surand
prised
pleased, and thanked all for the
Deautirui gift.
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker entertained in honor of Mrs. Proctor last Tuesday evening with a one-table auction party.
The other guesta were Mrs. N. H.
Small and
MiBB Amy E. Stoddard. A
chafing diah lunch
wishes

depre-

rted to have committed other

Guild,

In

picture of white birches by Wallace Nutting.
Mrs. Proctor in responding
expressed her
pleasure in the gift as a reminder of the
many good times she had enjoyed as a mem-

sea-

grounds last

--st of

were

half of the

business at this

a

served.

few graceful word
Mrs. Pillsbury presented Mrs.
Proctor, in be-

d the Sons of Veterans.
vs

now

then increased to
constituted sa follows: H. C
wu

seven

and is

Buszeil, M
y years, in common with other K. knewlton, W. K
Keene. Arthur Kitchie,
and papers in other Slates, The Adrian C.
Tuttle. Maine Hills and A. K.
Brsley.
.«
published s list nf the heaviest Orrin J Dickey and others
spuke on the conafter the aeaesament* had levs dition of the roada
approaching the city and
1 fiat this was a matter of public aaid it
kept trade away fr,»m Belfast and that
have

reason

•ay order*
g the list.

believe,

to

a.

d

we

from away for the
This year the

i*-

aases-

publication has causrd
•anoyance, they propone to have
Tr in will explain why the lint
at

said

a*

p«*

«r III

N

ik'

The Jourci;:!.
'1

tie

article*of the follow-

have been

the

approved by
attorney general: The BrooksCo., organized June i/th at
the corporation being located at

at.on

oat

I

‘♦■'

iig and

ag»>r

operating steamboats for

of passengers or freight on the
from ports in this State to for-

Capital stock. $10,000; all common;
$10; nothing paid in. President,
A
Arey, Bucksport; treasurer, BenArey, Brooksville; clerk, Walter
Bucksport; directors, the above.
June 13th....The American steamt r
formerly owned by Wi lliam B. John*
i'-oston, is ashore on Kola PeninsuP,
hangel. The Carolyn was once wrecketinic Island on the Maine coast. She
ii known craft in these waters and all
ed in marine affairs are familiar with
■ry-The steamers of the Eastern
will

enter upon their
trips between Bos-

corporation
hedule <*f daily
>ngor and intermediate ports July 2d.
now making six trips per week....
-imer Golden Rod on the Belfast, Islesfip

-Htine and Brooksville
nmer

route

schedule of two round

is

now on

trips

a

day

Women,

on

sale

only by

Read & Hills of the City Drug Store have
making some improvements, which include two new floor cases of plate glass and
mahogany, chairs and small tables for their ice
The interior of the store
cream service, etc.
is very attractive, and patrons of the soda
been

The Once-in-a-While Club was entertained
last Monday by Mrs. Leroy W. Strout at'her
home on Main street. Conversation and sewing were in order during the afternoon, and at
6p. m. grape fruit cocktail, prune whip, salmon salad, hoi rolls, olives, cake, brownies
and coffee were served. The club attended
»L

/I

I_-I

It may interest the Belfast
Pratt to know that he was

friends of Capt.
in command for
two years of the U. S. cruiser Birmingham,
which visited our harbor on Monday. During
her stay here Admiral Gleaves, now in command of the Destroyer Flotilla, Atlantic Fleet,
and his Flag Lieutenant, Mr. Bristol, were
guests at the Johnson Homestead, Primrose
Hill.

he thoroughly gravelled and placed in
excellent condition for summer travel. Scarcity of heip has made it necessary to have

it will

Ralph F. Darby,

the firm of Darby &

of

Shales, will conduct the store during the summer and has placed his brothers, Bert E. and
Walter S. Darby, in charge of the pool room in
the Knowlton block.
Letters.

Advertised

The

following

let-

remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
office for the week ending June 20th: Ladies—
Mrs. M. F. Demmons, Mrs. Stanley Thomas.
Gentlemen —Leslie Abbott, Lawrence H. Clark,
ters

Ernest

Roberts, Maynard Young.

Stanley Curtis, who has done some road work
soiling Edison phonographs for Carle & Jones,
has been placed in charge of tITTs department
at their store. Their entire line of cylinder
and D sc phonos and records has been moved
to the 2nd
was

floor, where the coat and suit dept,

formerly,

and which will

now

be used for

demonstrating the Edison musical instruments.
The

day

Jolly

Nine Club

afternoon and

were

evening

guests last Mon-

of their

chaperone,

celebrate the birthFrost,
days of two of their members. Miss Marian
Brown and Charles Getchell. Croquet was
Mrs. Clarence E.

played during

to

the

afternoon,

and

a

lunch of

salad, potatoes, bread, cake
and coffee was served. Games and muBic
were enjoyed during the evening.
The guests

salmon

and

of honor

egg

were

the

recipients

of several pres-

Other members present were Dora
Brown, Ethel Frost, Margie Blake, Byron
Salters and Archie Robinson.
ents.

meeting oi inomas H. Marshall CirLadies of the G. A, R., Tuesday

At tne

cle,
afternoon,
reports of the delegates to the recent State
convention in Portland were given. Tuesday
afternoon, June 27tb, the Circle will observe

Flag Day with an open meeting, when the following program will be given: Invocation;
song, America; address. History of the Flag;
Flag drill by the children; vocal quartet by
the McLeod sisters; address. What does the
Flag mean to You? Pledge to the Flag; song,
The Star Spangled Banner.
D. Jones left Tuesday for New York, via
Boston, where he will join a party of dealers
to attend the annual Edison Dealers convention to be held in New York June 22nd and
2Srd. The convention will be held at the
Hotel McAlpine, the largest hotel in New
F.

city,

York

and Mr. Edison will meet the deal-

I* is meant to make this convection a
Dealers convention in the true sense of the

ers.

word and

an

Carle

Jonee

of

&

selling

ords

at

enthusiastic

more

have

the

Edison

retail than any

meeting is planned.
unique distinction

phonographs

and

rec-

other dealer in Maine.

NORTH Belfast. The Children’s Day service, postponed from last Sunday on account
something should be done. It was voted to
of the storm, will be held next Sunday at 7 SO
add-ess a resolution to the State
Highway p. m. The program is as follows:
4 orannaaion
asking to have the conditions imAnthem
proved. and a committee of three, consisting Processional
of Messrs Orrin J. Dickey. Maurice W. Lord Opening ex Tcises
When did Children’s Day Begin?
and C, W. Wescott. was appointed to draw
up
Doris Whitaker
suitable resolutions. C. W. Wescott reported I
Isn’t it Wonderful?
George Floyd
that the Penobscot Bay
Electric Co. had Welcome Sunbeam’s, Song,
Barbara Stevens
Sunbeam
to
do
all
agreed
exercise,
they could to aid the city in
Beginuers
a
Three boys
taking care of the C. and C. Raincoat Co. and ! Wanted, Boy,
Our Father God,
Juniors
other new industries. It was voted that a
W'onderful words of life, Hymn 131,
letter be prepared to be issued from the Board
Congregation
of Trade to factory houses asking their inter- Daisy exercise,
Primary girls
Bertha Bartlett
Discontent,
est in Belfast as a location, and that such a
How do the woods keep Children’s Day? Song
letter be issued each month, and Orrin J.
Ten little candles.
Beginners
Dickey, C. W. Wescott and Irvin T. Dinsmore Offering song and offering
Recession. 1
Closing song, No. 208,
were appointed a committee to attend to the
New Advertisements
The Home of Good
matter. Arthur Ritchie as chairman of the
committee to secure funds for the Belfast Values, 12 Main street, will begin right now to
band reported that the subscription had reach- celebrate, 12 days before the 4th, by offering
I ed the sum of $400 and that the paper had bargains in clothes for its customers to celebeen turned over to Mr. Datterson, the leader brate in. The color of every suit from $10 up
All the standard
ot the band. This was a sufficient sum to is absolutely guaranteed.
meet immediate needs, but in view of the fact made goods in the furnishings department and
the latest styles in straws, both imported and
j that they were unable to get German dyed
this year the band had decided not to domestic makes, C. & K. soft hats and a nice
goods
j
line of caps-The “Needle of Fashion” has
j purchase new uniforms. The report of the
become magnetized and points to electrical
j committee was accepted and they were disVisit the store of the Penobcharged with thanks. C. W. Wescott report- wedding gifts.
scot Bay Electric Co. and see the many useto the C. and C. Raincoat
; ed in regard
ful gifts, of which a few are mentioned in their
| Co. that they had signed the contracts and
advt.... Fresh salmon, dressed. 30 and 36 cents
1
everything was as agreed upon and that Mr.
per pound at Bramhail’s market... .See advt.
Cohen had advised that he would begin shipof the Carr transportation service between
ping his machines and other goods to this city
Rockland, Belfast and Bangor. The car for
the coming week, with the expectation of
this route is a handsome and comfortable one
opening the factory the first of July.
and the fares are very reasonable. See advt.
for-particulars... .C. B. Norton & Co., Belfast,

|

men

city.

from this

given by the Women’s Alliance of the First Parish, Unitarian, will
take place in Memorial hall Thursday evening. July 13th. A pleasing program will be
given, which will include some favorite old
songs, illustrated. Light refreshments will
be served at small tables during the evening,
and no efforts will he spared to make this a
popular summer entertainment.
The cabaret to be

Belfast B. B. A. and the
L. & B. A A. have given Ephriam Robbins the j
contract to move the grandstand and level the j
grounds at the baseball park. This to be done
*o as not to interfere with any of the scheduled
j
games of either association, and to be com- j
H.
C.
1st.
Buzzell,
representJuly
by
pleted
ing the Belfast B. B. A,, and B. L. Tuttle, the j
Short stops.

The

It is so good that all manner of
imitations have been attempted
—without success. If you are an

experienced bicyclist

you

1

will

know without being told that it
is the standard

bicycle

of

the

world. It is THE ROADSTER
of all roadsters, the most practical bicycle for recreation and
,nr

■

perfect

1

a

ordinary every day use. Not an ounce of unnecessary weight—a
pedal action—and equipment that defies criticism. Built to last
lifetime. FOR SALE IN BELFAST,BY

GABLE ft JONES.
L

I

|

]

t

postponed on account of the rain and will
place next Saturday, weather permitting.
_The Belfast baseball team will play their
first game of the season today, Thursday, with
the Rockland team on the Congress street
The Belfast players are Albert,
grounds.
McElwee, Williams, Neptune, McDonald, Brig-

was

take

nolia, Haley, Curtin and Tevelin.
CoNCERr. '* ne second concert by the
Belfast Band will be given Thursday,June 22d,
at 8 o’clock, with the following program:
Band

March, Gippsland,
Overture. Poet and Peasant,
Waltz, Visions of the Past,
Vocal solo, Shadowtime,
Charles F. Hammons.

Lithgow
Suppe

Rollinaon
Johnson

March, Joyce 71st Reg't,

Boyer

Selection from the Comic Opera “Ruddygore,”
Sullivan
Popular, Are you from Dixie? (Vocal Chorus)
Cobb
Losch
March, The Four Jacks,
America.
Final,
In this connection we regret to have to say
that the first concert was attended by outside
noises and disturbances that marred the enjoyment of those who came to hear the

annoying

band.
band and by music-lov
In fact,
era that unless order can be maintained it will
were

very
it is felt by the

to the

be necessary to give up these concerts, which
are one of the chief attractions of the sum-

Letters received from Clarence C. Chapman,
recently enlisted in the army, state that
he is now in Douglas, Arizona, and is greatly
pleased with the country and with his work.
who

Belfast Opera House.

With a new policy
thorougn renovation, the Opera
House will open next Saturday with a mattinee at 2.30 p. m ; evening shows at 7 and
8.45
p. m. There will be a complete change
of

a

pictures
day in

times a week; new pictures
week except Friday and Saturday, on which two days the same pictures
will be shown.
For Saturday’s opening the
each

and is

%

TO

CASH

CUSTOMERS

Regular prices to charge customers.
Boys’ Suits in other good makes, $2.50 to $5.00.
All subject to our 5 % discount plan to
cash buyers.

steadily improving.

Harry

Francis X. Pendleton and George E. Kittridge rescued two little boys last Tuesday afternoon who were in a punt half filled with
water that had drifted nearly out to the monument, and later found Miss Alice Condon and
two other ladies in a boat over which they had
lost control and which was drifting out into

W. Clark & Co.,

Clothiers and

Tailors, Belfast.

tho Kbit

Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of theg G.
A. R., had three department officers at the
12th annual encampment in Portland June
14th and 15th—Mrs. Etta P. Savery, department patriotic instructor; Mrs. Julia G. McKeen, councilor; Mrs. Lulie P. Nichols, guard.
L. C. Putnam of Thomas H. Marshall Post
was elected a delegate to the National convention, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges of the Circle
was elected department patriotic
instructor,
and Mrs. Ellen S. Strout, delegate to the National convenrion. Mrs. Etta P. Savery of
Emma White Barker Tent was elected.department president, and Mrs. Belle Nickerson,
second councilor. At the State meeting in
Auburn Allen L. Curtis of A. E. Clark
Camp

five

Triangle plays will be shown. William A. Hart in the Kay Bee
five-part feature, "The Disciple,” and "Fatty” Arbuckle in
“His Wife’s Mistake,” a two-reel
Keystone
comedy, a riot of fun and laughter. Of special
Belfast people is the fact that Mrs.
W. N. Lower, who is well known in this
city,
takes part in "The
Disciple.” On Monday
evening that wonderful Paramount production, Carmen,” with the famous operatic star,
Geraldine Farrar, is offered, with no advance
in prices. On Tuesday
evening, beautiful
Lenore Ulrich in "Kilmeny;”
Parainterest to

perhaps

greatest

success;

on

Wednesday

evening. Triangle plays, Douglas Fairbanks
in the Fine Arte
five-part feature, “Double
Trouble.” and Fred Mace in a Keystone comedy, and on Thursday evening, dainty Marguerite Clark in a' Paramount
production,
“Seven Sisters.” On each of these
days other
photoplays will be included to round out pro-

i

TBADB MARK

V-

elected

■i 99

makes
motes
Scott &

healthy

sturdy growth.

Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

13-27

[fresh]!
]

11j

■

I Dressed 30c. aid 35c.

j
11)

I

Safety
Speed
Not

THE FIRST CONSIDERATION,

Carr's Transportation
SERVICE
BETWEEN ROCKLAND, BELFAST
AND BANCOR
Beginning

on

will

Thursday. June 22nd, !

leave the new Rockland House.
Rockland, at 8 a. m., passing all the hotels in
Rockland and Camden,
Temple Heights and
car

|D

enough for passengers to get off and on. Then
leave for Bangor by way of Searsport, Stockton

Springs, Winterport and Hampden, arriving in
Bangor about noon, passing the Bangor House
and going as far as the Penobscot Exchange,
Leave Bangor on the return over the same
route at 3 o’clock sharp,
arriving in Belfast

SEASON’S

0

Q

Opening Saturday
Prices 5
and 10 cents.

Eve., 7.00, 8.45

PRESENTING

“The

Disciple”

Triangle Kay Bee Five Part Success Replete With
Thrilling Action and Heart Interest. (Mrs. W. N. Lower,
well known in Belfast, takes part in this
play,)
A

“Fatty” Arbuckle in “His W ife’s Mistake”
Keystone 2-Reel Comedy—A Riot of Laughter
Monday (One Night On|y)
in

Tuesday (One Night Only)
Leonore Ulrich in “Kilmeny”

“Carman’Feature.

Paramount Five Part

Paramount’s Greatest Success.
— ■

Wednesday (One Night Only)
Triangle Five Part Production
Keystone Two-Reel Comedy.

N

BUSINESS

vJ

n

Special Arrangements Made for Parties

2

U

Steaks and

Chops
Soups, Salads, Sandwiches
Doughnuts, Cookies and Cakes of all varieties.
served to order.

Bread and Rolls,

pi

of all kinds.

FOR SATURDAY NIGHTS, Beans and Hot Rolls served and
The public is cordially invited.

;

pi

°

0
n

The popular New York Ice Cream served at all times. Nut Bread

a

specialty

on

U

sale,

MRS. ADA E. WILDES.

>ilCTQPllaoplE1fo1fF=—mi—

IQI

X"

Whereas W. M. Currier, of Waldo, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the eighth day of December A D. 1913, and recorded in the Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 305, Page
352, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situated in Wraldo
aforesaid, and bounded as follows: A certain
lot or parcel of land situated in Waldo aforesaid, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of the road leading from George Simmons’ to Belfast as the
same rail in 1868 on the southeast corner of
land then occupied by said Simmons; thence
southerly on said road about fifty rods to an
ash stump; thence westerly on land then of H.
F. Hawkins and Joshua Thompson about fifty
rods to a stake and stones, thence northerly
on land then of E. F. Sheldon on the stone wall
as then laid to said Simmons land about fifty
rods to a stake and stones, thence on said
Simmons land to first mentioned bound, conain ing about sixteen acres.
Also another parcel of land situated in said
Waldo formerly owned and occupied by George
Simmons, being north and westerly of said described parcel and joining the same, containing fifty acres, more or less. Meaning to convey the same premises conveyed to me, W. F.
Packard by Walter S. Packard, et als by deed
dated July 19 1897, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 248. Page 234; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken.
.ow, therefore, by reason of the breach of
,the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
\\ M. F. PACKARD.
said mortgage.
June 21st, A. D. 1916.

!

A PAIR OF

Glasses

|
i

j
I
!

—

Thursday (One Night only)
Marguerite Clark in
SISTER S,”

“SEVEN

looks

so
simple that most people
would be astonished to know what an

stock is necessary in order
good pair .of glasses
which shall be suitable to the wearer:
and I have this stock.
enormous

1

to

I

one

I

BELFAST, MAINE,
I. O. O. F.

PATTERSON’S
!

Belfast, Maine,

MUSIC MDSE.

RENTING

1

SHOP,

47 Main Street,

LEE

TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

Housemaid Wanted
APPLY IN PERSON TO

MRS. M. L. SLUGU,

/?Ar cam
rata

32 Church Street.

kb safe tome. Deadly to
bat baralaaa to baaua

boiap.

sa^tea/fes*
DeHow
to

We Examine

50c aod
6-lb. pal $5.00. ,
bi Seed, Hardware, Ding /
aadGwwaJStcraa.
*

#1.00.

FOR

Block.

MUSIC

Ran dotroywily
• billion dollais
worth of food ud property *wjy**t«
ph ud mica and rtopjmr low with

in each eaa.
«tr°y Rata. 25c..

GRAVES,

GRADUATE OPTOMETRIST,

J.

EuuuZe'AMin
j,v yC J

make

FRANK F.

H. C. B.

Belfast
Winterport, 70

Summer

Farrar

IS OPEN FOR THE

•

r-j

about 5 and Rockland about 7
p. m.
Pares. Rockland to Bangor,
$1.60;
to Stockton Springs, 30 cents;

Belfast Opera House

Geraldine

Wayside Tea House R

The

Nortbport Inn. arriving in Belfast about 10 a.
m. and stopping at the Windsor Hotel
long

----—

ln

j

[ollaopl[Q|Lgop||aop|[a1|QHo|[^[n][F=\]

HARRY CARR, Proprietor.

WHART

Good

be earned

immediately by experienced sewing machine operators—and
beginners will be paid living wages while
learning.
Apply to Mr. Orrin J. Dickey,
Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine.

cents; Bangor, $1. Belfast to Camden, 60
cents; to Rockland, 75 cents. On ahorter disgrams of exceptional merit.
tances between places about 3 cents
per mile, j
The driver will have a regular
printed schedule !
of fares which will be given to
In the
every one who
country and in one’s own home, a
| desires.
cigar is always a companion. Let A. A.
•
This
schedule
will
be
continued
Howes
daily, Sun& Co. furnish this good
companion. They will days included, until further notice.
tell you that Cedulas are
Havana cigars.

Mat. 2.30.

can

Notice of Foreclosure.

j

the

manufacturing

about the first of

July in the Roller Bushing building.
wages

blood and pro-

!

expected

will start

ie—wim

IF YOUR CHILDREN
ARE DELICATE OR FRAIL
undersize or under-weight
remember—Scott’s Emulsion
is nature’s grandest growingfood; it strengthens their bones,

*

ONE HUNDRED GIRLS to enroll for
The
C. & C. Raincoat Co. which is

junior vice commander, and Mrs.
D. Cook of the Auxiliary, patriotic instructor. Mrs. Savery has appointed Mrs.
Annie M. Frost, secretary; Miss Alice E. Simmons, guide; Mrs. Dora J. Bridges. 4th color
guard, and Ralph I. Morse, judge advocate.
was

jj

RXOUTSJVSQ

=

WANTED

Nina

the

famous

mount’s

5

Mrs. Charles B. Eaton returned Monday
forenoon to her home on Court street from
the Tapley hospital, where she underwent a
very severe, but successful, operation for ap-

pendicitis,

right to the fro.tt this spring on the preparedquestion and furnished us with the handsomest

come

and best value line we have ever shown.
Every mother knows the value and style in Widow
Jones’ Boys’ Clothes, and we ask
every mother to our
store this week and inspect our splendid line. All
the
old dyes in our Blue Serges at $5.00 and
$6.00, and
sold on our ntw selling plan of

Capt. A. B. Pendleton and family are frequent visitors here in their new Oldsmobile 8,
the first car of the kind to arrive in Searsport.

mer season.

and after

haa
ness

Miss Adelaide Percy, Superintendent of the
Waldo County Hospital, returned Sunday from
brief visits in Rockland, Bath and Portland.

& B. A. A have the matter in charge_j
The game scheduled for last Saturday on the
Congress street grounds between the Leonard

music and

Widow Jones of Boston

Kev. George S. Mills and family of Bennington, Vt„ have taken the Pottle cottage at the
Battery and expect to arrive July 3rd.

L

handle the

IS

well known and popular Dodge
Bros’car. Let them demonstrate for you....
See statement of the Belfast Savings bank_
A combination showcase, an oak counter and 15
dozen one to five gallon jugs for sale. Call or
write Read & Hills., proprietors of the City
Drug store... .The store on High street vacated by Jones & Snow is for rent. Apply to City
National Bank....An 8-room house on Charles
street extension^ let, furnished or unfurnished. Ir quire en the premises of Jefferds sisters.
....If you want to have comfort with your
feet you should call at The Dinsmore Store and
let them fit you to a pair of Ground Gripper
shoes, for men and women.... A large assortment of household goods for sale.
Apply to
Elon B. Gilchrest... .Deposit book 195, issued
Waldo
Trust
lost....
Name
of
Co.,
by
gas yacht
Vancluse changed to Onawa....See advt. of
the new issue of the Central Maine Power Co.’s
7 per cent cumulative preferred stock. Subscriptions received by the City National Bank,
Belfast....Annual stockholders meeting of
the Odd Fellows Building Association at 7 p.
m. July 5th.... Mrs. Helen A. Sanborn «nd Mr.
and Mrs. R. H. Sanborn publish a card of
thanks.

teams and

Congratulations are extended Dr. and Mrs, I
Ernest S. Webber on the arrival, June 15th, of
• son, Cecil Littlefield.

rTL_avaninn

The Northport Village Corporation have
begun work in improving and gravelling the
roads in and through Bayside, under the direction of Loren Cross of Belfast and Northport, ar-d following the turnpiking of the road

Reports of the annual encampments of the
Maine G. A. R. and allied bodies, and of the
observance of St. John's Sunday at the Baptist church are unavoidedly deferred.

a

wiches, cake, olives, cookies, nuts,

following. Then came
ige, No. 35, K. P., Waterville lodge,

o

W. Procnumber of
social functions the past week. The Auction
club, of which she is a member, Mrs. Fred R,
Poor, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs. Leslie C.
bollett and Miss Amy E. Stoddard,
gave her a
luncheon Wednesday evening, June
14th, at
the Stoddard home, which w: s decorated with
garden flowers. The dining table was attraccenterpiece of lilies of the valley,
which were also used at each
plate. The place
cards were of Dutcn
design. Mrs. Proctor
poured tea. At her place was a large cake
with the words
"Absolutely Going," and other
reminders of her departure. Friday after
noon the North Church Guild
gave her a farewell party at the home of its
president, Mrs.
Grace C. Pillsbury, with 30
The
present.
hours from 3 to 5 were spent socially.and sand-

Y„ who was en route to
.Mrs. Maude E. Plummer of Hal*
erintendent of Field work of the

diO

faociAL HARWELLS. Mrs. Clarence
tor was the guest of honor at a

tive with

N.

5.

a

Mrs.

fountain will find everythimr up-to-date.

Cross, Henry Maddocks; Grade II, Alice
Piper, Linwood Pattee, Harriet Cross, Carrie

\\. Wescott

large attendance.
George L. Woodworth and family of
Fairfield arrived last Saturday at the Temp'e
Heights Inn, Temple Heights, which they will
be their second year
open this week. It will
be

seen

eanor

|

meet at the grange hall in Newburg, Penobscot county, June 29th. It is hoped there wil

in the managemen t.

Ground Grippers

The McLellan school has the
following good
record: Not absent one half day
during the
spring term in Grade I, Chester Bruce, El-

l

feet in the

or

famous

Brown University and was Baid to
service in the army. No local
records can be found giving any particulars in
regard to him or his death and relatives or
friends having any knowledge of the same
will confer a favor in taking
up the matter
with the Board of Trade.

[

The Waldo County Veteran association will

pointed,

narrow,

ing nails, etc.,

A request for information has been receivby the Secretary of the Board of Trade, inquiring as to the family of the late Rev. Darius R. Ford D. D., who is supposed to have
died in this city November 26, 1904. He was a
have

given

bone-bending shoes that produce corns, bunions, calloused, fallen arches, ingrow-

ed

graduate

The Universalist Sunday school had planned
Swan Lake yesterday for a picnic, but
of the wet grounds.
it was
up on account
to go to

Peaceful Feet

Belfast.

Thompson Mfg, Uo.'s building, Church
street, has been painted in lighter colors,
which is a great improvement. The first s’ory
has been painted a light grey in place of black.
Last Friday was the first of a series of the
longest days in the year, and until Monday,
June 26th. they will be 16 hours and 31 minutes
in length. After that they will
gradually
Bhorten—three minutes in the six last days of
the month, and in July one minute per day.
The

i

Allen Goodwin, who recently underwent a
serious operation at the Tgpley hospital,
returned to his home in Montville Monday.

very

The

SALE BY

SWAN’WHIl TEN-BI4 KfOKD COMPANY

Eyes

By Modern Scientific Methods
(without the aid of drugs)
And

Automobile Parties.
Let us quote you prices for your party. We
handle parties from one to one hundred at
or night. Two twelve passenger cars and smaller ones if desired. Sight
Get our
tours
arranged if desired.
seeing
prices first. Always on the job
Maine TRANSPORTATION CO.
ORRIN J DICKEY, Manager.
24tf
Phone 316-3, or 109 4

cheap rates, day

Up*to-Date

Broken Lenses Replaced

Chase & Doak,
Optometr i sts,

Cottages and bungalows at Castine, Belfast,

Searsport, Northport and Temple Heights. A
number of good cottages for sale. Fine loca-

2w24

Most

At Reasonable Prices.

For Rent
on

the

Glasses

can

tions

I* it

25 Main Street,

Belfast, Maine,

Pay. Prices right.
DICKEY-KNOW LTON
REAL ESTATE COMPANY
Belfast, Maine.

the Penobscot

For Sale

Broilers
We are prepared to furnish broilers, alive or
dressed, for the remainder of the season at the
Belfast Poultry Farm, formerly the Ferguson
Farm. Free delivery. Telephone
E. L. COLCORD or
P. A. BRADFORD.
tf24

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

lei 306

CHAS. M. HALL,
Searsport Ave.

Ansel A. Packard
of the Graduating Class, U. of M. Gives
the Class
W

Day

Oration.

[Prom the Bangor Commercial.]
Ansel A. Packard of Belfast was the

day

class

orator and
name.

worthy of the

proved himself
He delivered an

oration that will be long remembered by
those who heard it. The oration was
well adapted to this era of preparedness
and was a call to the students to do their
share towards the preservation of this
republic. Mr. Packard Baid in part:
“On the afternoon of Nov. 19, 1863, a
vast, vast, silent multitude billowed,
like waves at sea, over what had been
not long before the battle of Gettysburg. True Americans all, they had
paused in the midst of that terrible
strife to do honor to the memory of
thoBe who had gone down in the storm.
On the platform before them towered a
loose-bung figure, six feet four inches
tall, a man awkward and ill-dressed, in
whose haggard face seemed to be the
suffering of the sinB of the world. Abraham Lincoln, President of the United
States, out of the depth of his great
heart, spoke to his people these words,
which shall endure throughout all time:
‘It is for us, the living, to be here
dedicated to the unfinished work which
they who fought here have thus far so
nobly advanced. It is for us to be here
dedicated to the great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead
we
take increased devotion to that
cause for which they gave the last full
measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have
died in vain, that this nation, under God,
shall have a new birth of freedom, and
that government of the people, by the
people, and for the people shall not perish from the earth.’
.1
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Sts Relation

should have a wholesome,
tender crust that melts into
the filling so perfectly that
even two pieces are not

■the 'water great nations

ars

striving

another in the most terrible
that this world haB ever seen.
Who can say whither they will iurn

with

one

jCpnflict

next? This great,
and helpless land of

wealthy,

smiling,

become a
sore temptation to those nations in their
and
Then
indeed
need.
hour of famine
will our citizenship be tested, and now is
the time for us to prepare for that test,
and to point the way to those with whom
we come in contact,
“You and I have as our heritage from
the glorious part of this country ‘a nation conceived in liberty and dedicated
to
the proposition that all men are
created equal.’ We thank God for the
iron in the blood ot our fathers, the men
who upheld the wisdom of Lincoln and i
bore 3Word or rifle in the armies of
Washington and Grant. Let us, the
children of the men who proved themselves equal to those mighty days, show
that we are worthy of such parentage.
The supremacy ot the flag of the United
States of America must be maintained,
The artry and the navy are the sword
and the shield which this nation must ;
carry if she is to do her duty among the
nations of the earth —if she is not to be
the China of the Western Hemisphere.
“We are confronted by enormous
problems of increasing difficulty. It is
cowardly to shrink from solving them in
the proper way, for solved they must
be; if not by us, then by some stronger
and more manful race. If we are too
weak, too selfish, or too foolish to solve
them, some bolder and abler people
must undertake the solution.
“W’e do not admire the man of timid
We admire the man of victoripeace.
ous effort, the man who never wrongs
his neighbor, who is prompt to help a
friend, and who has those sterling qualities necessary to win in the stern strife
of actual life. And so this call that
comes to us is a call to the life of toil and
effort, of labor and strife, not to that
form .of success that comes to the man
who desires more peace and ease, but to
the man who shrinks not from danger
nor hardship,
to the man who out of
these wins the splendid ultimate triours

must

umphs.
“The twentieth century looms before

His Sixteen Years*

Suffering

Now Ended

“I can say with the greatest of
pleasure that Foley Kidney Pills were
the only thing that gave me relief
In sixteen years.”
Mr. G. \V. Henderson of Dingle,
Miss., says more than that, too. He
Buffered with cystitis (inflammation
of the bladder). It went on until he
reached the point where he had dizzy,
weak spells, and sometimes he would
almost faint with pain.
Of course,
he doctored, went off to the mineral
springs and drank waters of different
kinds, which altogether cost him a
Still no perlarge sum of money.

manent relief.
Now comes a friend
Who recommends Foley Kidney Pills,
and after using half a dozen bottles,
his pains are all gone, he sleeps
soundly all night.
When kidney and bladder trouble
comes on you and you suffer the pains
and aches it causes, have irregular,
painful secretions and a burning sensation, take Foley’s Kidney Pills at
once and you will echo Mr. Hender-

son’s sentiments.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

estimated that there is enough
Capt. Samuel Skolfield, aged 88, the waste from the sawmills of the South
oldest man in Brunswick, died June 13th
at his home in that town. He was born alone to produce twenty thousand tons
in
Harpswell, a son of George and Lydia of paper a day.
Skolfield. Before he was 20 he shipped
Oiled paper has been found to be an
for a voyage, and at the age of 23 took
command of his first vessel, the ship excellent material for packing tree seedDublin. On Nov. 5, 1855, he married lings, when shipped in crates. When
Augusta M. Forsaith, and four days crates are not used,
paper-lined burlap
later they sailed from Portland on the
makes a particularly satisfactory wrapnew Bhip
Rising Sun for Havre, France.
The vessel ran into a severe storm, Dut per.
after a long struggle they reached port.
Two gold watches and a speaking trumthe value of livestock dying from dispet were presented to Capt. and Mrs. ease on the National ForeBt
ranges in
Skolfield by tbe owners of the ship in ap1916 was less than $200,000. A
majority
preciation for their work. Caot. Skolfield in turn commanded the ships Vir- of the cattlemen are now vaccinating
Skolginia Dare, Lydia Skolfield,George
their stock for blackleg, one of the chief
field, and the firBt and second Sam Skolcattle diseases of tne West,
field. He was in command of the latter loss-causirg
from 1884 to 1890, when he retired. Mrs. and thus preventing the serious losses
Skolfield died five years ago. Capt. of the past.
Skolfield is suivived by three daughters,
Because of the heavy snowfall last
Mrs. William G. Wyman of Pittsfield,
Mass.; Mrs. Samuel C. Thayer and Mrs. winter, Forest rangers found it necesGeorge B. Webber of Brunswick.
sary this spring ,to remove two feet of
snow from the Beaver Creek
Nursery in
Mary R., wife of Amos E. Russell,
died June 8th at her home in Rock- Utah, so that the young trees might be

Christianity

Original

P)

pj

enough.Youcanmakesuch
pastry with the specially

"People have differed about almost
everything involved in the destiny of
mankind, but there is one point on
which thoughtful men are quite gen-

te
sx,

milled Ohio Red Winter
wheat flour that makes
everything better and goes
farther—the all’round flour
for bread, cake and pastry

®

erally agreed.

This agreement is up-

the possibility, for each and every
person, of a larger and freer life.
on

Those who call themselves Christians,

although they differ widely with respect to the meaning of what he Bald
and did, unite in believing that Jesus
of Nazareth actually knew and taught
how to gain this true and abundant
life.
Among those who believe on
Jesus there is also a growing recognition

of the fact

has not

Christianity

that

yet accomplished what

predicted for it," writes

a

he

contributor

port, at the age of 70 years.

the daughter of the late Rev.George
and Licena Herrick. A part of her early
life was spent in Camden, and in February, 1869, she married Amos E. Russell
of Rocitport, where they have since resided, and where she endeared herself to a large circle of friends. Her
religious life began wher she was very
young and for more than 50 years she
was a devoted member of the Methodist
church, as long as health wou'd permit
attending regularly and taking an active
For several
part in all toe services.
years she had been in f; eble health,
and for a few days previous to her death
suttered a severe ill turn from which she
never rallied.
She was a kind neighbor,
devoted to her home and family, and
will be greatly missed in the community
where she had lived for so many years.
Besides her nusband she leaves an adopted daughter, Miss Mattie W. Russell of
Rockport, and one brother, Merrill E.
Herrick of Camden. Funeral services
were held Sunday afternoon at her late
residence and were largely attended.
Rev. D. B. Phelan officiated. Interment
was in the family lot in Sea View cemewas

"To any thoughtful and observant
reader of the four gospels, it should
be quite evident
that the Christian
religion has not yet wrought the
changes in human life which its Founder declared would follow its acceptance or practice.
There is still a
wide difference
between the
fruits
which he said it would bring forth and
the results that are to be observed
in the lives of its adherents. He declared, in effect, that the truth which
he taught would give joy and peace
and power over evil, with health and
freedom and life that is not subject
to death.
It must be admitted, however, that these qualities of being are
exhibited by professed Christians only
in a measure: some of them are usually sought through other means, while
some of them are not expected presently at all.

FOR SALE AT YOUR CFCCERS

She was

born in Northpori, May 29, 1846, and

in the Christian Science Sentinel.

113 big with the fate of many nations.
men and women of America, across the
It is for us to here dedicate ourselves to
years that have flown since that still November afternoon comes to you and to the life of strife for that which is highest
and best in manhood and in womanme the clear call of that greatest of
Americans demanding that you and I hood, resolute to do our duty well and
dedicate ourselves to the great task manfully, to uphold righteousness by
which those who have gone before us deed and by word, to be both honest and
have thus far so nobly advanced, de- brave. Let us here highly resolve that
manding that you and I here highly re- throughout the years that are to come
solve that the bli od of our noble an- | we, the sons and daughters of the University of Maine, shall stand for that
cestors shall not have been shed in vain.
highest type of citizenship that gets self
And what shall be our answer?
“We of this generation do not have to in its glorious devotion to State, to Naface the tasks that our fathers faced; tion, to Humanity.”
but we have our tasks, and woe to us if
MAKING THE MOST OF .JUNE.
them. We cannot
we fail to perform
avoid meeting great issues, and we must
To enjoy the beautiful month of June to the
strive in good faith to meet those issues utmost, one must be in good health. Kidneys
in a big way. This nation today is facfailing to work properly cause aches and pains,
ing some of the greatest problems that
soreness, stiffness. Foley
rheumatism,lumbago,
has
world’s
in
the
nation
history
any
ever faced.
Those problems must be Kidney Pills make kidneys active and healthy
solved, and we must decide whether and banish suffering ana misery, Why not feel
fine and fit? Be well! Be strong! Sold everythey shall be solved in a way that will where.
redound to the national creditor whether
they shall form a dark page in our hisFARMERS UNION OF MAINE.

“You and I are going out from these
beloved halls in a few more days to take
our place in the world’s work, and as we
go forth we should ask ourselves: How
shall I live? How shall I make the
moBt of my life and put it to the best
use? How shall I become a man and do
man’s work? Some college men through
genius or fortune become the great leaders of our nation as authors, scientists,
statesmen. It is not reasonable to suppose that we shall all become authors or
statesmen, but each and every one of us
is bound to become a citizen, and upon
the college man the responsibilities of
citizenship are far heavier than upon his
less fortunate brother. And it is right
that this should be so, for his training
has fitted him for leadership, has sent
him out to strengthen the national lire
where it is weak—restrain it where its
tendencies are unnatural—energize it
where it is devitalized—be its final forMen with such
tress in time of need.
powers of leadership, if expressed in no
other way than by the casting of a single ballot are the kind of citizens that
every man should strive to become.
“And this is the call that I would
bring home to you today, the call to
citizenship, the call to the citizenship i
which completely forgets self in the pas- i
sion of the life cf service. And just |
where that service is to carry us in this
twentieth century we know not. Across

to
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Deaths.
It

Give® Freer Life.
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CHRISTIANSCIENCE

"Although immediate and lasting ;
benefits resulted to the world from
the ministry of Christ Jesus, the abtery.
solute truth which he taught was soon
The Biddeford Journal Says:
adulterated in human belief, so that
the religion
name
which
took his
President Wilson says he hopes every
failed to bear the very fruits by which
man in public life will get what’s coming
he said his system should be known. \ to him. Mr. Wilson should
worry, so far
His religion differed from all others
as he is personally concerned.
by reason of its practical theology;
Of Mr. Hughes the Lewiston Journal
and by its fruits it was to be known j
rays: "He’s good enough for us.” You’re
or identified.
The distinctive feature
right, brother; but your method of exof the
Christ
religion founded by
pressing satisfaction is open to improveJesus was its saving quality; and this
men',
Fourth Annual Session to be held in Wawas a present salTjdtion from all evil,
tervile Junt 27th.
In
—from sin, disease, and death.
"It is mortifying to me,” chirps Mr.
The 4th annual session of the Farmers’
fine, his Christianity was as broad as
William J. Bryan, "to .ive in a country
Union of Maine will be held in Waterwhere the newspapers are such liars.”
human needs, and the truth of it was
ville, Me., June 27, 1916. The meeting proved by demonstration.
Jf course, Mr. Bryan does not mean that
will be called to order at 10 o’clock in
ill newspapers, like all men, are liars,
“In
the
course
of
the
time, however,
the forenoon and remain in session until
:or there’s "The Commoner,” a bright
the business of the corporation is comunderstanding of true Christianity
rnd shining example of a publication
of
the
at
26th
became diluted,
and
demonstration
pleted. On the evening
:hat always tells the truth, or at least
a
at
will
be
o’clock
there
7.30
failed accordingly, until a consistency
meeting
:he half truth.
We Bhould have more
the Waterville Armory which will be
between theory and practice was oblympathy for Mr. Bryan if it were not
the
made
of
representatives
n
argely
up
his power to pack his grip, shake the
tained by modifying
the
of
scope
lust of the United States from his feet
Christian salvation. A distinction was
aarts of the State.
It is expected that
ind depart for some country where the
made between
moral disorder
and
n addition to the delegates there will be
His only
lewspapers never tell lies.
and
latthe
of
the
healing
large attendance from the local unions j physical,
landicap would be the necessity of findn the vicinity of Waterville, including I
ter was
left outside the
Christian
ng some country in which there are no
Belgrade, Keadfield, Skowhegan, Hinck- ] ministry. The Master, as St. Peter
lewspapers.
Gardiner
South
Branch
I
China,
Mills,
y,
said, ‘went about doing good, and
and other towns.
healing all that were oppressed of
The Farmers’ Union of Maine was
the devil;’ hut the
distinction
to
started as an experiment and as the 4th 1
which reference has just been made,
annual meeting is approaching it might
left half of this work to a profession
oe well to look backward and then judge
which does not pretend to have a
as to whether the experiment was a suc(COMPOUND)
cess.
The start was made at the foun- j remedy for evil, and does not deal
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
the
but
the
farm,
incorporating with disease on that basis. Conseiation,
External or Internal, Blind or
the first local at Brunswick in February,
quently, even the nature of evil ceased
1912. Between February and June of
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
and
for
fifteen
Jq
Jie
comprehended;
the same year eight locals were organizDne application brings relief,
the
centuries before
discovery of
ed with from seven to 15 charter memrwo sizes, 23c. and
suf$1.00, at
Christian
Christendom
Science,
On June 28th, representatives
aers,
til druggists or mailed.
Prom these locals met at Bangor and or- \ ferea disease, jleath, aijg^^grtain oth
Send Free Sample of Oil (q
ganized the Farmers’ Union of Maine, er formi of evil as though there vfer?
which is the central or State organizadivine remedy for them, while
no
tiofi,
i faith looked hence for a better life
When the Union met to hold their 1st which might be gained, it is hoped
and
26
locals
were
annual meeting there
by death.
the total business transacted during the
"This
was the
scene on
which
annual
The
2d
was
meeting
$52,000.
year
Christian Science entered. Some per
showed there were 46 locals and the toHumphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company.
sons are not disposed to consider this
tal business $143,000. The 3d annual
'0 William Street. New York.
meeting was made up of 67 locals and Science seriously, because it was nol
the total business was $800,000. The rediscovered by either a physical scien
port for the 4th annual meeting is not tlst or a doctor of divinity. Bu St
of
locals
the
number
made
but
out,
yet
John, for Instance, was not graduated
will be 80 and the total business in the
from a theological school, and there
A BIG BOOK on diseases of Horses,
of
$1,000,000.
vicinity
battle, Sheep, Dogs and Poultry, mailed
Shipping houses have been erected at Is no reason why the vision of spirit
ual
ree. Humphreys' Veterinary
New Sweden, Stockholm, Easton, Foreality should come to those
Medicines,
scientists whose researches are con
156 William Street, New York.
est, Danforth, Wytopitlock, Kingman,
Winn, Lincoln, W'internort, Palermo,
fined to the elements, properties, and
South China. In Waterville there is a
matter. It is more reaphenomena
wholesale gram house known as the
sonable to expect that understanding
Farmers’ Union Grain & Supply Comwill come to those who are gaining
pany. This company is the purchasing
Belfast People Have Found That 111 Health
the Mind of Christ.
agency for the 80 local unions in the
Follows.
"For these reasons there is nothing
State. The Farmers’ Union DistributDo you ever feel that you Bimply can’t go
ing Company organized at Portland, but 1 abnormal In the fact that the world
its principal place of business is in Boshas gained a great accession of spiritmy further—that you must have rest from
ton.
ual understanding through Mrs. Eddy.
hat lame and aching back—relief from the
There are also a selling agency in New
She was brought up in the atmosphere
lonstant, dead-tired feeling—freedom from
York City, and in Maine the local unions
:hose stabbing, darting pains? Likely your
of piety
and devoutness that
perhave established 25 grain stores and six
vaded a New England home of a cenSidneys are worn and tired and need help. The
Plans are under way
grocery stores.
tury ago. From childhood she was a
ridneys work night and day, removing uric
which will finally result in distributing
icid from the blood and other waste created
houses in Portland and Lewiston and
profound student of the Scriptures.
later in other Maine cities. To those
She was compassionate, helpful, spir)y expenditure of strength ard energy. Naturwho are vitally interested this record is
illy a life of unusual activity doubles the
itual; she was a Christian in the true
highly encouraging and must be pleas- sense of that name. She had grown
luties of the kidneys and in time the Btrain
deto
the
all
who
are
interested
in
ing
in the love for God and neighbor ungenerally tells, Doan’s Kidney Pills have
velopment of the State.
til her desire and aspiration were to
>rought new strength to thousands of bad
She had turned
INDIANA MAN’S EXPERIENCE.
jacks and quick relief to weakened kidneys,
heal and to save.
io users say.
Let them do the same for you.
away from matter to Spirit with an
Frank Moseley, Moore’s Hill, Ind., writes: “I
was troubled with almost constant pains in my
Hiram W, Hamilton, Hill Street, Ellsworth
unusual degree of understanding. In
Bides and back. Great relief was apparent after
these circumstances, the normal opPalls, Me., says: "I was troubled by kidney
the first dose of Foley Kidney Pills and in 48
eration of divine law enabled her to,
complaint for quite awhile. A friend recomhours all pain left.” Foley Kidney Pills make
discern the true nature of God and
nended D >un’b Kidney Pills, and I began using
kidneys active and healthful and stop sleepdisturbing bladder ailments. Sold everywhere, ms umvej oc, luuuuiug inaii, aau iu
;hem
'incy benefited me greatly.”
penetrate the mystery of evil. The
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply a6k
UNCLE ABNER.
discovery of Christian Science defor a kidney ren fdy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
clared the one divine Principle of the
—the same Lhat Mr. Hamilton had.
EosterWhen a feller’s wife picks out his
the
error
from
■universe, separated
Vlilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
clothes there ain’t much doubt as to who
the truth in human thought, and furwears the lower portion of ’em around
nished the scientific method by which
the house.
Hank Spink says horseshoes ain’t a the belief in evil can be overcome
He’s been pitching
a sign of good luck.
and abolished.
’em for nine years and ain’t won a ganfe
"Christian Science, we are therefore
1X7 ALDO .8S.—in Court of Probate, held at
yet.
it
convinced, has come to repeat what
Belfast, on the 13th day of June, 1916,
If a feller has got any doubts whether
Ernest O Patterson, administrator on the esJesus knew and taught; to be that
his gal loves him and is thinkin’ of him
tate of David W. Pattei son, late ot Belfast, in
said County, deceased, bay ng presented his
Beriously, they disappear when she be- ‘Spirit of truth,1 which he foretold
final account of administration ol said estate
gins to criticise his neckties and pick and promised; to revive his original
lor allowance.
ravelin’B off'n his coat.
gospel, without the limitations which
Ordeied. that notice thereof be given, three
The kind of gal to marry is the one
have arisen in human belief; to reweeks successively in 1 be Republican Journal,
that can look as neat at 10 o’clock in the
n newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counstore the scope and complete the misy, that all persons interested may attend at a
morning as she does at 10 o’clock in the sion of primitive Christianity.
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
evening. N. B.—There isn’t any.
iayof
July next, and show cause, If any they
Hank Tumms hunted for his razor
have, why the said account 'should not be allowad.
strap six weeks before he discovered
JAMES LIBBY, Jud;...
that his wife was using it for a belt.
A true copy. Attest:
Some women are so ingenious
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
There may Bomewhere in deep, dark
obscurity be a self-made man who ain’t
SS— In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 13th day of June. 1916,
proud of the job, but if there is, he has
Robert F. Dun-ton, administrator, de bonis non,
kept himBelt carefully concealed from
with the will annexed, on the estate of Charles
the public gaze.
Baker, late of Belfast, in said County, deceased,
Some men are born foolish and others
having presented his final account of admlnis
tration of said estate tor allowance.
raise pompadours.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
There may be some difference between
wteks successively, in The Republican Journal,
exercise and hard work, but it never has
a newsnape; published in Belfast,, in said Counbeen discovered.— Brooklyn Eagle.
ty, that all ersons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th
day of July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allow-

j

HUMPHREYS*

Witch

Hazel

Oil

j

j

_

SICK ANIMALS

WHEN THE KIDNEYS FAIL

PROBATE NOTICES

WALDO

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

ed,
A

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard.

Register.

is

uncovered

by

the time

for spring planting

on

they

were

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare,
It is pleasn'it
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nur’
It destroys Worms and allays Fevercotic substance.
It
relieves Constipation, AV'ind Colie, all
ishness.
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea. It regulates ti„>
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep
The Children's Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have

needed

the National For-

In Use For Over 30 Years.

of that region. Part of the snow
taken off by use of shovel and pick.
By spreading a thin layer ot fine soil
over another
part, the natural melting
of the snow was hastened sufficiently to
ests

»NTAua

was

make

shoveling

COM FAN Y.

At

a
tor

MORGAN of
Worcester. Mass.,
executrix of the last will of John W. Davis,
in said County ot Waldo, uelate of
ceased. having presented a petition praying that
her resignation as executrix of said will may he
accepted by tin* Judge of this Court for reasons
set forth in said petition.
Ordered, that the -aid petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate
Court, to be held atBelfast, within and tor said,
County, on the 11th ay of .July, A. 1). 1916,
al ten of the clock before noon, and show' cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
I
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
!
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
1

BACKACHE

KIDNEYS

AND

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of VValuo, on the second Tues
day of .June, A. I>. 1916.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of John P. Bragg late
Islesboro, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate. Mary A,
Bragg of said Isb sboro, named as executrix in

A

<>f

said will

\\

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tue.s
day of June, a. I). 1916.
certain instrument., purporting to be the

ALIK) SS—in Court of Probate, held at Hel

Tf
fast, on the 13th day of June. 1916.
Wesley L, Scribner, administrator on the estate
ot Charles A, Hanseomb. late of Monroe, In said
County, deceased, having presented his final

account of
allowance.

administration

of

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, tliret
successively, in The Republican Journal,

weeks

show

account

allowed.
A

cause, if any
should not he

II7ALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Heltt
tast. on the 13th day of June, 1*916. Nelson J. Curtis, executor of the will of Nelson
Curtis, late ot Monroe, in said County, deceased,
having presented his final account of administration of said estate lor allowance.
•a
-*

1

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
true copy. Attest:
Akthi h V\ Leonard, Register,

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
eeks successively, in The Republican Journal
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
aii persons interested may attend

at

at a

Pro

bate Court to be held at Belfast, on the 1 ltl:
day oi July next, and show cause, it any
ti.ey have, why the said account should uot bt
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

SS—In Court of Probate, held at Pei
fast, on the 13:1. day of .lu ie, 15)16. Lyn
netta K. Bartlett, administratrix on the e-tate
oi
Nathaniel C. Knight, late of UnLy, in said
County, deeeaseu, having presented her second
and final account of administration of said esate for allowance.

WALDO

j

\\r ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelVY fast, od the 13th day of June, 11)16 Lyn
netta K. Bartlett, guaidian of Everett S Knight
of Unity, in said County, having presented her
second account of guardianship of said ward for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given tDiet
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said minty
that ail persons Intelested may atuuu ai a Probate Court, to be Held at Belfast, oil the 11th
day of July next, and show cause, i any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
JAMES 1.IE15Y, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
f 17 ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
VY fast,on the 13tb day of June, 11)16, Olive
J.Confortli, administratrix on the estate of Ell
V Conforth, late of Uuity, in said Comity, deceased, having •presented her final account of
administration of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun
ty. that all persons .interested may attend at j.
Probate Court, to be held at Bella-t, on the 11 tb
day of July next, and show eause, if any
they have, why the saiil account should uoi
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.
a

LDO SS.— In Court of Probate.heid at Belon the 13tli day of June. 1P16.
Mary
F. Brown, executrix of the last will of Charles
E. Brown, late of Mon ill, in said County, deceased, having presented her flrtt and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WAfast,

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of July next, and show cause, if any they
nave,why the said account should not be allowed
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
ii

a

.no ss

—

in v onrt ol

Probate, field at Itel

ff fast, on the 13th day of June, 1916 Florice
D. Foster, executrix of the last will of Wil lain
O. foster, late of Burnham, in said County,
deceased, having presented her flist and final
account of administration of said estate foi allowauce.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given,three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons Interested may attend at ;
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th day of July next, and show cause if
an) they have, why the said account should not
he allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13th day of June, 1916, Robert
F. Duuton, administrator on the estate of Jessie
L. Nickerson, late of Swanville. in said Countv,
deceased, having presented his first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th day ot July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not he
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
a

88.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel
fast,on the 13th day of June,1916. Robert F.
Dunton,executor of the wili of Phcebe A. Staples,
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, hav
ing presented his first account of administration
of said estate for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be giveu, tliret
weeks successively, m The Republican Journal
a new spaper published in Belfast, in said County
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Beltast, on the 11th da>
of July next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

true

copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard. Register.

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County ot Waldo,
June, a. I). 1916.

Belfast, within and
on the I3th day of

HAKKY

A true copy, Attest:
ARTHi ii W.

j

j

1X7ALIK) .SS.—In Court of ITobate.
»t
fast, on the 13tli day of .Fnne,
Shute, administrator on the est >
Knight, late of Belfast, m said <
ceased, having presented Ins final
administration of said estate for a!.Ordered, that notice thereof be
weeks successively, in L lie Kepubl
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attbate Court, to be held at Belfast,
day |of July next, and show
they have, why the said account'llallowed.
I).
A.

A true copy.

Leonard, Register.

JAMES LI Bin
Attesi:
W LkONAKU. 1.

A KTHl K

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within anc
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th nay o)
June, A. 1). 1916.
K. N V SS of Searsmont in said County,
widow of ( harlesl. 11. Ness,late of Searsmont,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre
sei ted a petition praying that the will < r said
deceased may be proved and allowed and that
letters of administiation, with wilt annexed,
may be issued to Ebenezer Cobb of said searsmont.
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice t(
all persons interested by causing a copy of thP
order to be published three weeks successively
m The Republican Journal, a newspaper nub
lislied at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and f.u
said County, on the llth day of July. A. 1).
1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of sue
petitioner should not be granted.
J ames libby. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard. Register.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.

The

sui-sr

by gives not’ce that he .has !-*■pointed executor of the last will an-i

of

JANE

j

j

Harry D. Whitten,

I). WHPi TEN of Portland, iMaine,
next friend ot Andrew H. V. Whitten of
Portland, Maine, having presented a petition
piaying for a license to sell and convey certain
real estate situated in Knox, in the County of
Waldo, being the property of said minor, bounded and described in said petition and for the
purposes therein expressed.
Ordered, Tlmt the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
•rder to be published three weeks successively
!
in The Republican Journal, a newsp <per published at Belfast, that they may appear at a ProI bale Court,
to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the llth day of July, a. I).
!
1916, at ten of the clock before lioou. and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
j petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three j
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, ;
a newspaper published in Belfast, m said County,

that an persons interested may attend at a ProDate Court, to be held at Belfast,on the 11th of
of July next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account shouio not be allowJAMES LIBbY, Judge,
ed.
A ti ue copy. Attest:
‘arthik W. Leonard, Register,

A

f

II7ALDO SS.— in Court of Proba
n
Belfast, on the 13th day oi ,i
executor of the w
E. y\ bitten, late of Knox, in said •
ceased, having presented his final a<
ministration of said estate fm allow
Ordered, that notice iHereof be
weeks successively, in 1 lie liepub
a newspaper publislied in Belfast, m
that all persons interested may attbate Court, to be held at Belfast, on t
ot
July next, and show cause,
have, why the said account should
lowed.
james Limn.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur yv. i.konaru

1

a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that aii persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th

day of July next, and
they have, why the said

A

last will and testament of Lewis M. Par
fridge, late ot Stockton Springs, in said County
ol Waldo deceased, having been presented for
probate. Leora A. Paitridge of Stockton Springs
in said county, named executrix to serve without bond.

Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The lie
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at Belfa-t, within ami for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
! and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.

said estate for

CITY

VKT A L1M) SB.—in Court or n obale
m
fast, on the 13th day of Jun**.
l>. Whitten, administrator on n
Cl ester L, YV bitten, late ot Kimx.in
deceased, having presented lus tip
administration of said estate for an., a
Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively, m The liepubii
a newspaper published in Belfast, m
that all persons interested may at!*•:,
bate Court, to be lieUi at Belfast,mi :i,
ot July next, and show cause, i:
have, why the said account should nm
JaA.EN LIBIA
A true copy. Attest:
Artiu r vv. Leonard.

j
j At

!

YORK

\

<

without bond.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The He
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held al
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday ot July next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, If any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap
proved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
to serve

NEW

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast
for the County of Waldo, on tin
dav of June, A I) 1916.
certain instrument purporting t
ef the last will ami testament
Sanford, late of Chelmsford, Mass
having been presented for probate,
Ordered, That notice be given p.
interested by causing a copy of Unpublished three weeks successive,
publican Journal, published at Helm
may appear at a Probate Court.
Belfast, within and tor said Count}
ond
Tuesday of July next, at
clock before noon, and show canhave, why the same should not he
proved ai d allowed.
JAMES LI BIO
Atrue copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard,

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on th 13th day of
June, A. l> 3 916

unnecessary.

ROWENA
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Northport,
BLADDER
FOR

Always Bought

GEORGE S. AMES, late of Norb
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
\
having demands against the estate

ceased

are

desired

to

present the

tiement, and all indebted thereto
to make payment immediately.

s.,i
u<

ROB IE I

Northport,

Me., June

EXECUTRIX’S

13, 1916.

NOTICE, liiesul-

by gives notice that she has
poiuted executrix of the last will

t-< ;
an.

of

JOHN F. SMALLEY. late of He\
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estab
ceased are uesired i<» present the sail,
ment, and all indebted thereto are tmake payment immediatelv.
MARI 11A S M A LLE \ «
Belfast, Me.. June 13. 1916

Prrbate Court neiu at bedfast, within and
l'or the County of W aldo, on the 13th day <>t
4 DM IN 1> 1 KATK1X S
NOTH 1
a. D. 1916.
;
XI
scriber hereby gives m-tic-E BABCOCK, admlnistrator.de boms
been duly appointed administiatr
<u
estate
non, with the will annexed, ot the
tale of
Henry A. Carter, late of Belfast, in said County I
LORA A. CHASE, late of M
ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition j
praying that lie may be licensed to inert gage | in the Countv of Waldo, decease
\
certain real estate belonging to the estate of
bonds
as
the law directs.
said deceas d for the purpose of paying debts
having demands against the estate
ceasec are desired to present the
and to provide for the support of the wi iow under tlie termsiot the will.
Dement, aud all indebted thereto
to makt payment .mmediatelv.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice ?"
LIN 1)A H As
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
Chester Vermont. June IS, 1916.
order to be published three weeks successively
in 1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper publish4 D M1N 1STRAT< R’S NOTICE
ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
l\ scriber hereby gives notice
Court, to be held at Belfast, v*thiu and fm said been
adinmistiai
County, on the llth day of July, A. 1*. 1916, tate ofduly appointed
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
j
MARY E. WOOD, late of B*
it any they have, why the prayer oi said petitioner should not be granted
in the County of Waldo, deceaseJAMES LIBBY, Judge
bonds as the law directs. All pel
A true’copy. Attest:
demands against the estate of said
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.
desired to present the same for
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
FREEMAN M
tor the County oft Waldo, on the 13th day of
Bath, Me,, June 13.1916.
June, A. 1). 1916,
in
said
w. JOHNSON of Freedom,
EXECUTRIX’S NOTH K. The sue
County creditor of James A. Watts, late of
by gives notice that she has
Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased. pointed
executrix of the last will
having presented a petition pr tying that he. I of
Frank W. Johnson.of said Freedom, may be ap
EMMA 1), SMITH, late of W
pointed admiulstrato1- ol the estate of said de- j
ceased.
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
Tliof Hio
Oi nutiUrnoi- olvu n.itlxu t-,.
having demands against the estaiceased are desired to present the
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
tlement, and all indebted thereto
order to be published three weeks successively
to make payment immediately.
In The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubLOUISE A
lished at Belfast, that
may appear at a ProWinterport, Me., June 13, 19H>.
held
at
within
and
to
be
Belfast,
for
bate Court,
said County, on the 11th day of July, A. I).
EXECUTOR'S NOT ICE.
ne s
clock before noon, and show
I 1916, at ten of the
Ij by gives notice that In* !:as
the prayer of sahi
I cause, if any they have, why
executor of the last will
pointed
should not he granted.
petitioner
!
of
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
|
A true copy. Attest:
CHARLES l. KNIGHT, late of V
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
in the County of Waldo, decease,
bonds as the law directs
All per'
mauds against the estate of said d--At a Probate Court lield at Belfast, within and
sired to present the same for «rii
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day oi
indebted thereto are requested t
! June. A. I). 1916
ment immediately
S. PENDLETON of Unity, In said CounLERO\ v\
M.
late
of
brother
of
sila
;
Pendleton,
ty,
Lincolnville, Me,, June 13,1916.
Unity, in said County of Waldo, < eceased, hav1 iny presented a petition praying that Matthew
NOTICE. The su>
L, Pcndlet >n of said Unity may be appointed
by gives notice that he lias
administrator of the estate of said deceased.
pointed guardian of
Ordered, That the said petitioner gives notice tc
VKLZORA H. FERNALD
all persons interested by causing a copy of this !
in the County or Waldo, and gtv
in
order to he published three weeks
law directs. A11 persons having del
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
said Velzora II. Fcrnald are dc-eat Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
the same tor settlement, and all
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
tvi are lequtsted to make pa\m»
County, on the 11th day ot July, A. D. 1916,
ARTHUR V
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
stonington, Me June 13, 191"
| if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
NO I ICE—The Sill
,
I by givts uotiee that she lt;»-»
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
pointed guardian of
At a

June.

HENRY

|
|
j

|

FRANK

I

>

an

they

■

!

j

SETH

GUARDIAN’S

successively

GIUARDIAN’S

SARAH E. TURNER ot I
lhe County of Waldo, and gi'*
law directs. All persons Ino
against the estate of said Sai. I. I
desired to present the same tor sri
all indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
MINNIE I
Palermo, Me,,.I line 1, 1910.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, oil the 13th day of
June, A. D 1916.

in

the

M. SMITH of Belfast. Me., widow of
Maitland B, Smith, late of Hartford, Conn.,
deceased, having presented a petition praying

ISABEL

that the Judge of the Probate Court may determine what amount shall be paid and to whom it
shall be paid by said executor to provide to. the
perpetual care of cemetery lot and monument
described in said petition.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 11th day of July, A D. 1916,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have.why the prayer of said petition
er snouid not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

AD

M1NI ST R A TO RS' N OT IC F

er hereby: gives notice Iliai
duly appointed administrator of tin

A 1)1)IE M. SHAW, late of Win
in the Count: of Waldo, dicta'
bonds as the law directs. All i<i
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for **-n
all indebted thereto are requested p

l

1

immediately.
JOSEl-H W A l>l 1 >'
Winterport, Me., May 9,1910.

ment

Preservation of the dignity
| ence
of the United States in

Fairbanks

lations.

Standard
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Mr
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delegates.
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foreign

Restoration of order and maintenance
of peace in MexicoMaintenance of the Monroe Doctrine.
Closer commercial, financial and social
relations with Latin-America.
Continuance of McKinley’s policy in
the Philippines.
"A sufficient and efficient
regular
Army,” with “ample reserves,” and a
so
strong
that no enemy
“Navy

I have
1 have wish- I
effect a landing.”
But in this can
the bench.
A tariff "sufficient to protect adequatei
,n our national history, I
American industry and labor,” with
is your right to sum- ly
special attention to securing "the indus; |9 my paramount duty to
trial independence of the United Stales”
I and a Tariff Commission “with
power to
,.nk at a time of national
! gather.
information for the use of
merely

’■
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|

ft

partisan

lending

I "WHEN GOOD MEN MEET AS FOE TO
!
FOE.”

The Probate Court.

re-

Following is

We offer for subscription June 14th to July 1st.

_

a

report of the June term

of the Waldo

We have received a booklet bearing
this title, and on the title page, these
It is
words, “Written in Germany.

bearsmont.
Petitions for administration were presented in estates of Chester R.
Rhoades,
Liberty; Silas M. Pendleton, late
V
ot
Unity; Ephraim Braley, late of Burnham; James A. Watts, iate of Freedom.
Accounts were presented in estates of
Charles E. Brown, late of Morrill, first
and final; William G.
Poster, late of

Exempt

in Maine

NEW ISSUE
$500,000

County Probate Court,
Judge James Libby of Unity presiding:
Petitions for probate of will were pre- copyrighted, and was presumably written
Mass
and is
?e"ted >" estates of Abbie P. Arnold, by, M. E. Blood of Salem,
ate of Palermo; Lewis M.
a collection of poems dating from Aug.
Partridge,
verse
is as
ate of Stockton
Springs; John P. Bragg, 1, 1914 to 1915. The opening
follows:
Joshua
J.
Littlefield,
i!e °*0/™*?s*>oro;
Waldo; Charles I H. Ness, late
S,
Germany, England, Russia, and France—
ot
*

Tax

Central Maine Power Co.

As students in their schools perchance
We have these distant contries seen.
As strollers through their highways green
We’ve learned to like their mountains tall,
Their lakes and cities and peoples all;
And when we like tbtm all so well,
More sincerely than we can tell.
We find it hard to understand
the one should hate the other land.

0/0
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Cumulative Preferred Stock
Par Value $100

Preferred both as to Assets and Dividends.
Why
persecution of violators Burnham, first and
first dated poem is of the beginThe
the option of the Company on thirty days’ notice at 120 and accrued
final; Andrew H.
of business laws.
whose various phases Redeemable at
(
dividend.
protective upbuilding
Lorimer, late of Searsport, first and ning of the war,
An effective system of rural credits.
It is
and seare reflected in succeeding verses.
i
Nathaniel
C.
final;
Dividends
late
of
Knight,
payable
quarterly
Unity,
to
Extension of rural free delivery.
January
31.
31,
April
October
30,
31.
July
in
this
I
that call,
crisis,
second and final; Everett S. Knight of as follows:
Subsidies to build up American MerU;‘
to answer with the pledge of
Registrar State Street Trust Company. Boston, Mass.
Unity, guardian’s second; Charles Baker,
The War Declaration.
chant Marine.
of
r
the
service
our
to
me
late of Belfast, first and final; Chester
i.
Fra ziska is playing at dolls t
Federal control for entire transporta(that
E. Whitten, late of Knox, first and
In her home in Munich town;
tion system of country.
fur(._ 1 accept the nomination.
She hears in the street below
final; Phoebe A. Staples, late of Belfast,
Capital Stock Outstanding.
A National budget system.
A
rat a-tat up and down.
Jessie
L.
of
all
American
late
of Swanfirst;
Nickerson,
Maintenance
Conservation of natural resources.
it
Sarah
A.
late
ville,
first;
of
Knight,
Common Stock $2,500,000
Nights.
From the cpen windows she sees
Reorganization of the civil service in Belfast, first and
Stock, $1,740,000
final; Nelson J. Curtis,
A soldier in blue and red,
the interests of efficiency and economy.
r the firm and unflinching
late
of
first
him
and
before
Charles
With
a
drum
Monroe,
hung
final;
Territorial officials to be bonafide resi- A.
\
of all the rights of AmeriWe summarize salient features as follows:
And a helmet on his head.
Hanscomb, late of Monroe, first and
I neither dents.
land and sea.
Eli V. Cornforth, late of Unity,
She runs to her mother and cries,
9 nor underestimate diftiVocational education, a Federal Child final;
first
and
1. Population served estimated to exceed 140,000.
final; Alice E. Whitten, late of
“Oh, mother, quickly come,
is most regrettably true Labor law, a Workmen’s Compensation
first and final; David W. PatterThere's a crowd of men outside
Present water powers developed 15,000 H. P.
2.
o
foreign relations we have law and an Accident Compensation law Knox,late of
And a soldier with a drum."
son,
*
Belfast, first and final; Clifoulably from the weak and for Government employes.
ford
B.
late
of
Present steam power 10,000 H. P.
first
;
Abbott,
Belfast,
The face of the mother turns pale;
arse which has been taken
Extension of suffrage to women at the and final.
She takes her child by the hand;
Mexico, a course lament- discretion of the individual States.
Transmission
3.
system in operation 310 miles of line.
Petition for probate of foreign will
They go the stairway down
with regard to both our
To where the people stand.
was presented in estate of Myra E. San: Under construction 42 miles of line, from the
We
interfered
duties.
mr
operation of which large savings will
ford, late of Chelmsford, Maas.
Tae soldier ceases to drum,
.■Money, and while seeking
result.
of executrix
Petition for
l
You voice the demand
Ameri-

s-

Congrees.

Prosecution

,t. thorough-going
nrm
...niial to our peace

not

■'

_Preferred

>

>

..

not concerned

were

we

when

,,

,i:set of the administration
of our diplo-mrse with foreign nations
ated to a conception ot
nrements, ami we presented
humiliating spectacle of

1

torts have not availed to
luence and prestige so unsacrificed, and brave words
ripped of their force by

!

l
diplomacy restored
mlards and to have these
have no sacrifices of na-

see our

partisan expediencies;
ability of the country

to
rst

;

onimand here and abroad ;
intercourse; to maintain
ids under international law,
!
ifastly upon all our rights
; fully performing our instigations; and by the clear
justness of our position
it'est ability and disposition
them to dignify our place
-nations.
■

I’i vision of Allegiance.
for an Americanism that
it-rior purpose, for a patriotingle and complete. Whether
liuralized, of whatever race
have but one country and
for an instant tolerate any

llegiance.
in making prompt provision

solutely our national securve in preparedness, not only

..

,,

for our defence with
numbers and equipment in
and navy, but with all thorthe end that in each branch
ice there may be the utmost
u-r me mosi compeieni auBTistrative heads.
devoted to the ideals of honire.
We wish to promote all
tst
ns
practicable measures for the
ment of the international disi
view of our abiding ideals,
tordanger of militarism in this
mate

Si,-

■■

wintry.
of aggression; no
t
a’
rritory; no zeal for Btrife. It
si
-pirit that we demand adequate
(rovision for national defence, and we
t-tnr the inexcusable
neglect that
shown in this matter of first
*5
: ove no

policy

■

sc

importance.

■

must

have the strength which
the strength of an
for every emerg-

demands,
iiion ready

r

Economic Preparation.

1
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r
s

te

’■

must be industrial
mic as well as military. Our
-str will come after the war is
W
must make a fair and wise
t-nt of the tariff, in accordit
sound protective principles, to
economic independence and to
American standards of living.
-t conserve the
just interests
izitig that in a democracy
and national strength must
even-handed justice.

reparation

j

must, unjust
and monopolistic prac-

nting,
'ions
tnust

as

we

still be zealous to assure
of honest business,
early Bhould we seek the ex■reign trade. We must not
a-rican
enterprise here or
rather promote it and take
arable achievements,
ist take up the serious probnsportation, of interstate and
rnerce, in a sensible and canand provide an enduring
prosperity by the intelligent
constitutional powers of Conf-’’
as
adequately to protect the
he one hand and, on the other,
the essential instrumentaliprogress.
1 for the principles of our civil
*'■
laws. In every department of
t the highest efficiency must
bi'-isted upon. For all laws and pro™'9 ‘r“ ain without efficient and imions
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Iministration.
Indorse the Platform,

annot within the limits of this
speak upon all the subjects
•‘flunc

i

-I

;

fully

aiLciumii.

indorse the

ted.

1

UUII

platform

UIIIJ

you

appreciate

presented

one

late of

shooting with intervals of freedom.
An attack of neuralgia does not
give
immunity but recurrences are the rule.

esponsibilities

:

NEURALGIA’S ONE SYMPTOM
is

Neuralgia a disease which has but
symptom—pain.
The pain of neuralgia is sharp and

failed to appreciate and disin duty to our own citizens.

1

The same nerve is generally affected
which means that this particular nerve
lias lost its resistance and that there
will he recurring attacks until the
strength of the nerve is built up.
llow can the strength of a nerve be
restored? The nerves are nourished entirely by the blood and weak nerves are
toned up by supplying to the blood the
elements that tire nerves lack.
As the
general health and strength of the
patient are built up the nerves resume
their normal functions, inflammation
caused by lack of nutrition disappears
and the neuralgic attacks cease.
Hr. Williams’ Pink Pills are a tonic
exceptionally well suited for the treatment of neuralgia beeause they contain

alcohol, stimulating or habit-forming drugs. The tonic treatment with
these pills is well worth a trial by any
sufferer from neuralgia.
if rite today for booklet on nervous
no

disorders to the Hr. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Your own
druggist sells the pills or they will be

postpaid

sent

HOW

at 50 cents per box.

TO rfcfcL.

uUOD TOMORROW.

Indigestion quickly develops

|!

sick headache,
biliousness, bloating, sour stomach, gas on
bad
breath
or
some
of the other
stomach,
conditions caused by clogged or irregular
bowels. If you have any of these symptoms,
take a Foley Cathartic Tablet this evening
and you will feel better in the morning. Sold

everywhere.
USE

OE SPRING ONIONS.

Valuable Addition to Diet—Served in Salads
Cooked as Greens.
is an important vegetable,
not only because of its direct food value,
but also because it is a common and most
useful seasoning for a great variety of
foods. Like ail succulent vegetables,
however, it is low in nutritive value,containing, as it does, about nine-tenths
water and only one-tenth food substance.
Nevertheless, the material it contributes
is well worth having. The onion owes
its flavor to a pungent, oil-like substance
containing sulphur, and it must not be
overlooked that sulphur is an important
mineral element, which the body needs.
At this season of the year one of the
welcome additions to the diet is the spring
onion. It is commonly eaten raw and
may thus form part of a salad, or it may
be cooked and served in a variety of
ways. A little soda (one-fourth of a level
teaspoonful to a dozen onions) Bhould be
added to the salted water in wnich they
or

The

onion

cooked.

Housekeepers frequently
finely chopped tops for
seasoning salads, etc., particularly when
onions are very young,but more generally the tops are thrown away. Accordi g
are

use

a

little of the

the home economics experts of the
department this should not be done, as
they make a very palatable dish when
properly cooked. The tops, including
any of the white portion of the stalk
which one does not wish to cook with the
onions, should be washed several times,
cut into pieces one half to an inch in
length, and cooked in salted water to
which baking soda in the proportion of
of one-fourth of a level teaspoonful to 2
quarts of the cut-up “greens” has been
added. As soon as the onion greens are
tender, pour off the water in which they
to

were

cooked,add butter,heat thoroughly,

and serve on buttered toast. If one
wishes a more substantial dish.it is easily
made by putting a poached egg on top of
each slice of toast and onion greens.
Onion tops thus cooked are tender and,
contrary to what one might expect from
their pronounced odor when raw, are very
mild in flavor as well.
The onions may be cooked with the
greens or may be cooked and served separately, at the housekeeper’s convenience. They add to the attractiveness
of the dish if served on a bed of onion
greens on toast. They are also very
palatable buttered and served on toast
like asparagus.
In this case it is usual
to cook with the onion all of the white
stalk that is tender.
Serving green vegetables on toast is
an economical as well as a palatable
method. It makes the vegetable “go
farther,” adds considerably to the total
I food value of the dish, and is one more
good way of using stale bread.

the responsibility
1 should have been glad to
:
responsibility placed upon annut 1 shall undertake to meet it,
1 >r the confidence
you express.
A MUCH TRAVELLED LETTER.
trust that all former differ'■r
he forgotten and that we may
1
I effort in a patriotic realizaf
| Eben F. Littlefield, chairman of the
lational need and opportun- ! Industrial Accident Commission, recent| ly received through the mails a letter
e
resigned my judicial office and which has been travelling back and forth
to devote myself unreserved- I through Europe during the greater part
!
of the time since.it was sent out in March,
campaign.
"Charles E. Hughes.”
1912, by Mr. Littlefield, when he was
city clerk of the city of Belfast. The
Accepts, From Sense of Duty. letter was directed to Rev. Herman H.
’‘Napoljs, Ind., June 10. Charles Hamaker, who was then a priest in the
Fairbanks, in a statement given city of Belfast, but who left the city
,/
if :ere tonight, accepted the nomina- about the time that the letter was mail'’ ice-President, made at the Re- ed. It iB completely stamped over with
Wiiir
national convention in Chicago postmarks of various foreign post offices
•v
on both sides of the envelope, among
.,/■ His statement follows:
those that are legible being Belfast, Irej,f ,,Wa3 not a candidate for the vice*
The Hague, Paris and
4,, aential nomination and requested the land, Amsterdam,
of the Indiana delegation to Liege.
my name if presented. The
cin this oirr-iT is worth money.
v nation was made and the convention
rned before
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut oat this slip, inclose
my dispatch was re^
1 feel it
my duty under the cir- with 6c to Foley & Co., Chicago, 111., writing
name and address clearly.
You will reCes
Hici ,he t0 aeceDt the commission your
ceive in return a trial package containing
party has so generously and
and Tar Compound for bronchial
Foley’s
Honey
placed in my hands.”
coughs, colda, and croup; Foley Kidney Pills,
has received telegrams and
K,
Foley Cathartic Tablets. Specially comfrom all parts of the forting to stout persons. Sold everywhere.
J

■

■

■
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Fairbanks

l^tatulations
Platform

in

Conaensed

Form,

platform declares
fj* Republican
of American

for:
rights at home

Children Cij
FOR

FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

resignation

in

estate of John W.

The men are still as the dead
While by the Kommissar,
The war declaration is read.

Davis,

Northport.

Petition for guardian presented in estate of Lemuel F. Woodbury, minor, of
Morrill.
Petition for perpetual care of cemetery lot and monument was presented in
estate of Maitland B. Smith, late of

5.
6.

“Dear mother, what does it mean.
And why do you hide your eyes?"
“Come play with your blocks and dolls,”
The weeping mother replies.

7.
8.
9.

Hartford,

Conn.
Petitions for license to sell real estate,
were presented in estates of Andrew H.
V. Whitten, minor, of Portland; Emma
Gertrude Lane, minor of Brooks.
Petition for allowance was presented
in estate ot Rodney E. Nelson, late of

j_*_
ui

uiuc>

issue.
^
Estimated income for 1916 shows TWO AND SIX-TENTHS
times the annual dividend
on preferred stock including this issue.
Dividends on the preferred stock have been paid
regularly since organization of the

EARNINGS
(Including

controlled companies irrespective of the dates of
As officially reported. Year ending

April 30,

Gross Earnings

their acquisition.)
1916.

.T-,.$893,730.92

Operating Expenses and Taxes

419,183 52

Net
earnings.$474,547^0
Annual Interest
.......
257,078.99

Balance.$217,4G8A8

Dividends

on

Preferred Stock

73,870.00

....

Balance.$143,598A8
block, now ouereu is
part oi tne total authorized issue of $3 000 000
It
is intended that this issue will replace the present authorized issue of $2,000,000 6 %
preferred stock
The holders of the 6 % issue having the privilege of converting to the 7 % issue on
payment of $10
The new issue has the approval of the Public Utilities Commission of Maine.
a share.

$ouu.uw

inside,
intimate

i 70

preierieu

PRICE 105 AND DIVIDEND YIELDING 6.67 %

life stories

of tKe
gieat

picture

Houston, late of Belfast, guardians’
first and final; Joseph H. Boulter, late of
Knox, final; James Pattee, late of Belfast, first and final; Ervin L. Thompson,
late of Knox, first and final; Herman J.
Eaton, late of Burnham, first and final;
Parkman Woodman, late of Searsmont,
first and final; Warren A. Sheldon, late
of Searsmont, first and final; Noah P.
Sargent, late of Monroe, first and final;
David C. Gilman, late of Liberty, first.

BEYER &
INVESTMENT
84

BEYER, SMALL

&

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

GREENWOOD,

BEYER & SMALL
H Columbia St.,

Bangor’,

tytkem

tions

for0'HdsYtock

and C°nVenienC? °f inVe9t°rS’ arran«ements have been made bV which the

Augusta Trust Company,
Augusta,Winthrop, Madison and Richmond.

Fairfield Savings Bank,

Hallowed Trust & Banking Co.,

Mr. C. E. Vickery,
Pittsfield, Maine.

Hallowed,

Belfast;

Albert Cunningham, late of Liberty; Frank W. Morse, late of ThornAlma
A. Dow, late of Frankfort;
dike;
W’illiam P. Rice, late of Searsport;
Charles E. Brown, late of Morrill; Rose
J. Fogg, late of Winterport; Eliza A.
Blanchard, late of Stockton Springs;
Joseph H. Carleton, late of Winterport;
Warren E. Marsh, late of Belfast; Aurilla Baker, late of Belfast; Charles
Baker, late of Belfast; Mary E. Hahn,
late of Lincolnville; Samuel W. Johnson,
late of Belfast.

Fairfield,

Maine.

Kineo Trust

Mr.t E. M. Foster,

FIFTY

YEARS

AFTER.

I

!

the Sanative Wash
I am fully convinced
that I am entirely
chred of these troubles, and feel better
all over.
I know

your copy

from
your
theatre

your remedies have
done me worlds of

good

and I hope every suffering woman
give them a trial.”—Mrs. Anna
Kelly, 710 Chestnut Street, Burling-

ton, Wis.
The many convincing testimonials con-

!

a

tie con a- n and

I

goods of every deseription. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything tc
sell drop me

Land of the palm and the oak, and the pine
tree,

stantly published in the newspapers
ought to be proof enough to women who
suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex that Lydia E.Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound is the medicine
they need.
This good old root and herb remedy
has proved unequalled for these dreadful ills; it contains what is needed to
restore woman’s health and strength.
If there is any peculiarity in
your case requiring special advice, write the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential),
Lynn, Mass., for free advice.

Land of the summer and land of the snows.
Land of the mountain, and broad plain and

valley,
Land of the
rose!

May-flower

and

land of the

—Elizabeth Powers Merrill, in the Kennebec
Journal.

For Sale
BELFAST PEOPLE
GET INSTANT ACTION

Those who have used it in Belfast are
astonished at the INSTANT action of
Women are as much inclined to kidney
simple buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc.,
trouble as are men, but too often make the
as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
Because it acts
mistake of thinking that a certain amount of
on BOTH lower and upper bowel, ONE
pain and torture is their lot and cannot be
avoided. Foley Kidney Pills give quick relief SPOONFUL Adler-i-ka relieves almost
from backache, pains in sides and muscles, stiff, ANY CASE constipation, sour stomach
sore, aching joints, and bladder ailments. Sold
or gas.
It removes such surprising foul
everywhere.
matter that a few doses often relieve or
prevent appendicitis. A short treatment
helpB chronic stomach trouble. The Old
Corner Drug Store Co.
WOMEN NEED HELP.

|

First National Bank,

Mortgage!

WHEREAS,

|

Residence, 26 Church Street, known as the
George R. Sleeper house. Contains 14 rooms,
fitted with gas, water, etc. Arranged for one
family—could easily be arranged for two families. One of the most desirable residences in
the city. For terms inquire of
MELVENA V. PARKER.
23
26 Church Street.

NOTICE

!

7

Quarries,
Factory

j

1-

Mill

Locations

Sites, Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels
and

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
make
in

a

change

to

those

in location for

desiring^
a new

to

start

life.

Undeveloped Water Powers
Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent! of the

are

MAINE

CENTRAL,

or

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

postal card and you will rec ive a prompt call.
WALTER H. OOMB».

64 Main Street, Belfast.

Te

TRUCKING

ephone 249-3
I

James H Duncan. C. E„
SEARSPORT. MAINE,
Land Surveying,

prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a
specialty.
Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
am

Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will receive prompt attention.

cern.

Telephone

connection.

Valuation]^ Timberlands,
Topographic

and

Hydrographic Surveys,
General Engineering Work.
lyrll

I wish to give notice that my
dental office will be closed until
July 11th.
DR. W. C. LIBBEY.

Brown,

Skowhegan, Maine.

Oscar W Gould of Lincolnville,
in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fifth
valley—
of June, A. D. 1909, and recorded in the
Land of the May-flower and land of the day
Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Book 294,
rose!
Page 344, conveyed to the Waldo Trust Company, a corporation organized and existing
Land of the millions, today we salute thee—
under the laws of the State of Maine, and
Hear martial music of bugle and drum!
its established place of business at
See the gray hair of the men who preserved having
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, a certain
thee,
of
land situated in said Lincolnville,
parcel
come!
Out of each city and hamlet, they
with huildings thereon standing and described
to wit; Beginning at a stake and
as
follows,
on
their
What do they bear in their hands,
stone on the bank of the Duck Trap river,
bosoms?
Ah, it's the flag, it’s the red, white and so-called, and running in a northerly direction
j to land then formerly of the late A. J Cilley;
blue!
1
Rose red and blood red its colors are gleam- thence turning and running easterly to land
formerly of Robert Drinkwater; thence turing—
ning and running southerly to said Duck Trap
Flag of the nation, and flag of God, too!
river; thence by said river to the place of
Flowers? They bring flowers from America's beginning, containing 225 acres, more or less,
and being then known as the homestead farm
gardens—
I
of the late Noah M. Gould, and being the same
Purple of lilac and lily of white.
Blue of the violet and apple pink blossoms—
farm on which said Oscar W Gould then reWreaths that shall make our dead heroes sided, and whereas, said Waldo Trust Com1
graves bright!
pany, by its deed of assignment, dated Janu| ary 20th, A. D. 1914, and recorded in said Regin
silence
before
them—
rise
of
the
Days
past
istry of Deeds in Book 314, Page 335, assignWhite tent and campfire gleam now on their ! ed, transferred and set over unto the undersight.
I signed, Charles E. Knowlton of said Belfast,
Sound of the cannon comes roaring around the said mortgage deed, the real estate therej
them,
j by conveyed and the notes and claim thereby
Time has turned back like a bird in its flight. secured; and whereas the condition of said
has been broken: Now therefore, by
Swift they recall those who struggled to save mortgage
reason of the breach of the condition thereher—
I tore I hereby claim a foreclosure of said mortTheir beautiful country, given of God.
gage.
Glad their souls rise in a song of thanksgiving
Dated this 20th of May, A. D. 1916.
Over the men who sleep under the sod.
CHARLES E. KNOWLTON.
3w23

Unto their God and the God of their fathers
Rises a prayer in the fragrance of May.
“Keep her, O God, keep our beautiful country.
Crown her with honor, forever and aye!’’

will

subscrip-

Greenville, Maine.

Company,

Notice of Foreclosure of

the palm, and the oak, and the pine
tree,
Land of the summer and land of the snows.
Land of the mountain and broad plain and

Land of

PAINS IN SIDE
AND BACK

Mr. John H,

Dover, Maine.

Oakland, Maine.

will receive

Mr. C. S. Douglass,
Guilford, Maine.

Banking Co.,
Dexter, Maine.

Waterville, Maine.

following

The City National Bank,
Belfast, Maine.

Maine.

Dexter Trust &

Peoples National Bank,

Burlington, Wis.—“I was very irregular, and had pains in my side and back,
but after taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound Tablets and
using two bottles of

Maine.

The statements contained herein are not guaranteed but are based upon information and advico whinh wo n r
wh,ch We be,leve to be
accruate and reliable and upon which we have acted in purchasing these securities

lyfor J

Cured.

SECURITIES,

written

exclusive^

How Mrs. Kelly Suffered and

SMALL,

225 Water St, Augusta, Maine.

stars

Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Andrew H. Lorimer, late
of Searsport; William A. Shales, late of

I

umu>

Company.

Belfast.
Petition for accounts were allowed in
estates of Rachel B Roix, late of Belfast, final; Iddo H. Yeaton of Knox,
guardian’s fifth and final; Nathan F.

MANY

vyiuiuuu

Management able and progressive.
Steady growth both in gross and net earnings.
The net earnings in the last five years have increased 381
percent.
The stock is tax free under recent opinion of the
Attorney General of Maine
A legal investment for Savings Banks in Maine.
A substantial market equity in the property over and
above this preferred stock

11.

Petitions for probate of will were allowed in estates of Jennie W. Ricker,
late of Jackson; Charles T. Knight, late
of Northport; John H. Black, late of
Palermo; George S. Ames, late of
Northport; John F. Smalley, late of Belfast; Warren Gordon, late of Knox;
James Gorovan, late of Winterport;
Emma D. Smith, late of Winterport,
James C. White, late of Boston.
Petitions for administration were allowed in estates of Mary E. Wood, late
of Belfast; Lora A. Chase, late of Monroe; Holman McKusick, late of Mount
Desert; Mayo Bickmore, late of Troy;
Mary E. Whitcomb, late of Islesboro;
Levi I.
Whitcomb, late of Belfast;
Alonzo F. Dodge, late of Burnham.
Petitions for guardian were allowed in
estates of
Millard P. Black, et als.,
minors, of Palermo; Oscar R. Nelson, et
minors
ot
Palermo.
als,
Petitions for license to sell real estate
were allowed in estates of Leslie Crockett, late of Northport; Emma Gertrude
Lane, minor of Brooks.
Petition for adoption was allowed in
estate of Genrire F.norpnp and Franppp
Christina Bagiev, minors, of Belfast.
Petition for collateral inheritance tax
was allowed in estate of Parkman Woodman, late of Searsmont.
Petition for guardian was allowed in
estate of Velzora H. Fernald, insane, of

was

i.anv/mo^o

10.

Palermo.

How She
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Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORI A

W. W. BLAZO,
126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Team for Sale
Chestnut mare, 9 years old, Bound, good
driver. Suitable for ladies.
Also Bangor buggy and Concord
wagon, harness, etc. Will sell whole outlit cheap to right
party, or will sell separately.
Address P. O. Boa No. 238,

STOCKTON SPRINGS, MAINE.

——

SKARSPORT.
Michael Berger returned Saturday from

CLARION PROGRESSIVENESS

a

'visit in Etna.

Raymond Carter returned

home

to meet

the needs of today.

And yet
through every change the
well known Clarion quality
remains permanent, guaranteeing right service for long
years to come.
Investigate Clarions. The
more you know about them
the better you will like them.
See the Clarion dealer today.

in

his herring weir Friday.

Mudgett of Belfast was a business
Friday.
in
Capt. Conary and family left Saturday
B.

improvements

ern

half pint of wild

Joseph Porter picked
strawberries Friday.
George Davis caught a 250 pound porpoise

GRAND

is shown in all kinds of mod-

Friday from

Camden, N J.
a

^

H.

visitor in town

their auto to visit friends in Deer Isle.
A. B, Smith of Brewer was at his cottage at
Pleasant l oint for a few days last week.
Mrs. John H. Montgomery of Bucksport is
the guest of Mrs. J. W. Black on Main street.
Mrs. Mary Newcomb of Brewer is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Sargent on Prospect

4th OF JEY CELEBRATION
AT BELFAST

ESTABLISHED 1839

WOOD & BISHOP GO.,

Under the Management of Belfast Board of Trade and the New Waldo
County Fair Association.

BANGOR. MAINE

street.

Charles Weir, engineer on the B. & A. railroad has rented the Thomas Wagner house on
Norris street.
Miss L. W. Edwards left Wednesday for
Mass., to visit her sister. Mrs. Eliza-

SOLD BY W. A.

j

Hingham,

beth Eames.

Mrs. Flora Roulston has returned from Bar
Harbor after a visit of several weeks there
with relatives.

HALL, BELFAST

Since then she had lived at the home of her
son-in-law, Capt. Albert N. Blanchard, in
Brooklyn, N. Y. Funeral services were held
at her former home on the Mount Ephraim
road Thursday afternoon, Rev. Thomas H.

GRAND

Remember the time and place and the character
usually furnished by these ladies. For further particu’ars see bill at the
post office.
of the meal

W. Co.

in

Mack’s Point.

at

A. Smith.

j

illiams, have returned to their home in

spending

several

mouths iu

towu.

arrived

Mrs. Frank Titcomb of Corinna, the guest of
sister-in-law, Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan
street, left Tuesday for home, accompanied
by Mrs. Titc omb for a few days’ visit with her
mother in Pittsfield.

Adelaide Studley, who has been a telephone operator in Northfield Vt, for the
past year, is visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. F. E. Studley.
Miss

her

Saturday
Mr, and Mrs. Thomas Wagner
for South Boston, where Mr. Wagner has emleft

as night watchman in the Edison
light plant.

and

and

the north shore of Fort Point

in Searsport, attended the reunion
regiment in Rockland last Saturday.

bands going up each night to

the fourth Maine

living

of the

the

prese tpr

|

street.

j
of

a

June 30th Union hall will

ten are

the

Le

pretty wedding given by the Prim-

the Methodist
ary department of
school under the direction of Miss
Jones.

founday

:

Bessie
About sixty children from three to
to furnish theentertainment with fun

s

and songs.
A district

meeting

of the

lodges

of Odd

Fel-

county will be held in Searsport
The second degree will be worked

lows in W'aldo

June 23d.
by a team from Unity lodge of Unity and the
third degree by a team from Waldo Lodge of

banquet will

Belfast.

A

teresting

concert will be

pected

that

a

be served and

given, and it
large number will attend.

The young ladies of the

ornamental

the

base.

an

in-

is tx-

:

by E, C. Simpson at the
>rgan the pupils entered, preceded by Miss
Rqtfc E. Merrithew as marshal; who then eswas

rendered

corted the seniors, gowned in wmte, to their
seats upon the platform. The church was fillrion, Slid Mrs. Edward M. Lawrence of Lu* ed with interested parents, friends and aebee, Maine, arrived in town last Friday and \ ijuaintances. The program, as given last week,
was interestingly carried put, each young lawere the guests of Mr. and Mrs. VVm. Avery I
to perdy acquitting herself most
at the Goodhue house.
Middle street, until sonal efforts and those of her instructors.
Tuesday, when they left for home. They will Much merriment was occasioned by the class
class prophecy and presentation of
return the last of the week,
having leased the history,
in which wit and wisdom were displayed.
Maria Griffin cottage. Maple street, for the gifts,
At the close of the program the diplomas were
3ummer.
They will be joined later by their presented by the Supt. of Schools, and the
scholars, followed by the “sweet girl grjjduson and two daughters.
ates,” marched out of the church to the strains
Master John M. Levine, Jr., of W atertown, ! of “Onward, Christian Soldier!” The audience
was reminded of a former graduation in the
Mass., the guest of his maternal grandpar- j
church, under Mr. Rouillard as Superintendent,
ents, Air. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, is not suf- ! when a large class of boys and girls acquitted
with
the
as
fering
measles,
erroneously re- themselves with equal credit, and h >no \ Some
were present on this occasion.
Since
portid last week. It was to prevent his ex- 1 of them
then, as the claves have been small, the exerposure to this disease and the whooping cough, j cises have been held in the school room, with
prevailing in the vicinity of his home, that he no attempt at a formal graduation, which we
*
hope may henceforth be the annual custom,
was brought here by his father.
j The graduation ball in Denslow hall Friday
There will be no session of the Ladies’ Aid evening was largely attended and successful
in all respects. The decorations, which had
Society of the Universalist church this, Thurs- ! been transferred from the church, gave an atday, afternoon as the annual parish supper, tractive appearance to the hall, and the long
line of smiling faces lent a joyous aspect to
followed by the parish meeting, will be held in
the whole affair. Lunch was served at the
the banquet room of the Masonic hall
today.
hotel, as

I
I

j

expected.

Thtown
<

Mis3
,

Mary Daigle’s horse dropped dead in

he street last Thursday night.
A. H. Higgins and James Cole are doing
arpenter work for R. S. Ward in Unity.

Elizabeth, .Anna Whittier; Marie,

Lillian Harmon attended the exercises
Coburn Classical Institute in Waterville.

Miss
*

if

which the dainty, sweet and charming Ella
Hall stars. Admission to both 15 cents. Give
the girls the audience they deserve. Between
the acts there will be a Vatidevilie by George
Littlefield and Orilla Whitcomb.

1 ast

week.

Milton Hunt of Waterville was in town re( ently to see his mother, Mrs. Hannah Hunt,
rho is quite ill.

;o

body of N. A. Littlefield of Prospect,
of this town, was brought here last
fnr hnrial in the Center cemetery.

\

week and that his family will

soon

saints

follow

leral

Frank Ferguson and son Donald of Minnein town Saturday for a
£ polis, Minn., arrived
and sister, Mrs,
6 hort visit with his mother
oseph Higgins and Miss Carrie A. Ferguson.

»

The rain has fallen for weeks upon the just
nd the unjust, and now the blessed sunshine
There was quite a heavy
s hines upon us all.
t hunder shower Sunday evening, and Monday
r lorning the sun rose in its glory and everyis
Many farmers who have
1
but

we

c

lover that is

few

suggestions,

good for the eye to look upon,

have many others:

Electric Percolator, Electric Grill, Electric Toaster, Electric
Chafing Dish, Electric Iron, Electric Range, Electric Curling
Iron, Electric Vibrator, Electric Vacuum Cleaner, Electric Table
Lamp, Electric Fan, Electric Boudoir Lamp.

Visit Our Stores, Select Useful Gifts

not

display

ewenty-seven she

of

authority,

was

Swedenborgian

married

church in

The

were un-

and

angels in heaven.

services

on

Friday,

After the fu-

June

Statement of the Condition

Belfast

Savings

Ban.

BELFAST, MAY 24,
JAMES H. HOWES, President.

19lo

WILMER J. DORMAN.
ELON B. GILCHREST, Asst. Irea*.
Trustees—James H Howes, Arthur
Ben D. Field, Ralph M. Johnsoi
Frost.
Organized April 30, 180S

Dikii.
Arey. In Montville. June 11, L. F.
Arey, a
native of Vinalhaven, aged 61 years. Burial at

Augusta.

LIABILITIES

Burleigh In Augusta, June 16, Hon. Edwin
Burleigh, aged 72 years, 6 months and 20
days.
Dunham. In Castine, June 7, Fred
Dunham,
aged 50 years.
Hopkins. In East Orland, June 12, Henry

C.

Deposits.
Reserve fund.

Undivided profits.

Hopkins.

RESOURCES
In Bangor, June 14, Mrs. Anne
funds of Maine.<
Knowlton, formerly of Belfast, aged 81 Public
Public
funds
out of Maine.
years, 5 months and 15 days.
Railroad bonds of Maine.
Nichols. In West Brooksville, June
10,
Helen G. McFarland, wife of Arvard Nichols' Railroad bonds out of Maine.
Corporation bonds.
aged 29 years.
Nash. In Togus, June 9, Augustus Wr. Nash Railroad stock.
Bank
Knowlton.

C.

of W arren,
at Warren.

stock.

aged 81 years and 8 months. Burial

Loans to corp rations.
Loans to municipalities.
Loans with collateral.
Loans on mortgages of real estate
Real estate investment.
Cash on deposit

Packard. In Searsport, June 18,
Mary M.,
of Hon. Marlboro
Packard, aged 79

widow
years

I’jiwh

nn

hiinfl

1. E. VERVD
bank Commi'

[

ruRTS.

Bangor.
Newport News, June 16. Sld, sch Isabel B
Willey, Santos.
Norfolk, June 14. Cld, sch Maine, Ponce, P
l; 19, ar, stm Ruth, Boston, and sld for Sears] »ort.

Apples,per bbl.l 00a2 00 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

10 00al4 00
06
3 75a4 00 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
13
Beans, Y. E„
4 00 Lamb Skins,
75
Butter,
20a32 Mutton.
8
Beef, sides.
8*al0 Oats. 32 lb.,
55
Beef, forequarters,
8 Potatoes,
1 15al 25
60 Round Hug,
Barley, bu,
1(1
Cheese,
24 Straw,
7 OO
Chicken,
18 Turkey,
26a30
Calf Skins.
18 Tallow,
20 Veal.
Duck,
12al3
26: lVool, unwashed,
Bggs,
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
6 00
Ceese,
IS: Wood, soft,
3 50

Bangor, June 14. Sld, sch Annie B Mitchell, j
Sullivan.
!
!
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
Stockton, June 14. Ar, barge Plymouth, to
18 Lime.
oad lumber; sld, schs NellieGrant, New York;
Beef, Corned,
1 10
delissa Trask, do; Sarah & Lucy, PortCnester. \ Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal.
5
stm
Nor91 Onions,
Bylayl,
7
Searsport, June 16. Ar,
j Corn,
Cracked
Ml
Corn,
Oil,
13al4
Philadelphia.
kerospne,
oik; barge Spring,
Corn Meal,
86 Pollock,
9
FOREIGN PORTS.
Cheese,
24: Pork,
15
2
00
113
sch
Willis
&
CottonSeed,
Plaster.
9.
June
N
Ar,
S,
Hantsport,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
5
iuy, Jonesport
00 Shorts,
1 40
Sld, sch Horatio G Foss, Cranberries,
Para, June 16.
Clover
24
seed,
Sugar,
8i
loston.
6 57aS 00 Salt, T. I.,
50
Flour,
St. Marc, June 8. Ar. sch Helvetia, Perry,
H. G. Seed,
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
5
i 'ara.
16 Wheat Meal,
Lard,

\LL FASCINATED BY
WOMANS HAIR.
every woman who has an ordinary
i ead of hair can by giving it just a little atention have luxuriant hair, soft, fluffy and

Nearly

adiantly beautiful.
It’s a good thing to
^reparations that put

know this because hair
life and lustre into dull
ooking hair are scarce, but its a fact known to
learly every druggist in America that Parisian
; age, a delightfully clean and refreshing tonic
lot oniy wifi make your hair look 100 per cent
letter but will quickly stop it from falling, rid
i t of dandruff and scalp itch.
It’s well worth a trial and A. A. Howes & Co.,
irho dispose of a great quantity of it will tell
ou so, and will refund your money if it isn’t
11 you expect.

J

Bukin.
Barter. In Deer Isle, May 31, to Mr. and
Ars. Alton Barter, a son.
Brown. In North Haven, June —, to Mr.
md Mr. end Mrs. Elisha Brown, a daughter,
Barbara.
DeMers. In Bucksport, June 7, to Mr. and
klrs. Charles M. DeMers of Winslow, a son.
Higgins. In Bucksport, May 24, to Mr. and
drs. Arthur B. Higgins, a daughter.
Strout. In Rockland, June 11, to Mr. and
drs. Colon B. Strout, a daughter.
Webber. In Belfast, June 15, to Dr. and
Mrs. Ernest S. Webber, a son, Cecil Littlefield.

MARRIED.

Penobscot Bay Electric Company

1,11, Frank A. Floyd of Winthrop, Mass., and
Miss Edna C. Grant of Stockton
Springs.
Larrabee. In East Belfast, June
^Goodrich
^ev* William Vaughan. Clarence P.
V’
Goodrich and Myrtle Rena Larrabee. both of
Belfast.
Rhodes-Brown. In Rockland, June 14 by
Rev. Pliny A. Allen, W illiam H, Rhodes and
Madelyn W. Brown, both ot Rockland.

taken to the Forest

Brewer and Molino for

I

we

was

was

5erry Setzer, Cape Haytian.
Philadelphia, June 16. Sld, tug Carlisle,
owing barges Marion for Lynn, Cleona for

£ re

So mucn so, that now the ELECTRICAL “SHuWER”
adds its offerings to those of thejlinen shower, glass shower and
other showers in vogue, to make the Bridal Home up-to-date
and convenient.

_L

and teams

INVITED----

two

convinced
to impart instruction

useless

AMERICAN

seed,
have not planted
is
promised a seedtime and harvest. Grass
* joking fine. J. D. Higgins has a piece of

1 jw, wet land

measure

New York, June 14. Ar, sch MaryE Palmer,
Buenos Ayres; 16, ar, sch Annie P Chase, Liver)ool, N S, via Norfolk; 17, sld, sch F C
^endleton, Norfolk for Boston; 18, ar, sch

rejoicing.

The “Needle of Fashion” has become MAGNETIZED and
points to Electrical Wedding Gifts.

Obituary. Mrs. Mary A., widow of BenjaC. Smith, passed away at the home of her
son-in-law, Capt. Albert N. Blanchard, in
Brooklyn, N. Y., June 13th, after an illneBs of
about a year of the infirmities of age. She was
born in Searsport, July, 6, 1834, the daughter

Owiers’ Oat Race. 1-2 mi

ilessing of

a

j

min

Pace.

days.
Notice of First Meeting of C
vith tenderness, invoking upon her soul the
Staples.
In Stonington, June 5, Thomas In the
District Court of the Unit*
the Beloved
Apostle: "Grace, Staples, aged 67 years, 1 month and 21 days.
the District of Maine.
Tapi.ey. In Eddington, June 16, Charity M.,
nercy, peace be upon her from God the
; In the matter of Frank A.
widow Capt. A 'ram P. Tapley of
1
Bangor, aged I
father and Jesus Christ, the Son of the Father, 80
Ordw.iv, Bankrupt,
\ 1,1
years.
n truth and love.”
To the Creditors of Frank A Urdu
vilie, in the County of Waldo
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
SHIP MEWS.
Notice is hereby given that on
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
of Julj', A. D. 1916, the said Frai
was duly adjudicated a Bankru
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.

Miss Hattie Wren, accompanied by her
rother, Prescott Wren, and Miss Mary Croekall
£ r, and Mr. and Mrs Richard C. Higgins,
at1 lembers of Favori Rebekah Lodge, Unity,
t ?nded the district meeting at Belfast, June
j 3th, making the trip in Miss Wren’s car.
i

“Shower”

are a

or

9th, the body
SANBORN. In Belfast, June 17, Fred A. SanHills crematory and ! born. aged 43
years, 11 months and 29 days.
here cremated. The ashes will at some fuSeavey. In Rockland, June 15,
Virginia L.,
of
Walter and Marie L. (McNeil)'
ure time be deposited in the cemetery
at daughter
Seavey. aged 2 months and 25 days.
searsport Harbor. Few have left to their
Smith. In Brooklyn, N. Y., June
13, Mary
riends the memory of a life so faultless, and Alice, widow of Benjamin C. Smith,
formerly
of
81
Searsport,
11
aged
name
years,
months
and 7
ill who knew her will pronounce her
vas

a

large

failing. She was indeed a being of saintly
nould, and has now been called to join the

im.

hing

in

gentleness, patience and resignation

The Electrical

Here

ARE

greater part of her married life*
vas passed in invalidism of a complicated nature, involving pain both of mind and body.
3ut through all the years of her affliction her

Report says that Leon Parsons, who returnd from California last fall, is going back there
t his

a

Mr. Parke in the

3oston.

ormerly

sentative to the Legislature, 10 each.

of Capt. Peleg P. and Mary (Towle) Nichols,
and her girlhood days were spent in SearBport.
In the early 60’s Bhe married Benjamin C,
Smith, a well known painter, and lived in the
Smith homestead on Mount Ephraim road until
the death of her husband, December 8, 1906,

\t the age of

A. H. Higgins, who had been visiting
Bangor and Vassalboro for several weeks,
* as returned home.

> joolf

aim

ind not to make

Mrs.

The

possessed

uhat her sole

*n

1

She

lid not love her and who

j

The Republican vote in the primary June
19th, was as follows: For U. S. Senator, Fernald 58. Hale 85, Hersey 18; for Governor,
Callahan 11, Parkhurut 101, Wheeler 10; for
Congress, Peters 102; for State Senate r, Conant 105; for County Attorney, Cowan 103: for
Judge of Probate, Bangs 142, Brown 12, Rit:hie
Carter 47, Hazel6; for Register of Probate,
tine 30, Johnson 48; for Sheriff, Cushman 109;
for County Commissioner, Small 111; for Counto
ty Treasurer, Pattee 106; for representative
Legislature, Holbrook 61, Neal 36, Norwood 25.
The Democratic vote was very small. Johnson
forU. S. Senator had 11; Curtis for Governor
12; Sullivan for State auditor 11; Buuker for
Congress 12; Mullin for State Senator 12; Littlefield for County Attorney 11; Libby for
Judge of Probate 11; Leonard for Regi-ter of
Probate 9; Dickey and Jenkins for Sheriff 5
eBCh; Harmon for County Commissioner, Lord
for County Treasurer and Roberts for repre-

Trot

m n

Everyone in county and vicinity is invited to decorate their cars
and take part in the Preparedness Parade.

qualities which gave distinction to her character, amiablity and efficiency. It can be truly
laid that there was not one of her pupils who

Miss Mildred Bartlett attended Commencenent exercises of the M. C. I. at Pittsfield

Elsie

Bessie, Margaret Pendleton, ^he moving picture in connection with the play will be
Jewel, by Clara Louise Burnham in

cessful.

1

man;

3.00

age she began the career of teaching, in which
3he was for twelve years extraordinarily suc-

“

Gilkey; Grace, Lilia Shute; Maude, Lillian
'Smith; Laura, Annie Rogers; Rose, Mary In-

Pace.

Mrs. Mary A. Parse, wife of Frederick W
Parke, formerly of Searsport, died July 6th in
Boston, Mass., from the effects of a severe attack of the grip. She Was born in Monroe,
Me., May 16, 1842, :be daughter of Peter and
Mary A. (Ellingwood) Billings. At an early

lay.

give

son;

or

OBITUARY.

schools will close this week, Fri-

Owenagungas Camp

Fire club, Mrs. J. S. Sweetser, guardian, will
tne farce, “Young Dr. Devine,” in Union
ball, Searsport, Tuesday evening, June 27th.
This bright and entertaining farce of two
scenes.depicting hoarding school life, has been
cast as follows: Dr. Devine, Estelle Bruce;
Madam, OiiveTrundy; Rebecca, Elinor Clos-

the 4th.

j

THORNDIKE.

arrangement
Festoons of

creditably

notable persons, sundry stirring events having to do with the history of this ancient
m.

at

\

!• Dana M. Dutch, assistant secretary of the
State Street Trust Co. of Boston, has our
thanks fur a copy of a booklet entitled ‘‘State
Street Events.” A brief account of divers

At S p.

an

whose

march

;

Free-tor-alt 1-2 mile Trot
on

New Waldc

Large List of Entries

-j-ALL

and

paper designated the pews rese ved at the
front of the churcn for the village scholars
ind their parents, the superintendent and
school board. Upon the platform, from which
the altar and scrolls had been removed, were
placed seats for the seven Seniors and the
Principal and Assistant of the school. As

Mrs.

Saturday night.

very pleasing
auditorium

and ^entwined the posts of the organ
balustrade was surmounted by a
band of lilacs. Bows of green and white crepe

loft,

Pace.

on

Two Bands, Imperial Quartette before Grandstand, Sports between herts. In Evening, Band Concerts Sncvi-.i
^P^1
Features in the two Picture Theatres, Dances and Skating Rink.

rections

shore, Sandypoint, Friday, for a very enjoyable picnic. The schools throughout town
closed last week for the summer vacation.

New York.

were

green and white crepe paper depended from
the chandelier, radiated to me walls in all di-

ard

The old icaple tree which had stood the
storms for {.he past hundred years in the
■busman field ou the shore front went over
the bank onto the beach during the heavy rain
storm last

flags above, and
of cedar sprigs

Elva

Everett Staples, Church street, left by
train Friday morning for a week’s visit with
Mrs. Silas B. Adams in her beautiful country
place, “Hi*;hridge,” in Falmouth, MQjne. Miss
Alice Hichborn is also the gueet of Mrs.
Adams for the same time. The hostess is a
native of Stocktt»n, the daughter of the late
Lapt. Elias Patterson,

Universalist church

white;
the class motto—“In Ourselves Our Future
Lies"—in green letters upon a white background at the rear of the chancel, with draped

fortnight, on
Cove, their husjoin them.

SPORTS.

street, West Winthrop, Mass.

gratifying in all respects. The
was tastefully decorated in green

took the

Capt. and Mrs, A. N. Blanchard of Brooklyn,
N Y., who were in town last week to attend
the funerai pf Mrs. Mary A% Smith, left Saturday lor Bangor 5to take the Bar Harbor ex-

Mrs.

and

a

or

Racing

All roads lead to Belfast

gradu ltion exercises of the Stockton
Springs High school last Thursday evening in

Randall and Miss Abbie Chase
children of the Primary and Intermediate schools to the camps on the BlanchMi6s

Ethel M. Nichols, who has been teaching in Bangor, returned home Saturday and
will spend the summer with her parentB, Capt.
and Mrs. Charles M, Nichols, on Water street.
Miss

scene

“Sonoma,” last week for

Regiment, Co. I.,

ber of
now

mem-

230 Trot

AND

Schoolhouse Common at 11 o’clock A. IVL Afternoon
Sports held
County Fair Association Grounds at 1 o’clock P. JV1.

Horse

Staples,

The

Beulah

on

RACES

of honor and groomsman. Mr.
Floyd will be at home after August

1st at 26 Cross

Mrs. Cora E. Dow and daughter, Miss Kate !
Dow, left Inursday for Northampton, Mass., I High school work here.
where her daughter, Sailie Dow, graduated
I Mrs. Nicholas B. Ginn and Mrs. Earl Trundy
from Smith’s College last week.
and children opened their cottages, “Skipiki”
Ciiftcn Whittum. the oniv surviving

I

Oration

HORSE

GAMES,

matron

were

Nickerson, second daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, Church street,
arrived home from Pittsfield last Friday, having belonged to the graduating class at the M.
C. I., after a year’s finishing course to her
Miss.

ployment
Electric

Everett Hichborn of Camby automobile last Friday afternoon for a brief visit with Mr. and
Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, East Main street.
Dr. and Mrs. H.

bridge, Mass.,

the guest of Everett

PARADE,

Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Grant announce
the marriage of their daughter, Edna Caroline, to Frank Arthur Floyd, Sunday evening,
June 11, 1916, at the Universalist parsonage,
Somerville, Mass. The double ring service
was impressively performed by the Rev. Mr,
Maxwell. The bride was daintily gowned in
white Georgette crepe over white silk, with
picture hat matching costume. A former
schoolmate of Somerville rnd her husband

last week in

and mother, Madam

TWO BANDS IN ATTENDANCE.

Church street.

Mrs. Horace Staples, W’est Main street, spent
Pittsfield, the guest of her son
George, returning Friday night,

E. Trundy & Son were abort of water at
their mill last week but the rain of Saturday
and Sunday gave them an ample supply.
Mrs. Lavona Williams

rainy weather,

Fred Weed of Corinna, Maine, came
Thursday kto attend the graduation of Miss
Glennie Emerson, returning Monday.

We believe in Preparedness and as a prevention againd rain on this July day we are
going to give a $2.00 Umbrella
to the best decorated car. $2.00 Umbrella to the best decorated truck.
$2.00 Umbrella to
the best decorated team. $2.00 Umbrella to the best decorated buckboard.

|

Hichborn returned to Belfast Monday morning
with Rev. A. A. Blair in his auto, he having
remained over night Sunday because of the

Mrs.

A.

Islesboro after

First

Gardner. Middle street, returned Saturday morning from a week's business trip to
Boston,

Miss Manel I. Nichols, who has been teaching at Derby, Maine (not Ct.) returned home
Saturday after a week’s stay in Bangor.

W

the

L. A.

W illiam Blanchard of Brooklyn, N. Y., was
town last week to attend the funeral of his

grandmother, Mrs, Mary

of

PARADE

STARTS FROM SCHOOLHOUSE COMMON AT 10 O’CLOCK A.
M.,
Consisting of City Government, Military and Civic Orders, Sailors from the War Vesseh
Decorated Automobiles, Firemen and Boy Scouts.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames, Church
Congregational Church, street, motoned to their summer cottage,
officiating. The floral tributes were profuse “Birken See,” on the Blanchard shore of Fort
and beautiful, showing the high esteem in Point cove last
Ibra W illiams of Islesboro was in town last
Friday morning, returning
which the deceased was held by her many
Monday. At this writing, Monday, a picnic
week, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. W’. Gilkey
She is survived by two daughters: dinner is
friends.
planned for Tuesday, to be held at the
on Water street.
Mrs. Mary N., wife of Capt. A. N. Blanchard Ames
cottage by the members of Bethany
J. L. Palmer, mail clerk on the B. & A. rail- ot
and
Miss
Abbie
M.
of
Smith
Brooklyn, N.Y.,
Chapter, O. E. S., in place of the birthday
Vmc mover! in
John Carlson house on
Searsport, and by one sister,Mrs. Abbie N.,wife party which was to have been held there last
East Main street.
of George L.Merrill. Interment was in the famSaturday, but was prevented by the inclemA heavy downpour of rain set in Saturday ily lot in Elmwood cemetery. The pall bearers
ency of the weather.
and
night were Capt. C. M. Nichols. Capt. D. C. Nichols,
morning, continuing during the day
Miss Emma Hichborn came from Belfast
Capt. W. V. Nichols and Capt. Amos Nichols, j
up to Sunday noon.
Sunday morning, accompanying her mother,
Newfrom
arrived
It.
Steamer Bylaj
Friday
Capt. Edmund Hichborn, who had just arrived
port News with 6,200 tons of coal to the P. C.
STOCKTON bPRINGS.
by boat from Baltimore, his vessel, schooner
& Co. at Mack’s Point.
Elisha Atkins, of which he was a part owner,
Barge Moslem arrived Saturday from PhilaHe will probably
A. M. Ames. Church street, motored to Ban- ! having been recently sold.
remain at home
delphia with 1,600 tons ol coal to t^; P. C. &. gor Thursday for business calls.
during the summer. Miss
Martin

PREPAREDNESS

In Bucksport, June 11, by Rev.
Henry W. Webb, Reginald P. Davis and Miss
Gladys E. Cole, both of Bucksport.
Dickey-Hatch. In North Belfast, June 17.
by Revi Arthur E. Wilson, Melvin O. Dickey
and Miss Carolyn G. Hatch, both of Belfast.
Floyd-Grant. In Somerville, Mass., June
Davis-Cole.

For

%

ale

One 10 ft Combination Show Base.
One 15 ft Double Face Oak Counter.
15 dozen

one

to five

the First Meeting of his Creditor;
at the office of Dun ton & Morse, S

Building, Belfast. Maine, on the
A. D. 1916, at ten o’,
forenoon, at which time and pi.
creditors may attend, prove tl *
point a Trustee, examine the l

July,

transact such other business
before said meeting.

JOHN R. M.a
Referee in Bar

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all who were
to us in our late bereavement,
flowers sent to the funeral, inciu
ful pieces from the Elk Lodge
Belfast City Government ami 1
ment.
MRS. HELEN A. SAN
MR. and MRS. K. H.
p

Odd Fellows’

Building Ass

ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS'

MO

Notice is hereby given that the a:
ing of the Odd Fallows’ Building A
will be held at Odd Fellows’ Ha!
on Wednesday, July 5, 1916, at 7 o'for the choice of officers and the
such other business as may proper
fore said meeting.
RALPH H. HOWES.
Attest:
SAMUEL ADAMS. C
Belfast, Maine, June 22, 1916.

gallons jugs at $1,00

write the City Drug Store.
READ & HILLS, Proprietors.
Postoffice Square, Belfast, Me.

r.

Bangor, Maine, June 19, 1916

lo

per dozen.

Call

as

come

Let

or

eight-*room house, either
unfurnished, on Charles street ex
An

quire

on

25tf

the

premises.

JEFFER1’-

For Rent
The Jones & Snow Store

on

High

Street. Apply to
CITY NATIONAL BANK.

LOST

List your rent with us and
tenant.
We have applicatu
Belfast every day which we cat
Terms right.
DICKEY-KNOW 1
REAL ESTATE Cl'
2w24
Pythian Block.

For Sale

Deposit Book No. 195, issued by Waldo Trust
Company, Belfast. Finder will please return
same

to

Belfast,

T. FRANK PARKER, Treasurer.
19, 1916-25

June

NOTICE
United States Customs Service,
Port of Belfast, Maine,
f
Under authority of the Honorable Commissioner of Navigation Department of Commerce, notice is hereby given that the npme of
the Gas. Yacht “VANCLUSE" of this port is
changed to “ON AW A.”
BANCROFT H. CONANT,
4w25y
(Deputy Collector.

A
For

large assortment o( household
particulars apply to
ELON B. liliCHRCENTER

M0NTV1LI

John C. Carey has resigned his
selectman on account of ill health
Miss M. G. Bartlett will he at i.
summer vacation which begins Ju
Robert Foye and wife of Pruv
spent two weeks with his father,
Pembroke Carter has returned If"
where he had been visiting his si
past two weeks.

